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ABSTRACT 

The Changing Nature of the Relationship 

between 

First Nations and Museums 

Céline Robertson 

This research paper is elaborated around the hypothesis that there is a subtle resistance by 

non-abonginal museum professionals, primarily within the disciplines of anthropology, 

in accepting First Nations taking complete control of their identities and cultures. This 

new changing situation minimizes the museum professionals' power as interpreters of 

First Nations' cultures and no longer corresponds to the mission and purpose of the 

disciplines of anthropology. The author develops the argument by examining Eilean 

Hooper-Greenill ' s study of Michel Foucault' s t hree epistemes on how museums 

influenced the shaping of knowledge in the transition fiorn one episternic period to the 

next. Hooper-Greenhill's analysis is fürther used to illustrate the impact the present 

social changes are having on museums and First Nations. The Canadian Museum of 

Civilization is used as an example and is analyzed in part using Patricia Pitcher's study of 

leaders in organizations and the author's own persona1 observations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This research paper is elaborated around the hypothesis that there is a subtle 

resistance by non-abonginal museum professionals, primarily within the disciplines of 

anthropology', in accepting First Nations taking complete control of their identities and 

cultures. This new changing situation minimizes the museum professionals' power as 

interpreters of First Nations' cultures and no longer co~~esponds to the mission and purpose 

of the disciplines of anthropology. 

These disciplines are now in a contradictory, ifnot in an ironic position, where First 

Nations are concemed. Museum curators dedicated their entire studies to the preservation 

of aboriginal cultures and their work was never questioned until recently. They now h d  

themselves in an unpleasant situation where it appears that everything they do is being 

questioned not only by some of their peers but most importantly, by the very people whose 

cultures they worked so hard to protect and whose objects they so carefully preserved. This 

will be examined in chapter N and V. 

. Furthemore, in their quest to attain self govemmenc First Nations are now actively 

fighting for their rights. Treaties, repaûiation of artifacts and their ramincations are already 

in motion and museum curators are now drawn into First Nations' political arena. They 

The term anthropology encompasses ebology and archaeology 



now have to deal with issues that are takhg precedence over their research studies. Their 

status is no longer apolitical. 

Because of their knowledge on both Aboriginal Peoples and the museum collection, 

museum anthropologists have now been projected into the role of museum representatives 

on First Nation land daim negotiations; there are over 50 negotiations in British Columbia 

alone and more are expected The Canadian Mweum of Civilization can expect to be 

involved in repaîriation of artifacts with every aboriginal nations in Canada at some thne in 

the Fiiture, 

The Lubicon Fit Nation's boycotthg of the exhibition The Spirit Szngs:Anistic 

Traditions of Canud(aPs First people? during the Olympic games in Calgary in 1988, 

which will be discussed in the section, The Task Force Report on Museurns and Ficst 

Nations of chapter IV, was the event that initiated a dialogue between First Nations and 

museums. 

Ou O d o k  15, igû8. a&rdceds o f h i t l a i  & I ! O  acbieverecogniti*on oftbeirrme?Uïnguished aborigid land ri- the C m  pople 
oflubiwa Lake established blodcades on roads leading iido theirtraditional tenïûny. A couple of  weeks earlier tbey'd declared their intedon to e n f i  
theirjurisdidim ~ v e r t h e i r ~ o u a i  tantary, mcludïng contml of  access and regulation of  development adivity. 

Nme days befm establishment ofthe blodcadg the Lubian peopIe kui f d y  withdmwn h m  di le@ proceedings before the Canadian 
cou& maki7g clex that they neva acceptcd the juridiction ofthe Caaacüan courts over th+ mditional territory in any case, an4 after 14 yeaxs o f  
experience wrththe Canadian courts, thatthey'd lost ai i  confidaia inthe ability or inclinatim ofthe Canadian courts to compel Cardian Gavermned to 
obeyitsownlaws 

After fnre days of  blocka& scores of beavüy m e d  RCMP backed by heli- and aaadc dogs fmiiy disrnanîied Lubicon barricades 
ad amsied 27 people. Two days later, tvith people h m  acmss the oounay pouring iuto the Lubiam area to support Lubicon -on ofjiir;sdidan, 
Lubicon Chief Banard Ommayak met with Alberta Provincial Premier Dm Getry and a& m estabIishmeot of a 246 square kilometre reserve. 
cunditionaI upon Federai Govamnent conairrenœ. 

Immediately upon collapse of negotiations the Mulroney Govemmeilt launched a major propganda campaign designed to subvert Lutticon 
leadership and dimedit the Lubicon cause. The pro- was coadniated with on-îbpnmd e f f i  to politically o v ~ w  the duly 
elected leadership of the Lubicw people At the time of  this wri- the Lubicoa people are codouing their stniggie to survive whh di&. 
~ ~ h v w w . t a O . c a / - f o v f i P a g e s l a e ~ v . ~  



Three outstanding issues were identined by the Task Force Report established as a 

result by the Canadian Museum Association and the Assembly of First Nations in 1992: 

a) increased invohrement of Aborigïnai Peoples in the -on of their culture and bistory by cuiturai 

institrrtions 

b) improved access b museum coiiections by Aboriginal Peoples, and 

c) the qnîrhtïon of arti-facts and human remains (ï& Force on Museums and First Nations 19923 ). 

The above recommendations may have looked feasible in theory but in practice it is 

another matter. One thing is certain, the role of museum curators3 as sole interpreters of 

aboriginal cultures has come to an end, dong with their prestige. 

The impact of repatriation on museums is çtiu in an early phase. Nevertheless, not 

a l l  the museum staff is trained or equipped to deal with the issues that &se, such as the 

access to the collections by First Nations as well as the repatriation of large numbers of 

objects to nations that request them. This tum of events is new to musezlllls. ''In many 

ways repatriation discussion is about the role of objects in the ongoing generation of 

meaning in two apparently incompatible cultural systems" (Laforet, 1999b: 12) 

First Nations have come out of their isolation and reclaiming their cultures is a 

priority. They are now entering the museum world with graduate and post-graduate 

education and a strong sense of responsibility. Their main goal is to correctly set their 

place in history. Unfortunately, ssine the Canadian Museum of Civrlization opened eleven 

years ago, there has been no increase in aboriginal employees as was originally planned. 

3 Michael Ames expresses the cüïernma of the curator tuday as beïng twofoId: to tok status within one's 
own profession, ethnology in the case at han& one must research and publish in scholariy jounials, while to retain status 
within the museum one mut  also engage in piblic SeMœ." (1992:3 1-32) 
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First Nations' exhibitions are stiU mainly developed and interpreted by non-Aboriginal 

employees. 

Aboriginal issues are just one of the problems afflicting museums today. This 

research paper will concentrate mainly on those issues that are having an impact on the 

relationship between museums and First Nations in Canada. It is, therefore, important to 

understand how museums came into being; how they have been instrumental in shaping 

knowledge; how they acquired the role as sole authority of aboriginal cultures; what caused 

the rupture; the impact on both First Nations and museums with reference to the signincant 

changes occming in their respective worldviews. ". . .what we are seeing is the most 

signincant revolution in cultural institutions in this cenhuy" (Cameron, 1990:14). Are 

museums the ones now on the brink of extinction? 

Chapter 1 will give an ovewiew of the thesis and the methods used to support my 

hypothesis on the changing relationship between First Nations and Museurns. Chapter II 

will examine Eilean Hooper-Greenhill's study which followed Michel Foucault's h e e  

epistemes on how museums influenced the shaping of knowledge in the transitions fkom 

one epistemic period to the ne% ending her study with the modern age. Following 

Hooper-Greenhill's study, the period we are presently living in and the roles museums are 

expected to play in this 'new age' will be examined. Chapter III will look at the 

contemporary museum and the transformation that they are expenencing caused by 

globalization, technology, multiculturalism and human rights. Chapter III will also look at 

the crisis that the social sciences are expenencing and the impact on the relationship 

between First Nations and museums. Chapter IV will examine the revi&tion of 

aboriginal cultures, the repaûiation of amfacts back to aboriginal communities and the 

impact that this new development is h a h g  on rnuseums. Chapter III and N wiU also 

include my own personal observations. 



CHAPTER I - THEORETICAL APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 

TTEORETICAL APPROACH 

In order to obtain a better perspective of museums and their role and influence on 

First Nation cultures, the historical background will be based primarily on Eilean Hooper- 

GreenhiU's book Mixseums and the S w i n g  of Knowledge. Hooper-GreenhiU follows 

Michel Foucault's three epistemes of how lmowledge changed and developed during the 

Renaissancey the classical and the modem ages and how museums influenced the shaping 

of lmowledge during the transition from one penod to the next Hooper-GreenhiU analyzed 

four case studies: the cabinet of cimosity and the Medici Palace for the Renaissance Age, 

the Repository of the Royal Society for the classical age and, what she calls, the 

disciplinary museums for the modem age. 

Following Foucault and Hooper-Greenhillys methodologyy a fourth period wiu be 

added We will examine First Nations and Museums today in a national and global 

conte- The two case studies will be me GrandHall, a permanent exhibition focusing on 

the First Nations of the Pacifk Noahwest Coast with an emphasis on traditional cultures 

through the display of artifacts and The First Peoples Hall where First Nations are speakhg 

as weil as  being represented by aitifacts. The use of technology will also play a relevant 

role in the entire exhibition. Both permanent exhibitions are at the Canadian Museum of 

Civilkation (CMC) 

CMC wiii be useü when refêrring to Uie Cariadian Museum of CiviIizan'on, The tams cWativey' 
" A b o r i ~ ,  'Fi Nations", are used interchangeably to d e r  to Canada's onginai habitants of Indian, ïnuit and Metis 
anCeSfLY and the term "hdigenous Peoples" for original habit& inîemationally. 
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As we enter a new rnillennium, society has been for some tirne experiencing what 

Michel Foucault (1970) identifies as 'breaks' and 'ruptures' s i m g  the end of one era 

and the beginning of another. The new beginning can occur widi violent changes and 

disnptiom as is very apparent in our society today. Mult i-eec nations became a global 

n o m  in many corntries throughout the world and the concepts of multicdturalism and 

human rights movements emerged. Human Rights legislation became a decisive factor not 

only for First Nations in the attainment of self-government but also for aboriginal wornen5 

who regained their s t a t u  with Bill C 3 1 in 1985. The social sciences enter a n i s i s  of their 

own for perhaps not having anticipated these changes. 

To have a better understanding of what is happening, we will therefore continue 

with Foucault's (1970) tool of 'effective histoy'. "Foucault rejects the notion of a 

contïnuous, smooth, progressive, totalising, developmental history. He works instead with 

'effective history', a view of the past that emphasizes discontùiuty, rupture, displacemenf 

and dispersion." ( Hooper-GreeddI, 1992: 10). We wiU examine the breaks and ruptures 

that occurred beginning with the rise of ethnicity and nationalism influenced by the concept 

of fkee citizea Ethnicity and nationalism led to the formation of new nations prompted by 

the collapse of communism, war, technology and international migration. These breaks 

and ruptures have also afTected museums as well as First Nations' cultures. We will, 

Impatant changes wae made to Canada's Indicm Act on Jime 28.1985, d e n  Parijarneni pasrcd Bi11 G 3  1, an Act to Amend the Indian Ac& 
Büi C-3 1 bmught the Act into line with the povisions of the CaMdian (=barta ofRights and Freedotns. Two categaes of persoas were exciuded ûom 
regisûatioa under the G3 1 provisioos: women who gaineci status only through niarriage to a statu hdian, and later Iost it (eg. through remanias b a 
wu-Indian>; d childrea whose mdher gained india sîatus through mamiagc and wbme fatha is non-indian Those who lost their membaship in a 
band thrwgh sexuai d' ' 

' &on in the pst can appiy to regain manbership. (Biii ~3 1) 



therefore, examine the new relationsbip h t  is developing between the two because of 

these changes. 

me Social and CulfuraCDimetWZOns of Museum 

The social and cultural dimensions of museums are areas which will be looked into 

in order to obtain a better understanding of what is happening in museurns today. 

Museums, according to Hooper-Greenhill, have been active in shaping knowledge for over 

600 years. (1992:191) Dining the last decade or so, major changes and important 

reorganizations are taking place in museums aIl over the world at a rapid pace. It appears 

that museuns have no choice but to adapt and seek new approaches if they want to survive. 

Withod doubt, the museum community itself would have preferred to maintain the status 

quo and retain its unique role as the indisputable 'experts' on cultures, especidy First 

Nations cultures. The mexpected survival of First Nations with a voice is indeed a 

disturbing factor in the stability of museurns with abonginal collections. 

According to Sharon Macdonald museums have an intriguing paradoxical place in 

the global culture. "Bound up with much that is heralded to be nearing its end - stability 

and permanence, authenticity, grand narratives, the nation-state, and even h i s t o ~  itself - 

their numbers are growing at an unprecedented rate" (1996: 1). Despite a .  increase in the 

number of museums all over the world, the problems have multiplied: fallîng visitor 

numbers; fdure to attract a larger middle class and minonties; storage and conservation 

problems of ever increasing collections (1996: 1). One can also add a substantial decrease 

in government fùnding; Aboriginal Peoples reclaiming their aidfacts; and others. These 

problems are shalang the very foundation of museums. 



It therefore became pamfully clear for museuIIls that, if changes did not OCCW, 

disciplines dealing with multicultuml populations would be seriously threatened with the 

possible disappearance of some of them Many claim diat they no longer know what a 

museum is. 

The shift that museums are making fkom collection to communication has obliged 

them to become more aware of the visitor. It is no longer çufncient to collect objects; there 

must be a connection to society. Not all museums anticipated these changes but those that 

accepted the challenge found the circufll~fances far more complex than expected, especially 

where First Nations' cultures were concemed because here the shift is back to the 

collections and to the archives. Abonginal Peoples want to regain control of all the 

information kept in these large institutions such as museums, public libraries, archives and 

University libraries: 

As a consequenœ huge quantities of comprehensive and detaiied informaiion conceming just about every 

aspect of our Lives, history, ami cuiture exkt in such institutions.. ..The tragedy for us is that vKtually none of 

this information relevant to our paxticular Aboriginal comrmmities exists withùi the mmmimities themselves. 

This means that it remains in non-Abonginal institutions under non-Abonginal conml (Fourmile, 1988225) 

There are now many sensitive issues that museums have to deal with - repatriation 

of human remains, sacred objects such as false face masks, medicine bundles etc. 

Museums are often at a loss on how to deal with some of these problems. For example, 

some nations are requesting repatriation of medicine bundles. Others only want the 

information relevant to these objects because they no longer possess the lmowledge for the 

caring of these sacred objects. m e r s  have found false information on certain objects in the 

museum collection. 



On the one hand, museums with their collections, archival material and 

ethnographie sciences have largely contcibuted to the 'dead' identity and to the stereotypes 

that First Nations are afnicted with today. On the other hand, muse- have also made it 

possible for some of these same people to leam about their history for the nrSt time, and to 

revive an identity that had been lost or forgotten. First Nations are presently going through 

a revitalkation process and there is a need for them to look into their traditional past to 

understand who they are and to be better equipped to enter the challenghg demands of the 

present without losing their identity- 

The issues Indigenous Peoples have seem to be the same aU over the world These 

discontinuities and ruptures that occurred in society on a global scale have also had their 

impact on First Nations and museums. GlobaIization and technology have emerged and 

produced the information society of today. We are now ventunng into an uncontrolled 

idormation age at a vexy fast pace to Say the least Where Indigenous Peoples are 

concemed, what emerged with technology is a means of commUILication which became a 

un@ing force unprecedented in modem histoq 

hother point that will be briefly mentioned in this paper is fùndraising - the 

emergence of corporate sponsoring and entertainment in museurn spaces. Museum funding 

at the national, provincial and local level is principally controIled by the state. In recent 

years, however, many museurns have been affected by reduced govemment subsidies and 

some have had to close their doors. Consequently, museums have now tumed to large 

corporations for funding. Corporate and visitor entertainment is becoming just as  important 

as the exhibitions. 

The complexities of the social and the cultural dimensions of First Nations are often 

14 



dif3?cdt to grasp as not all nations are at the sarne economic development level. Some are 

on the brink of disaster and are more concemed with their personal rather than theV cultural 

survival. Others wish to retain and Iive their traditional lives and are working hard to 

preserve their culture. There are also those who have reached a certain acculturation but 

still wish to adapt theK aboriginal identity to an urban setting. These dimensions will not 

be M e r  developed in this paper but these crucial issues of First Nations are not being 

addressed in museums. 

The different social strata within First Nations have had an impact on their cultures 

as weIl. In the same nation, we will often see variations not only in the interpretation of 

their culture but also in their lmguage. mefo re ,  it is not mrprising that this creates 

confusion with the museological and especially the ethnological interpretation of abonginal 

cultures. 

This new age of c c d e c o ~ ~ t i ~ n ,  reconstruction and self-construction" (Ames 

1992: 152) occiimng simultaneously among both First Nations and cultural institutions has 

created a sense of confusion and insecuri~ for both abonpinai and non-abonginal 

employees. Non-abonguial ciirators, for example, feel that their role will never be the same 

again Aboriginal curators are now in demand but with the position cornes the enonnous 

responsibility of being curators not only of their own nation but of many others as well. 

Adaptation and change are expected fkom both parties involved and this must happen 

almost overnight- The expectations are just too high and the results are often discouraging 

for both. 

Fùst Ndions and Museurns 

This research will examine some of these issues between First Nations and 



museums in order to establish if a consensus can be reached: who owns aboriginal artifacts; 

how should abonginal cultures be interpreted; who is in a better position or has the right to 

decide; and what the concepts of traditional and of spirituality mean for Aboriginal Peoples 

in a contemporary setling. Anthropologists are very familiar with the issue of cultural 

diffusion but are not likely to fïnd mything special in the similarities between traditional 

and modem objects. (CWord 1988: 19 1). 

Despite efforts made by many museums across the counw to demonstrate the 

contemporary and the traditional way of H e  of Aboriginal Peoples, most curators are s t i l l  

more cornfortable dealhg with elders as was custormy in the past than with the younger 

aboriginal generation of today. Most curators assume that the latter is not as 

laiowledgeable about their cultures as the former or they (the curators) themselves are. A 

link to the past is acceptable for ethnologists but a link to the present is only acceptable if 

something traditional is attached to it My work in the development of the Aboriginal 

Training Programme in Museum Practices deals with young aboriginal students eom 

across the country. 1 know that the knowledge about our cultures will not end with our 

elders: cc If museums, anthropology and sociology have collaborated in the formation of 

modemity and the nation-state6, they have also all corne to qpestion many of modernity's 

'totalizing paradigms' and share many of the same insecurïties about how to represent in 

the contemporary world" (Harvey, 1996 in Macdonald, 19967) 

As mentioned above, museums' implication in the formation of modem nation- 

States also applies to First Nations as well. Not only have muçeums preserved abonginal 

heritage but they are now assisting First Nations in their quest for their land where treaties 

6 By modem nation-state, Macdonald refers to Martin Proder's study ofMmeum and GIobaZXzation where he maintains 
that the "Nation' is scarcely older than the eigtiteenth cenm when in Europe the concept began to assume its modem 
shape." (1996:3 1) 



were not respected. One example is that museum curators are becomïng more and more 

involved in the political negotiations of land claims through repaûiation of artifacts which 

First Nations are now includkig in their comprehensive land clairn agreements. An example 

of this wiU be a brief review based on a papa Repmaiion and the Canadan Museum of 

Civilzation written by Andrea Laforef Director of Ethnology at the CMC. 

Because of all the changes mentioned above, a new lmowledge is emerging tbat is 

affecthg the relationship between First Nations and museums. They have had a long and 

complex history together and it is only in the past few years that this relationship has been 

seriously s~~uthized. In search of cultural autonomy, First Nations have been questioning 

the interpretation of the ethnological scientific research. Since First Nations were not 

expected to survive or question the interpretation of these scholars, we now have a situation 

where the scholarç themselves are rejecting what James Clifford calls 'the hegemony of 

field work'. In his book, The Predicament of CuZiwe, ClifXord focuses his analysis on 

professional anthropology and specif.ically on ethnography: 

The currait crisis - or better, dispersion - of ethnographie auîhority rnakes it possiile to mark off a rough 

period, bounded by the years 1900 and 1960, dirring which a new conception of field research established itseif 

as the nom for European and American anîhropology Iritensive fieldwork, pursued by university-train& 

speciakîq emerged as a piviieged, sanctioned source of data about exotic peoples. (1988:24) 

Where uiformants are concemed, Clifford asks the fùndamental question: 'Who is 

actually the author of field notes?" (1988:45) In any case, he argues that anthropologists 

should share their texts and title pages with indigenous collaborators "for whom the tenn 

infamants is no longer adequate, if it ever was" (1988:s 1) 

First Nations are becoming more involved as well as more informed in the 

interpretation of their cultures and are now reclaiming their arfifacts and archival materials. 
17 



With theu large ethnographie coUections, museums have become the link between Fkst 

Nations and the dominant society. Ethnographers have played a crucial role in assisting 

First Nations in the qatnation procedures but they are concerned as to where this process 

wiU lead and what impact it will have on both the museums and their work. The role of 

museurn curators is changing fiom protector of aboriginal cultures to that of witness of 

aboriginal cultures. 

One area that was perhaps understood but may have been nifficult to interpret by the 

rnuseum professionds is the spiritualiity of Abonginai Peoples related to nature and the 

land Knudtson and S u d i ,  in their book WLFdom of the EZders came to the reahtion that 

'Ive know so little about the biological and physical properties of the planet that we cannot 

predict the long-term impact of our technology.. Science done is not enough to solve the 

planeta~y environmental cris is..."( l992:xxiv). In seeking other perspectives for 

understanding the world, Knudtson and Suniki demonsirates the importance of indigenous 

knowledge which is a profound ecological wisdom about the universe, the planet, and the 

physical and spiritual lives; the deiicate relationship between humans, nature and the 

environment. 



RIETHODOLOGY 

Qualifattve Resewch 

Museums mtionally and intemationdy are in a state of crisis and have been for as 

long as 1 have been working here. 

Nous ne pouvons plus considérer cette iustihdion [le musée] hors de son histoire pmpre, détachée des autres 

W o n s  connexes et exempte d'influences nées de bouleverremends de la recherche, de mutations sociales, 

économiques ou des transfomations technologiques (Gavereau, 1999,12) 

To complement the theoretical research, an empincd approach was used as 

methodology. My observations and comments are based on my experiace both as an 

aboriginal employee in a large museum, the Canadian Museum of Civilization, where 1 

have been w o r h g  for eleven years and as a board member of la Fondntm de 1 'héritage 

culrurel de Mmhteuiatsh for a period of three years. The Fondation was established five 

years ago to raise f ' d s  for the Muée amérindien de Mashteuidsh 1 am also a member 

of this community and 1 have always maintaitied a close relationship with both my family 

and my community. 

These observations will follow, in part, James Spradley's guide to fieldwork in his 

book Participant Observation. He writes that participant observation is no longer 

"relegated to exotic cultures in far-off places, ethnology has corne home". (1980:60) He 

ako mentions different types of pdcipant observation: non-partkipation, passive, active, 

complete and moderate. The rnoderate participant observation will be the method 1 will use 

for this thesis. He describes this type of participant observation as m g  to "maintain a 

balance between being an insider and outsider, between participation and observation" 

(198060). 1 am an insider because I work in a museum and feel cornfortable in the museum 

community and an outsider because of my native ancestry. 



Robert K Merton, in his insiders/outsiders distinction [acknowledgùig that the main 

idea is fiom M d e i m ] ,  says: 

... there is a category of people in the system of social sûaîZcation who have distinctive, if not exclusive, 

perceptions and mderstanding in their -es as bolh Inscieas and Outsiders. .. Benefituig h m  their 

wIlecîive1y diverse social origins and baosceading gcoup aiiegiances, they an observe the social miverse with 

special insighî and a synttiesizing eye. (197229) 

I belong to the Innu Nation of the Lac St-Jean Band and was raised in Mashteuiatsh, 

Quebec. Both my parents are of Innu descent and lived a semi-nomadic life of hunting and 

fishing. Although our home base was Mashteuiatsh, my parents' nomadic ways brought 

the family to various parts of Northem Quebec. I also lived twenty years in Gemiany and 

shortly after my r e m  began working at the CMC. My ability to fluently speak three 

languages as well as my stay in Germany are important assets in the understanding of the 

diversity of First Nations' cultures. 

Because of the work 1 do, the method of participant observation is also complete. 

Spradley explains this method as being the highest level of involvement because one 

studies a situation in which one is already an ordinaty participant (1980:61). At the 

museum, 1 developed and coordinate the Aboriginal Training Programme in Museum 

Practices. My involvernent with the aboriginal interm b ~ g s  me in contact with employees 

fiom e v q  division of the museum and with aboriginal communities all  over the country. 1 

have established a good working relatiomhip with both the commUDities and the staff as 

this is crucial to the success of the training programme. 

Earl Babbie in The Practice of Social Research (1992) wriîes about the strengths 

and weaknesses of field research. He claims that field research is "especially effective for 
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studying the subtle nuances of attitudes and behaM0m-s and for examining social processes 

over t h e .  ..the chief strength of d i s  method lies in the depth of understanding it may 

pe1mit"(1992:305,306). Therefore, my analysis of the CMC in the section, Within The 

Wak of The CMC, is an attempt to grasp the tension cmently being felt in the institution 

and the impact on First Nations. 

Thae are three concepts that Babbie mentions that are worth examining: validity, 

reliability and generalizability. He argues that field research provides more valid measmes 

than experimental measurement (1992:305). He does admit that there is a potential 

problem with reliability in that it is ofien very personal. "Compared with surveys and 

experiments, field research meanirements generally have more validity but less reliability 

and field research cannot be generalized as safely as those based on ngorous sampling and 

standardized questionnaires" (1992: 309). 1 will elaborate more on these concepts in the 

section below, Limitations of the Research, 

Accordhg to Kirk and Miller, the concepts of reliability and validity, two 

components of objectivity, can be applied to qualitative obse~ations. They clan@ these 

concepts as follows: "reliability is the extent to which a measurement procedure yields the 

same answer however and whenever it is carried out; validity is the extent to which it gives 

the correct answer." (1986 : 19) But they also see problerns with these two concepts in that 

"the issue with validity is a fündamental problem of theory" (1986:21). In contmt to the 

scientinc world, @tative observation is "a question of whether the researcher sees what 

he or she thinks he or she sees"(1986 :21). Where reliability is concemed cc~omparison of 

kdings is a basic process of science, as weU as everyday He [and]. . . reliability depends 

essentially on explicitly described obse~~ational procedures" (1986:41). 



ConSuItafions 

With reference to my observations, 1 c o d t e d  CMC employees directly involved in 

some of the situations 1 described. The consultations were not interviews but were more a 

verifkation of my written observations. The employees consulted also recommended 

relevant reading material and museum policies. For example, 1 consulted the director of 

the Ethnology Division regarding the Grand Hall and cited some of her unpubfished works 

conceming repaûiation of artifacts. 1 consulted the dùector of the Library when refening to 

her staff as well as an employee of Human Resoutces conceming the turnover in 

employees at CMC (mentioned in Limitation of the Research). 1 also consulted 

archaeologists and researchers working on the exhibitions of the First Peoples Hall and 

other M members. The following is a list of coflsultations: 

C o d t  with aboriginal and non-aboriginal cultural professional workers at the 

CMC. 

Various museum visitor surveys to see if we are attractiug a 'new' group of 

visitors, as this was the main goal in building this museum. 

Survey of why the exhibition Mysteries of E g p t  was so popular in cornparison 

to other more traditional exhibitions. 

Examination of unpublished papers, for example, R e ~ a ~ a t i o n  and the 

Canadm Museum ofcivilization by Andrea Laforet 

Since the First Peoples Hall opens only in 2001, 1 have consulted various 

museum ernployees who are presently working on this major exhibition, as well 

as used some oftheir working documents with their permission. 



LimitQfiOns of the Researcit 

Interviewing some employees would have produced signincant information but 

because of the issues mentioned below, I felt that this was not the appropriate h e  to do 

this. Also, in exploring the question of the role of Aboriginal Peoples in museums, it would 

have been preferable to study more than one museum, especially smaUer museums which 

may have different issues tban a national museum. As a fidl t h e  employee, this was not 

possible. 

During my eleven years of ernployrnent with the CMC, I have witnessed a few 

reorganisations. Reorganisation within a large institution is often a disturbing experience 

and the reactions may not always be positive for everybody concerned especiaily when it 

involves employees losing their jobs or employees dissatisfied with their working 

conditions. Employees react to changes in dif5erent ways whether they are involved 

directly or indirectly. The turnover of ernployees at the CMC is continuous. According to 

a staff rnember of Human Resources, the mobility of employees is veiy high in certain 

divisions due to the fact that there are many opportunities for their type of sl<ius in the open 

market CMCYs current salary structure and possibly other working conditions may also be 

a contributkg factor. But what about those employees who want to leave and their skills 

are not in demand such as conservators or employees working in coUectiom? 

Consequently, one senses a very dissatisfied and stressed group of cultural workers but it is 

not possible to generalize because not all employees are afEected in the same way. 

Also, the issues at hand are not always specincally related to First Nations but they 

have had an impact in that the number of aboriginal employees has not increased in the past 

ten years. 7 

' Rapport sur l'équité en xnaîièxe d'emploie du Musée canadien des civilisations -1990 et 1999 



Although 1 am a mernber of an aboriginal nation, 1 cannot speak for other nations- 

The West Coast and the Plains' Crees Nations, for example, have dinerent beliefs, customs 

and rituals which I cannot i d e n w  with, They have also different land claims and treaties. 

Even within my own nation, which is composed of fourteen communities, some diversity 

of opinions on language, culture etc. exîst due to the fact that we have had very little contact 

with one another after reserves were established by the government 

Because of the transformations that both museums and Abonginai Peoples are 

experiencing (and that simultaneously) which we will examine in chapter III and N, it was 

difficult at times to obtain accurate information. For example, a curator, who had worked 

in another cultural institution, told me about a particular case of repaûiation of an aboriginal 

art collection that had been sold privately once in the han& of the Aboriginal People who 

had reqyested it A few months later, 1 asked her again about the art collection and was told 

that it had not been sold; there had been a misunderstanding. This type of 

misunderstandings happened often. 1 found this type of information to be unreliable and 

did not use it However, theoretical documentation is abundant on the subject of museums 

and FUst Nations. The use of intemet gave me quick access to recent Somation fkom an 

aboriginal and non-aboriginal perspective. The fïndings also c o b e d  many of my 

observations. 



CaAPTER 11 - HISTORI%AL CONTEXT 

KNOWLEDGE AND MUSEURIS 

Zn order to situate First Nations in the context of museums, which wiU be disciissed 

in the following chapter, it is essential to cl* how and why museums came into 

existence. First it is important to mention that museums have played a unique role in the 

interpretation of cultures and it is only "recently that museums have been subjected to 

ngorous forms of critical analysis". (Hooper-GreenhiU,l992:3). Therefore, we have to 

examine the structure of p s t  museums to understand the rationde behind the present 

structure as well as the in£luence that they have had on abonginal cultures and their 

howledge. 

According to Eileen Hooper-Greenhill, there is vexy little historical work, f?om a 

theoretical perspective, that has been written in relation to the history of museums. In her 

book, Mmewns and the Shaping of Kkowledge, she attempts to h d  new ways of writing 

and understanding the history of museums through insights fÎom the work of Michel 

Foucault and the tools used in his approach to history. In his 'effective history7, Foucault 

rejects the notion of a chronological, structureci and developmental history and ccprioritises 

the breaks and ruptures which signal abrupt endings and painfûl new beginnings, violent 

changes, and disruption. . . F e ]  focuses on the histoiy of error-" (Hooper-Greenhill, 

1992: 1 1,lO). Hooper-GreenhiU echoes Foucault when she maintains that the things fiom 

the p s t  that presently appear to us to be totally irratiomd may, through carefùl analysis, 

"reveal the identity of the contemporary structure of knowledge." (1992: 10). Her four case 

studies will be discussed below: The Medici Palace and the Wunderkammer or the cabinet 

of curiosity of the Renaissance age, The Repository of the Royal Society of the classical 

age and the discipha~y museums of the modern age. 



The collection of objects go back many centuries to ancient Rome and Greece but 

the word museum is used only when the coliections are no longer private and are open to 

the public. Hooper-Greenhill uses Foucault's three major epistemes, the Renaissance, the 

classical and the modem as time span to demonstrate the innuence that the transition fiom 

one period to the next had on knowledge with subsequent impact on museums: ''Each of 

these had quite specific characteristics, and the shift nom one [episteme] to the next 

represented a massive cultural and epistemological upheaval, a rupture that meant the 

complete rewriting of Imowledge" (1992: 12). 

THE RENAISSANCE EPIS2-27B 

Foucault's Renaissance episteme with reference to laiowledge was based on 

interpretation and similitude which "read beneath the d a c e  of thuigs to discover hidden 

connections of meaning and signïficance" (Bennetf l995:!X-%). The world and all things 

were in a continuous hidden relationship with one another and could be endlessly rewritten 

producing a form of knowledge that eventually revealed itself to be irrelevant (Hooper- 

Greenhill 1992: 12). 

During the Renaissance episteme, the universe was animated and not mechanical. 

Knowing was in relation to God and the supematural, a strong i ~ u e n c e  of the Middle 

Ages. The parts that compose the universe related to each other symbolically rather than 

causally through resemblance and conespondence. "If two sets contained the same number 

of units, a correspondence was discovered" (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992136). An example 

given: the twelve apostles were linked to the twelve signs of the Zodiac. The world was 

also fùll of signs that had to be interpreted This cross-reference of signs and similitude 

gave magic an intrinsic role in this f o m  of knowledge. The Church was in a contradictory 

position where magic was concemed. On the one hand, it itseif possessed powerful 

magical practices, as for example, in the images of the Vugin (with magical powers) and 



the clergy trained in exorcism. On the other hand, it disapproved of black magic. An 

important element in Foucault's Renaissance episteme is that he takes the magic and the 

superlliitud seriously, contrary to other authors on the Renaissance. "The prime role in the 

structure of knowledge duruig the Renaissance given to interpretation, organized through 

the system of correspondences, made divination a major part of epistemology" (Hooper- 

Greenhill, 1992:37). 

Foucaulc however, considered that this knowledge based on inteqretation and 

similitude had no reliable foundation: 

Fkst and foremost, the plethoric yet absolutely pavertystricken character of this knowledge. Pleüionc because 

it is limitless. Resembiance never remaïns stable within itseE it can be fixed ody if it refers back to another 
. . -  sunilmide.-.It is thedore a knowledge that can, and must, pro& by the infinite acamhtïon of 

connrmations aU dependent on one another. And for this reasoq h m  its very foundaîion, thîs knowledge will 

be a thing of smd (1970:30). 

The late Renaissance Wunderkammer or cabinet of curiosity attempted to provide 

an encyclopedic view of the world The world was divided into the n a d  and amficial 

curiosities. Objects were grouped according to their sirniladies and demonstrated the 

antiquated hierarchies of the world and the resemblance that drew the things of the world 

together. This appealed to the Church because the collections provided a syrnbolic 

representation of the original revelation of the world and it also appealed to the niling 

familes, as will be demonstrated below - the Medici faxnily in Florence a symbol of 

individual power, qualities and worth (Hooper-GreenhiU, 1992:78,36). 

The Medici Palace 

The Medici Palace in Fiorence is known as the h t  museum in Europe. The 



building of the Medici Palace and the display of the famiy collection occurred because of 

the accumulation of wealth through banking, trading and other business activities that made 

than very powerful. They merged two different practices of collecting: the eadier practice 

of medieval princes hoarding treasures, and the practice of collecting classical objects such 

as sculptures, manusCnpts, coins etc. which emerged as scholars' interest turned to the 

philosophies of ancient Greece and Rome. There was also a shift in the practice of 

patronage, fiom a religious purpose of glor@ing God to one of glonfying man. The 

Medici family, subsequently, acquired a need to demonstrate their dominant status. It was 

both a major political decision and a new fom of power. They henceforth considered 

themselves to have more worth than the former aristocracy and this justifïed their illegal 

rule (Hooper-Greenhill 1992:47,48). In 1584 the Medici collection was transferred to the 

Ufsn Gallery so that the Medici dynasty and fame would become immortalized (Bennett 

1995 :27). 

During the Renaissance, collections were already well established in the political, 

social and ideology of society. (Shelton 19956). Along with economic independence of 

the period came an emphasis on the contemporary active life rather than on the reflective 

and spiritual. The past and the present were regarded as different tirne factors in contrast to 

the Middle Ages where the past was expressed in terms of the present. A new fom of 

thought was also emerging whereby scholars were no longer willing to accept the teachings 

of the medieval schoolmen and were eager to read kt-hand the original works of Plato 

and Aristotle; the ancient producing a new philosophy for a new sociev. This temporal 

change of living in the present also expressed itself in the arts in the form of painting, 

sculpture, poetry and music. A new way of seeing things or a "new gaze was constructed". 

Statues, for example, were no longer considered '%earer[s] of pagan curses7' but were 

closely stuclied (Hooper-Greenhill:3032). 



This new shift also caused considerable political, economical and cultural changes 

during this short time period (1450-1500) and led to ccconstant oscillation of rneaning and 

practices within the Medici Palace" as well This abrupt break with former practices and 

the new focus on the interrelation between spaces, objects and subjects embodied by the 

Medici Palace made it a mode1 for the friture (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992: 47,48). 

When the Medici dynasty came to an end, many of the objects of the Palace were 

sold and a new type of collecting emerged. Newly nch people prefemed to buy ready-rnade 

items rather than commission them; establishing artifacts as  commodities. Aitists began to 

produce to sell in market places and collections of works of arts became possible (Hooper- 

GreenhiIl 1992: 76,77). 

In conclusion, truth or knowledge with reference to the Medici Palace, accordhg to 

Hooper-Greenhill, was only one that legithately placed the prince at the head of a 

hierarchy "because the visible splendour of his material existence marked a relation of 

exteriority," it vanished when the Medici f d y  was thrown out of Florence. (1992: 192) 

The Wunderkammer or the Cabinet of Curiosity 

Before givhg a bnef o v e ~ e w  on the cabinet of curiosity, Krzysztof Pomian, fiom 

his study on the culture of curiosity, gives the foïlowing defuiition of the word curiosity 

which explains why they (the cabinets of curiosity) were given that name: 

La curiosité est donc un désir, une passion; un désir de voir, d'apprendre ou de posçéder des choses rares, 

nouvelles, secrètes ou singuliéres, c'est4-dire teiies qu'elles entretienneni un rapport privilégié avec le tout et, 

partan& permettent de l'atteindre. Eue est, en un mot, désir de totalité.. ... (1987:73). 



Pomim also saw the principles of cmiosity exemplined in the cabinet of curiosity of 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as having a unique episteïnic structure; an existence 

that o c m e d  between the restrictions of theology and the emergence of scientinc 

rafionality : 

. . ..p]es K W  wtd Wunderkammern en générai, renvoie donc à un univers peuplé de choses insolites et d'êtres 

étranges, ou tout peut arriver et où, partanf toute guestion a le droit d'être posée. À un mivers, autrement dit, 

auquel correspond une curiosité depuis Iongtemps peu ou pas contenue par la théologie et pas encore contenue 

par la science, q[ui l'une et i'adre, éliminent certaines questions en tant crue biasphématoires ou impettinenkx, 

soumettant ainsi la curiosité à une discipline, lui imposant des Iimites à ne pas Çanchir. Sans entraves penda. 

cette période d'intedgue, la curiosité se dirige spontanément vers ce qui est le plus rare, le plus diaticilement 

accesslile, le plus étonuanî, le plus énigmalique. (Pomiaq 1987:95) 

These principles of curiosity slowly began to disappear in the eighteenth century 

and Pomian argues that this was initially due to the changes happening in the natinal 

history display. Originally, nahual history displays were based on the exotic and the 

exceptional but the emphasis shifted to the nomd, the commonplace and the easily 

accessible. (Bennetf 1995 :4 1) 

The cabinet of curiosity is recognised as being the foundation of museums and 

preceded the anthropological perception of collections. They were gradually changed into 

organised museums. The collections of the cabinet of curiosity were objects or images that 

were arranged so that they represented a picture of the world "These cabinets were 

unsystematic and idiosyncratic in composition, and were med  to overflowing" 

(Ames:1992, 50). They saw material objects of Indigenou People as something exotic, 

"objects of wonder and delighf' and classified them with the fiora and the famm These 

cabinets were important components of royal and noble households (Ames: 1992,SO). 



For the nrst European collectors, objects fbm North Amencan Indians were of 

considerable i n t e r e ~  a sense of human ingenuity- These objects also ended in the same 

Wimderkammeer as other objects (Feest, 1994: 10). 

Cabinets of curiosity were obviously considered rational at the time. But museum 

historians began to see and describe them as being irrational and confiising - a disordered 

mixture of unrelated objects. The collections have since been correctly identifïed but the 

ra t iodty  behind these collections has not been understood and the f o m  of knowledge 

shaped by these cabinets have never been recognised The evidence that would legitimised 

the cabinets as rational structure of lmowledge has been lost (Hooper-Greenhill 

1992:79,85). In agreement with Foucault's philosophy, Hooper-Greenhi11 concludes that: 

[PLning the R e h c e ]  [t]heccabinet of the world' was a form of language, with a wmplex reiatiooship to 

the other hguages of the world The encyclopaedic project that Foucault identifies in the last few years of the 

sixteenth centirry ûied to spatialize materiai knowledge acwrdingto çosmologid simctures, to reconstitirte the 

order of the universe by the way in which words and texts were linked together and arranged in space. 

(Foucault, 1970:38) In a Smilar way, the 'cabi.net of the world' ordered its matenal images and similitudes to 

reveal the order ofthe worlci (Hooper-Greenha L992:90) 

The Medici Palace and the cabinet of curiosity had vev  specinc and different 

feahires but both used the mnemonic technique of memory (a technique used to assist in the 

memorizing of texts). Using such a technique was problematic. Where the Medici Palace 

was concemed, the interpretation of documents, left entirely in the han& of the interpreter, 

varied according to the specifk interest of the interpreter. The Medici Palace was also a 

single episode with a narrow focus "the emergence of collecting practices of one family 

and one site" (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992:86). Hooper-Greenhill ad& that the cabinet of 

curiosity selected only the most popular and the most apparent objects and the rest were not 

to be seen. However, the cabinet of curiosity had a "broader field of vision and extended 



into a much larger field of localkation, bo t .  geographically and in ternis of volume" 

(1992235). 

Hooper-Greenhill chose the Medici Palace and the cabinet of curiosity as her two 

case studies not only because the former was known as the nrst museum of Europe and the 

latter as the "direct ancestor of the present day museum" (1992:85) but also because: 

[t]he fint a e s û d y  showed how new subject positions came about, one of which was tbaî of the subjected 

gazer, where to see meam to adopt a particuiar mbject position within a network of pwe& The seaind case- 

shtcty e1aborat.s on the manipuIation of the @, either in relation to the position of the viewing subject, or in 

relation to the question of who is granted access to see what The relationship between seeing and hoMng 

becornes stronger and more cornplex as seeing emerges as the mngest and the most judgmental sense. (Lowe, 

1982:6 in Hooper-Greenhill1992:86). 

THE CLASSICAL EPISTEME 

Foucault's classical episteme following the Renaissance dernonstrates an enonnous 

reorganization of culture due to the endhg of the relationsbip between language and the 

world. Words and thîngs would become separated: 

Language ceased to be the matenal wrhg of things and became simply the way of organizing the 

represeaiaîion of signs ...Thus, in the skleenih cm*, one asked how was it poss1Me to know that a sign ctid 

designate what it signifia but h m  the seventeenth cenany one &ed how was a sign linked to what it 

sîgnii6ied (Hooper-Greenhiil, 1992: 134). 

The classincation of t h g s  emerged as the basic structure of knowledge and the 

classical age rejected the complexity of similitude of the Renaissance episteme. Theory and 

nature would become two separate entities through objective analysis. Subjective 

experience through similitude, an important function of empirical knowledge, was now 



seen as c o h i n g  and uncontrollable. Things were no longer being drawn together but 

instead were separated and compared. "In the classical age, new priorities emerged for the 

constitutions of series. Coins and sculptures, for example would be seprnated" (Hooper- 

GreenhiIl, 1992:142). Collecting became prharily the work of scientinc natutaiists. 

Objects were valued because it demonstrated the amy in systematic categories: food, 

clothing building materials, agricdtural tools, weapons etc (CWord, 1988:227). 

The transition fiorn the Renaissance episteme to the classical episteme occumed 

when cornparison replaced the function of resemblance and was uçed to determine identity 

and merence through measurement and order. "Zxperience must be analyzed in terms of 

order, identity, Merence; and measurement" (Foucault 197052). "K.nowledge . . .now had 

the possibility of finite boundanes" (Hooper-Gred 1992: 134). Foucault clairns that 

analysis became a universal method (1970:57): 

[tJo know was thedore to discl- - ate and, as a consequerice of this, bistory and science become separate: 

history was to consist of the p e d  of &tien works and opinions; science wodd be wnstitided by the 

confident judgments that could be established through meastirement and experiment @ooper-Greenhill 

1992:134). 

Although botanical gardens and zoological collections appear to be somethuig new 

during the classical age, they were nonetheless very present during the Renaissance but 

what had changed in the classical age was the space and mangements of these t h g s .  A 

visit to a museum is now becoming two-dimensional; the curators controlled displays with 

the visitor as a passive observer. 

[wJhaî was new in the classical age was the fom of arrangement and the ordering of materiaL M g  the 

R e h c e ,  collections, both indoors and out, had been articulated to present a circular, harmonious 

represerrtation of the worId.. .Cïhis was ] repiaced by a tabuiaîed, documented, Limited canon of order. The 

dynamic p o t e u  of reiationships between things and of new ways of inîeqm$hg things would vani& in the 
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two-dunemflSfonal epistemological space ofthe 'museum' dong with the words thaï bad formedy 00- 

material things (Hooper-Gr- 1992: 139). 

Foucault adds "a new way of seeing and saying came into being. A new way of 

making histoly" (1970:13 1). This form of knowledge proved impossible in the sense that 

one could not establish a relationship of a l l  universal things to each other on the basis of 

visible Merences nor was it possible to have a language where each word had its 

conesponding word in a materid object and Hooper-Greenhill adds that "[tlhis, to us today, 

living at the end of Foucault's modem age, seems a ridiculous thing to txy to do. We no 

longer understand language as representing things. We 'know' that words represent 

thoughts. Language relates to the activity of mind rather that the materiality of nature'' 

(1992: 16). 

The Rqosifory of the Royal Sociely 

To associate Foucault s classical episteme with museums, Hooper-Greenhill uses as 

case-study, the Repository of the Royal Society. The Repository came into existence at a 

time when values and practices in England were in a state of tumoi1 due to the unsettling 

ef5ects of the Civil War. The timing was appropriate for the emergence of a new 

epistemological reorganization. 'This reform of knowledge was seen as an bsûmnent to 

create a new 'truth"' (1992: 145) and was intended by and demonstrated in the Repository 

of the Royal Society. Collections went fiom pnvate to public, a shift to pemianence. "A 

new rational language was to be created that wodd enable the new rational ordering of 

things". A universal language used by all strata of society (merchants, scientists, divines) 

would be used for the classification of "ideas and nahnal phenornenon" with the aim of 

attahing real knowledge (1992: 145). 



This attempt failed for many reasons especially the impossible a h  that the 

Repository had of cataloguing the whole of nature. However, diis failure in the 

classincation of knowledge is an important example of Foucault's effective history on the 

M o l y  of error. Dismisshg what has failed through the years to the present time may weIi 

be7 according to Hooper-Greenhill, '%he dismissal of that which demonstrates the difference 

of the past fkom the present" (1992A65). She also adds that the limitations of the 

classincatory table of knowledge is a critical factor in the work of the present &y museum. 

Firstly, much curatonal work is focwed "'on complethg collections' and 'nlling the gaps' 

as though a complete tabulation of knowledge is possible" (1992: 165). Secondly, this 

places the curator in a powerfûl position, that "of enshrining the specialiçt, academic 

knowledge of the 'curator' as 'tmth"' (1992: 166). 

The basic composition of lmowledge of the modem episteme. according to 

Foucault, is totality and experience: ccThe link between one organic structure and another is 

no longer the identity of severai parts, but the identity of the relationship between the parts, 

and of the fiinctions, which they perform. In this qyestioning of the relationships of parts, 

pbdosophy was bom" (Hooper-Greenw 1992: 17). 

According to Hooper-GreenhiU, the mutation fiom the classical to the modem takes 

place because "'now knowledge is struchired through a three-dimensional, holistic 

experience which is dehed through its relationship to people." (1992:214) People, their 

histories, their lives, and their relationships are now the important factors. (1992: 198) 

The modem episteme came into being by the emergence of the human sciences. 

Although the modem age emerges at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the human 

sciences did not aU develop during this time penod. The appearance of the various human 
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sciences at different times also had serious impacts on museums due to their u n d  

position among other sciences: 

[tlhe exïsience of the human sciences is teouous and pedous, positioned as thq. are betwees and bonowing 

fiam the deductive sciences [such as math and physicai sciences,] the empiricai sciences Wguage, H e  and 

economics,] and philosophical dection. NonetheIess, the human have s u d  iD estabIishing 

themsehes as the most chamteristic mode ofknowing in the modem age (Hooper-GreenhiJi, 1992198). 

What prompted the emergence of the modem episteme is the political ideology of 

the French Revolution making an end to ineqydïty and introducing the concept of fiee 

citizen Consequently, it established the conditions relevant to a new rationality out of 

which the public museum emerged with a new programme7 which Hooper-Greenhi11 

describes as: 

....[a ] set of caidaîed, reasoned prescriptions in terms of which institutions are meant to be reorgankd, 

spaces ananged., behaviours reguiated Voucauit, 1981x3-14)- The programme groumis and enables the 

rationalily on which 'regime of truth' are contingentiy constructed (Foucault, 1977b:14). The ruptures of 

revolution created the conditions of emergence for a new truth, a new ratiomtity, out of which came a new 

fiinctionality for a new insthtïon, namely the public museum (Hooper-GreenhiU, 1992: 171). 

The disciplinary museum is Hooper-Greenhill's case-study in association with 

Foucault's modem episteme. The Louvre, for example, 'kas converted fiom a Palace to a 

museum.. .ut] was not solely for aesthetic pleasure7 but for the inculcation of political and 

social virtueY7 (Weil, 2000:lO). There had been plans to M e r  the development of the 

royal collection as a private collection. However these plans to make private collections 

into a museum, with limited access to the public, were brought to an abrupt end by '%e 

ruptures and discontinuities of the revolution" (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992: 173). Foucault 



identifies another discontinuity in the 'theory' of govemment as well which wil l  also have 

an impact on museums. The govemment is no longer modeled after the family and its 

economy. The government's priori@ is now the population and with it the control of 

health, wealth and education (Hooper-Greenhi& 1992: 168). 

Hooper-GreenhiU maintains that collections and exhi'bition of objects, which have 

been in existence for a long time have a long history. They continue to exkt although "the 

identities and uses of these accumulations have been subject to abrupt changes." 

(1992:172). Mer the revolution, collections were no longer personal nor were they found 

only in palaces of the aristocracy and in the homes of scholars. Collections became public 

and placed in spaces opened to the mass population. Museums were developed across 

Europe to house collections, which had at one time belonged exclusively to the aristocracy 

and the Church. The redistribution of collections evenhialy took place on an international 

basis as well. Museums were created and their collections were "rearranged in other 

contexts as statements that proclaimed at once the tyranny of the old and the democracy of 

the new" (Hooper-GreenhiIl, 1992: 171). In addition to codiscated works nom the whole 

of France, according to Hooper-Greenhill, new technologies emerged for the removal of 

works f?om conquered countries and legalized by inclusion in the various peace treaties 

(1992: 178). ''The artistic conquest was organised as  systematically as the militaIy" 

(Hooper-Greenhill1992: 176). 

With these new acquisitions, the volume of work increased and the need for a 

permanent personnel became a necessity in rnuseums. New concepts emerged such as 

storage, reserve collections and temporaiy exhibitions. Museums divided space into 

exhibition and storage spaces and the conservation of the collections became a specialized 

expertise. Tempomy exhibitions were mounted not only b celebrate special events and 

expose newly acquired pieces but also to demonstrate military success: ''These new 



'curatonal' practices were contingently related to political, military, and social moments" 

(Hooper-Greenhill 1992: 180). 

Museums were not only the 'elite temple of the arts' but were also transformed by 

the Revolution into an educational instrument for its citizem aiming at serving the 

collective good of the state rather than the individual knowledge. Museums then fomed 

piut of the state education system Curators and lecturers were required to take care of the 

collections and to educate the mas. Museums also acquired a third function; they became 

an instrument of the disciplinary Society. No longer resûicted to the educated upper-class 

people, museums needed large-scale supervision (uniformed guards) to regulate behaviours 

in the exhibition area and protect the collections (Hooper-GreenhiIl, 1992: 178-182). "The 

'museum', placed witbin the sovereignty-discipline-govemment triangle (Fmcault, 

1979:19) became one among many apparatuses of security and surveillance" (Hooper- 

Greenhill, 1992: 183). 

Tony Bennett agrees that museuns are instnunents of discipluie but adds that this is 

only one aspect of the ccmuseum's organization of the relationships between space and 

vision" (1995: 10 1). Furthemore, according to Bennetf Foucault's concept of hegemony, 

a fom of social cohesion achieved by the Merent ways of controlling behaviour, is also 

promoted by museums. 

The museum, viewed as a technology of behaviour managemen< sexved to organize new types of social 

cohesion.. . [by] both differentiating and aligning populations it brought into king.. .If.. .the prison served the 

p p o s e  of depoliticking crime by detachhg a manageable crimimi subciass b rn  the Rs[ of the 

the museum prwided its cornplexnent in instilling new codes of pubk behaviour which &ove a wedge 

berneen the mpxbble and the rowdy (Bennett, 1995:lOl-102). 

8 fiam Foucault's Discipline andPunish: The Birth ofme PnSon 



From the two-dimensional museum experience of the classical period which 

consisted of passive visitors viewing finished displays, the museum visit in the modem 

episteme evolves into a three-dimensional experience where the visitor becomes a 

pdcipant and meaning is attnbuted to objects in contrast to previous grouping of objects 

by 'theme, materie or s k '  (Hooper-GreenhiU, 1992: 186). 

This third dimension of knowledge suggested by Foucault also introduced 

philosophical questionhg and analysis of relationships. This cultural shat can also be seen 

in museums. Hooper-Greenhill gives the following example: 

[plaintings are lumg togethex such thaî the fïmctional relation between them constitutes identities - a 'history of 

art' was created m g s  are hung by schooïs]. . ... 'Schwis' in this case meant by country, and specincally 

by country conquered through war.. ... The relationships of the pairitings depend on the country of origin of the 

arh t  rather than the physical appeamnce of the work itseif (1992: 186,188). 

Another change that occurred in the art world is that several paintings of one art ist  

could be hung to show the progress of the artist ccSuccessive identities and differences 

began to replace the visual identities and merences of the classical age" (Hooper- 

Greenhill: 1992: 188). 

Where First Nations were concemed, this shift in the way of collecting became 

fanatic. Collectors grasped everything that was authentic or rare and this definitely changed 

the ccrelati~nship between First Nations and their own material culture.. .The irony of the 

drive for authenticity (the constant search for the 'genuine') is that it kept many, if not a& 

the ethnological collectors of this period fiom grasping the extent to which their activities 

on the Coast FC] were changing the nature of the objects they collected" (Dominguez in 



McLoughlin, 1994:95). In Canada, the govemment began the process of assimilation of 

First Nations by forbidding religious ceremonies and taking thei. property away. 

Native Cadians wre coerced into seliing their property, totem poles were removed, potlatches were 

outlawed, and the miional pûimony of Flrst Nations became dkpened around the world (to be brougiit home 

by a museum in 1988)- This rfietoric of dvage, the ability to determine what "deserves to be kept, 

remembered and oreasurecF'(Clifford, 1988a, p.321) is the producî of an ideology of conquest ( McLougbiï~ 

1994 -23). 

Exotic artitacts and cultures also acquire a new role and are no longer presented just 

as a curiosity. They are used to demonstrate the 'nipenority' of Westem cultures - the rise 

of imperialism: 

@]y the end of the [nineteenihl centmy evolrdionism had corne to domiuate arrangements of exotic art&cts. 

Whe?ha objects were presented as anîi@es, arranged geographially or by society ... a story of human 

development was told The object had ceased to be primanly an exotic bbcwiosity" and was now a source of 

information entirely integrauid in the universe of Western ?&in (Dias 198% 378-379). The value of exotic 

objects was their ability to test@ to the concrete d t y  of an eariier stage of human Culture, a aimmon pst 

confirming Europe's ûiu~~lphanî present (Clifford, 1988:227-228). 

In conclusion, Foucault's three epistemes, lead us through the evolutionary process 

of knowledge dining the Renaissance, the classical and the modem ages dong with the 

basic compositions of each period. The transition fiom one period to the next is always 

prompted by an event that created a rupture with a former way of thinking. He also 

believed that the modem epzsteme which began at the end of the eighteenth century would 

not go much M e r  than our present time. 



TOWARDS A NEW AGE 

We have now entered a new age where society is again going through major 

transformations. Theoretical kmwledge is now the focus of this new age that is7 s c i e n ~ c  

and technological research as well as an ever growing information and communication 

system. With the decline of industrialism, the focus is on economic growth based on the 

dïf€ûsion of knowledge through technology. 

In this section, we will fint look at the upheavals and transformations that are taking 

place in our present society and in the next chapter, we will examine the impacts it is 

havhg on First Nations and museums. 

Ethnicity and Nationallsnr 

The modem age with its individualistic approach of f?ee citizen prompted by die 

French Revolution created a society where social cohesion has become practically non- 

existent Women and men pattern their own way of Me and their destiny is no longer 

decided at birth. Modernity has lead to individualistic and practically normless societies. 

"It presents individdsm only in its most negative light"(Durkheim, 1973 55) .  Durkheim 

idenîiiïed this state as one of anomy: 

[a]t the vey moment when traditionai niles have los& their airthor@, the richer prize offered these appetites 

stirmilates them and makes them more exigent and impatient of wnmL The state deregdation or anomy is 

thus m e r  heightened by passions king  les disciplineci, preciseIy when they need more discipluung" 

(Durkheim, 1951:253). 

Catherine Wihtol de Wenden says the term citizen has also acquircd a new meaning. 

Nationaliity is often designated as citizenship but there are cases where one can be a citizen 

without being national and vice versa At the time of the French Revolution, anyone who 



had been loyal to the Revolution, and that included foreigners, could become a French 

ci t ize~~ She ad& that presently "sous la pression de facteurs transnationaux comme 

l'immigration, la régionalisation ou la mondialisation, la citoyenneté nationale doit céder le 

tenain à des citoyennetés plus vastes ou plus restreintesy' (199549). Today tbe conditions 

required to have access to a citizenship are often illustrated on how each country perceives 

a nation. (1995, 49). And nation-states are emergkg in increasing numbers. According to 

Leslie Laczko, the nimiber of states has gone fiom 45 to nearly 200 since the mid-century 

and it continues to grow: 

[flrom a worldsystem pmpedive, it reveais Uie net remit of centuries of state and nation-building in aire 

areas, a d  the relative recency of such activities in third world areas. The force of modernizaîion, mass 

schooling, mass communïcaîions, and statespollsored aittrrral homogenization have all combined to reduce 

the volume of ethnic and linguistic plirralism wïthin mre states.. .throughouî human history, polyeüuiicïîy has 

been the normal smte of afhh, and.. . the (homogeneous) national-date has b e n  an aberrant and temporary 

exceptional development concentrated in the world's mre regions over the pst two centinies (I999:3). 

These new nation-states, some of which emerge peacefülly and others with violence 

and chaos, as we have seen in Eastern Europe, are also creathg repercussions that are felt 

world-wiile. 

La fin du XXe siècle est maquée par le retour de la d o n  et des nationaLismes. Avec force et souvent violent 

à l'Est et au Sud, en douceur à l'Ouest, c'est l'ingrédient majeur de i'aprés-guerre hid Car ia c h t e  chi 

communisme et du dernier empire colonial qu'incarnait I'Union soviétique ouvre non sedement la possiiilité 

de r e m d e s  européennes daus la dérnocraüe, mais aussi celle d'une revanche des nationaiisrnes (Fùpik, 

19959). 

The consecpence of these new developments is that some contradictions are 

appearing on the world scene. An example given by Jacques Rupnik on the situation in 

Europe: "D'un côte, l'Europe, la nôtre, celle qui marche confiante vers l'avenir radieux et 



supranational de Maastricht; de l'autre les "tribus" barbares de l'Est régressant vers les 

idéologies et les comportements d'un âge qye l'on croyait révolu'' (1995:20). 

Another important factor that is contributhg to these multi-ethnic states is 

technology in the field of transportafion and communications which has facilitated 

travelling to other counûies and elimlliàted distance and geographical boundaries. The 

massive cross-national migrations of huma. populations produced a new cultural 

UIUformity 'a global village' at the international level. However, ethnic differentiation 

within and among the new nations are increasuig. At t h i s  level, however, exposure to new 

cultures, new ideas and values have led to 'discontinuities' and 'ruptures' to the traditional 

cultures with new ones being created (Kallen, 1982: 58,59). A new 'truth' of 

rnulticulturalism is therefore emerging in these ethnicallydiverse nations. 

Efhnic@ and MultïcuIfuraCiSm 

AU cultures that are capable of adapting to an ever-changing environment survive 

and re-invent themselves. It is in the process of re-inventing and adapting to changing 

circULllSbnces that conflicts arise. Canada has been officially a multicultural nation for 

over twenty years and has never been an ethnically homogeneous counw. Nevertheless, 

cultural turmoil does exist here as well as in other nations with a growing cul tudy diverse 

population. "'The issue is.. .how to account for diversity of ethnic identig withi. the 

formulation of national culture'' (MacDonald and Alsford, 19%: 18). Ethnic groups can no 

longer be dehed  as they once were. 

... The oId notion of ethnicÏty, variously delïned, equated race, cuitme, geogmphy, anü and identity. Ethnic 

gmups were conceived as "mural" populations - bom, IMn& and dyhg in a known geographical range .... 
[Ethnicity as] employed by anthropologists and later sociologists (Lsajiw 1970). . .was wnceived as an amiibute 

of an organized and cohesive ethnic group.. . (Kaiieq 198258). 



The multi-ethnic state, according to Kallen, has become the global nom and the 

concept ofa 'new' ethnicity is shifting and is reflectuig the radical changes occiming in 

the world presently: political boundaries due to w m  and freaties between states are 

changing the geographic landscape; demands for self determination based on aboriginal 

rights - Nunavut and the Nisga'a Land Agreement and new ethnic groups arnong political 

refugees - Palestinians in Jordan, V i e m e s e  boat people in Canada, Cubans in Flonda etc 

(1982: 60'59). 

Ethnic and minority groups in Canada, for example, are now demanding recognition 

and respect for their homeland traditions. Human rîghts movements, Black, Feminist, 

E M c ,  Gay, Physically Challenged Peopley Indigenous People etc., are emerging to protect 

their groups. 

The adoption and proclamation of the Universal Declaration of Human ~ights' on 

December 10, 1948 by the General Assembly of the United Nations created many changes 

in societies globally. Women's ri@ have had impacts not only on the family, education, 

job e w t y  etc. but they also played a critical role in aboriginal women regaining their status 

and rights. Accordhg to the Indian Act, aboriginal women as well as their children k e d  

to non-aboriginal men lost their stanis and their rights including their right to live on their 

reserves. Women's movements brought this to the attention of the United Nations and they 

were instrumental in the amendment of this law." The United Nations have a global 

9 Attached as Appaidix # 1 is the Universai D e c W o n  of Human Rights in ûjbway 
io "It was through a mmplaint to the UN Human Rights Commitiee that San* Lovelace finally won 

recognition tfiat s. 12(l)(b) of the rnrliiin Act wiolated her human rights. Under the Optionai Protom1 to the Inlernationai 
Covenant on C M  and Pufitical RightsflCCPR) Canadians cm d e  cclmplaints to the Human Ri@ Cornmittee 
aiiegïng that a civil or politicai righî guar;irdeed Mder tbat Covenant has been b d e d  by Canada, if they exhaust their 
remetfies in Canada nrst" @ttp~/www3.sympatico.ca/Cnaw/beijh~pto.htm) 



cornmitment and an International Criminal Court. They have largely contriiuted to 

bringing other aboriginal issues to light and were an incentive for Aboriginal Peoples to 

fight for their rights. 

[plerhaps more signincantiy, aborigbd politics in Quebec and the rest of Canada bas been resbaped in recerrt 

decades, with the growth of a çophisticaîed aboriginal or "F'lrst Nations" leadership that has recast its historie 

claims h g  the language and logic of naîionhood The federal government's need to accommodate Quebec 

has provideci ahriguiai leaders across Canada with a wixxiow of opportunity to achance their own paraiIeI 

claÙns at the same tirne (ïaczko, 19995)- 

The role of the United Nations is also changing. We see the changes happening in 

countnes all over îhe world - the Persian Gulf War, Serbia and Croatia and in many 

f i c a n  countnes. "The defence of human rights is moving fkom a paradigm of pressure 

based on international human rights law to one of law enforcement? (Human Rights Watch 

World 2000, 1999:2). 

Swan Olzak in her study '%thuic Protest in Core and Periphery Statesy' asserts that: 

[h]iim=ui rights [are] a key motivation of m&m social rnovements, including ethnic ones.. . mhe diaision of 

human rights organizaeions and associations has ïed to the expansion of group rights in states that declared 

inciepeodenœ since 1945. (Ramirez, Soysal and Shanabm 1997). The extension of human rights gwantees in 

constitutions ofali newly independent states since 1960, rdects an emerging intemational cultureyy (l998:lg 1). 

As an emerging international culture, we are no longer only afEected by what 

happens in our own corntries or in our own regions, we feel the impacts globally. Many 

counbies are forced ioto wars for reasons other than their coimûy's own national defence. 

One example, as mentioned above, is the Persian Gulf War. In many instances a domino 

effect occurs; a problem may start in one country but will affect many others as was the 

case a few years ago with the Asian monetary crisis. 



Economic recessions, bank I%i.iures, or labour shorîages now have repercussions in vas* Metent and 

formeriy mcum& regions and States, Politid turbulence, mciudïng ethnic social rnovernents, can produce 

serious &ons acmss nationai bordas within minides or even seconds ...m aiegration of the worid politid 

and economic system has encouraged local ethnic hgmentation and rnobiüzaîion (0- 1998: lW,l9 1). 

There is no doubt that the world-wide disharrnony has obliged society as a whole to 

change its way of thinking and created a new awareness - a 'politicdy correct' one. 

Negroes are now Anican AmeBcans; Indians are Natives, First Nations' First Peoples, 

Aboriginals. (It appears to be djfEcullt to h d  the 'politically correct' expression) To 

complicate rnatters further, m y  First Nations have retumed to their pre-colonial names. 

Ih another V ~ I Y  relevant conte- one is no longer refemed to as cripple or blind; one is 

physicdly challenged 

Ghbalïmtion and te ch no log^ 

Globh t inn  is no longer a concept but a reality and a process. It is ceaainly too 

soon to evaluate the full extent of its impact on society. Technology, on the other hand, is 

afready entrenched in o u .  Lives and with it the belief that it will give us more leime thne: 

"Speed is regarded as a vimie in itseK yet there is no sign that the t h e  saved is being spent 

on reflection or doing interesting and mind-broadening thïngs such as visiting museums" 

(Hemiaflsson, 1998:306). Nevertheless, those possessing the technology are benefiting 

fiom it while others have not even heard of it yet 

Donald Brenneis in his study 'New Lexicon, Old Lânguage'' gives an example of 

how influentid g l o b h t i o n  is becoming even in the field of research He was asked to 

develop a new h d i n g  initiative for the National Science Foundation that was cded "The 

Global Perspectives on Sociolegal Studies". The term Sociolegal was used to replace Law 



and Social Sciences. Many of the issues central to sociolegal studies could no longer be 

comprehended witfiin the fhmework of one state's legal and social control. 

Such diverse "problems" as intanational labor migration, c~oss-border enWoumental crins, muItinational 

corporations, and human righîs were seen as demancihg that formedy assumeci boundaries, both political and 

intellectual, be rethoughî, . . &legai and social control issues were now giobal issues.. . [qharacterizuig these 

issues as ''global'' de6ned both a new class of research issue and a newly legitimated topic for research finidhg 

(1999:124). 

We entered the t k d  millennium with mixed emotions and uncertain expectations 

but the big catastrophe predicted did not happen We are now overcome with a sense of 

relief that our technological creations have remained intact The rich world nations have 

become acutely aware that technology is now infiltrathg eveiy aspects of their lives out of 

which an uncontrolled information age has emerged. 

Umberto Eco, at a recent conference sponsored by the University of Ottawa, noted thai phdosophers since 

Plato have wamed that new technologies would obliterate literacy as they knew i t  This has not happene. and 

won't, he said, but he did note that today the fiterate world is awash in information, and there is no V@ to 

guide om Dante through the infomiation Znferno ofcyberspaçe (Thomson, 1998293). 

At the present bme, it appears that technology is here to stay and with it a fom of 

cultural or social hegemony is emerging: "Unfil and unless everyone has access to the 

receiving end of communication technologies and infiastructure, and can generate their 

own content for themselves, the voice of the haves will be heard and the have-nots will be 

mute" (Thoxnson, 1998:290) 

. For some Indigenous Peoples in Canada and the US and for the Saami people fiom 

Sampi (Lapland), to name just a few, globalization and technology have played a vital role 

in giWig them a tool to communicate and share information: 
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Globalization.,.has thus been a force for dtrr ra t  revit;ili;riition among those indigenous cultures which had 

prevîoudy been subdued by strong sbtes bent on pushing homogenizing nationaiis6~ i&!~gies, These groups 

have not on@ been able to act M y  to reassext theu traditional culturai &ces, but have appropriaid some 

of gIobalization7s assoçiated media technologies to network wiîh other indigenous peopIes and pursue wmmon 

causes in intemaiional forums (Jones, 1998-29 1). 

Without technology, the world might never have known that most Indigenous 

Peoples are surviving in exîremely difEcult conditions. The media has made us aware of 

the tragedies such as the one of Davis Inlet, Labrador. Communication among the Inuit 

made the new Nunavut temtory become a reality sooner than had been projected 

However, as communication with this area has become d e r ,  Nimavui's harsh climate no longer separates it 

b r n  the rest of the world As Cariadian prime minister Jean Chrétien noted, Nunavut now" is very much part 

of the wired world, with equal opprtimities for growth and development ~ J / ~ . h a r c o u r t s c h o o I I  

com~newsbreak~nunavuthtml) 

There are many examples where technology has been beneficial. However 

not all Indigenous Peoples have access to it and many choose to reject it (Cisler, 1998: 20, 

2 1). 

Glubal Corporations 

I will not attempt, in this paper, to evaluate the negative or positive impacts of 

globalization and technology on ou.  societies. However, it is becoming very clear that the 

large and powerful international corporations are now controlling the consumer society that 

they created as weli as the state itseK Large corporations and banks are merging almost 

evevday to keep up with the competition on a global scale. With the use of technology, we 

are more aware of what is happening and some concems about the direction that 



globalkation is taking us are now being recognized, Steve Cisler quotes Jerry Mander 

ftom his essay ''Technologies of Globalization" in the Cme Agaimt the Global Economy. 

Cornputers may heip individu& feel powerful or wmpetent, and sure@ they are uçefiil in many ways. But 

they do nouiing to alter the rapid giobai centraijzaüon of power that is now underway, quite the o@te In 

fact, it is my opinion thai cornputer technology may be the single m a t  important insûument ever inventecl for 

the acceleration of centd imi  power. ..The new telecommunication technologies assist the coprate, 

centralized, industrialized enterprise .,Au more effiçienîiy than the decentralized, local, c o q - b a s e d  

interests-. .which sutEr anet l o s  (1998:20). 

In the preMous chapter, we saw that the basic structure of howledge in the modem 

episieme was totality and experience and it was shaped by the emergence of the human 

sciences. The human sciences established themselves in the modem age as the most 

characteristic mode of knowing (Hooper-GreenbiU, 1992: 198). The interrelatiomhips of the 

human sciences "constituted a totalizing order of things and of knowledge which is 

historicised through and through" (Bennett, 1990:43 in Hooper-Greenbill, 1992: 197). 

Today the social sciences are also afFected by the turbulent world we live in 

Jacques Rupnik strongly criticizes the social sciences for not having anticipated the revival 

of nationalkm as well as the collapse of co~llfnunism: 

. . - Robert SoIow, prix Nobel d'économie (une discipline bien placée pour parier d'échec des prarisions), de 

s'interroger : << Pouquoi quelqu'un qui prévoit aussi mal aurait4 des opinions pertinentes sur d'autres sujets? » 

C'est donc avec modestie que doit être pris en compte l'apport des théoriciens ctu nationalisme (1995: 19). 

The Social Sciences 

Accordkg to George E. Marcus, most disciplines that constitute the human sciences 

are today in a crisis and are going through a period of se~analysis. He acknowledges dut 



"'social scientists, including anthropolopists, have pamcipated in a regime of 

power/icnowledge" for some tune now. Marcus uses Foucault's term powerhowledge to 

"designate practices that exercise power through the creation and management of 

knowledge." (1998:8). This powerhowledge is now seriously being questioned The 

human sciences are now aware of the transformative changes taking place in society and 

the challenges facing them With reference to anthropology, "it is precisely the unexpected 

contexts, shifhg constituen~ies~ and changing agendas that anthropologists fhd 

themselves encomtering and that alter classic conditions of fieldwork-" (1998:4) They are 

now looking into new areas to apply their kmwledge but are nevertheless obligated to 

change their research practices. Ethnographers must now do their fieldwork in their own 

familiar surroundings. 

This is not the traditional, exotic stmngeness of ~ p o l o g i c a i  fieldna* of king immersed in other worlds 

of difference tfiat anthropology itseif bas prepared one for. It is rather the los of this condition that provides 

the strangeness here, the strangeness of being imrnersed in writings, inqyiries, and commitments tbat precede 

one, surround one, and to which one must define a reiaîionship preciseiy in order to pursue one's ethnographie 

endeavors (Mimus, 1998:3), 

This period of transition and upheaval in which we presently nnd ourçelves, when 

compared to Pomian7s principles of curiosity, mentioned in the previous chapter, could 

possibly be an independent epistemic structure between the modem and the post-modern. 

However, this remains to be seen as post-modernism is a debatable subject among many 

scholars. 

At the end of each epistemic structure, Hooper-Greenhill presented a case study to 

show the lin. between museums and Foucault's epistemes. The Grand Hall and the First 

Peoples Hall are the two case studies for this research paper. The former illustrates the 

interpretation of traditional aboriginal cultures maully through artifacts. And the latter, now 



that First Nations have a voice, is CO-curated by abonginal and non-abonginal employees 

and will illustrate, primarilly, Aboriginal Peoples in a contempomy setting. The First 

Peoples Hall will open in 200 1." 

me Grand Hall 

Without question, the Grand Hall is one of the most impressive permanent 

exhibition at the Canadian Museum of Civilization. The space, the design and the unique 

culture of the Northwest Coast Peoples of British Columbia is a welcoming feature of the 

museum. 

The Grand HaU is composed of six houses: the Salish, the Nuu-chah-nulth, the 

Kwakwaka'wakw, the Nuxalk, the Haïda and the Tsimshian houses that represent six 

different linguistic groups with their original names. Nuu-chah-miIth has replaced Nootka 

and N d k  has replaced Bella Coola The Grand Hall also includes totem poles and a 

reconstruction of an archaeological dig that took place in an ancient Tsimshian village. 

This exhibition gives us a view of the art, the architecture and the traditional way of life of 

the Northwest Coast Peoples as well as their mythology that is illustrated by the crests 

sculpted on the totem poles and in the paintings on the facade of the houses. The masks, the 

dances, the songs and the traditional costumes all play a signi6cant role in representing 

these cultures (Ruddell, 1995: vii-x). 

Preparation for the exhibition began in 1984. The homes were built with the original 

material, cedar, by young Northwest Coast artisans. Despite the reluctance to hire the 

11 Attacheci as Appendix #2 is the design pian of the exhiiition (The Firsf Peoples Design Concept Reporf) 
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artisans by the museum building construction managers, BU McLeman, who was the 

comtmction rnanager for the houes at that time, had this to say on the project 

The rnuseum building construction managers felt that it [consiruction of houses] shodd be done by exhiibit 

companies in Toronto or Montreal, b u s e  the "Indians" could never do it on b e .  L'm plcased to say îbat 

consbuction of the six complete buildings, not just false-fronts, was doue by First Nations people, working in 

their own part of Canada and may have been îhe ody project [of the nrst exhibitions at the new CMQ to corne 

in on time and within budget The transformation was an interestiag one (1997:3 1-32) - 

The plan to reconstmct this assemblage of houses was a project that came together 

under very dficult circumstances with the original plan being changed many times. It 

went fiom just 'false-fronts' to two complete houses, the Kwakwaka'wakw house and the 

Coast Salish House. The CMC curators in charge had extensive consultations with Gloria 

Webster from the Kwakwaka'wakw Nation who was involved every step of the way as this 

was a reproduction of her grandfather's house. Consultation also took place with the Coast 

Salish Nation and the theme of the Coast Salish house was decided by the entire 

community. It then went fiom two houses to ten houses and eventually to six because 

space was becoming an issue. McLennan adds that many of these houses had not been 

built for generations. He was grateful that the curators in charge of the project insisted that 

the people ffom each culture be involved in the building of the houses. 

Each house set up its own precedems with their eldes; sometimes members of the crew were elders 

themsebes; most gave advice to the young men who o&n didn't even h o w  the qesiions to ask, and so 

together they started h m  scratch and developed the proçess; in some cases, the curator/project manager h e w  

what house in general the CMC wanw to portray, but not specifïcally which one, and the elders selected the 

house, the Specrnc representations (1997:43). 

CMC does not tell the story of the First Peoples' involvement in the building of the 

houses, McLennan feels h t  this is unfortunate as a video is available at the museum, "The 



involvemenf the cornpetition, and CO-operation among the groups is intriguiug and the 

public would find it interesting" (1997:43) McLennan also noted the foilowing: 

The consûuction was an interesthg process, and there were always groups of peoples in bIue or white hard hats 

waikïng b u &  watching When the Nuuchahauith were finished putting up their house h e ,  thq. did the 

proper songs and spoke the proper words to give the house life. It was, in a sense, a mini-potlatch, with gifts 

distnbuted- So aii the blue hais aad white hats got paid tMœ for dohg nothing that day (1997-34,35). 

In 1984, the curators at CMC saw the necessity of such a collaboration but mostly as 

a way to enrich the presentation of the Noahwest Coast cultures. Consultations with elders 

from these communities st i l l  take place today when changes are made or amfacts are added 

to the exhibition. Moreover, some of the research on the houses was done fiom 

etbnographic documents and archive photos dating back to the beginning of the twentieth 

century fiom ethnographers such as Harlan 1. Smith, Edward Sapir, Franz Boas and Marius 

Barbeau. 

As 1 see it, the Northwest Coast Peoples are pleased and proud of the Grand Hall. 

Despite the distance, they do perform here occasionally. There is dennitely a good 

collaboration between themselves and the Ethnology Division stafS especially since the 

ethnologists are playing an important role in their land claims and repatnation of amtactS. 

This will be discussed in the following chapter. However, not all Pacifie Northwest Coast 

nations are represented in the Grand Hali mainly because of lack of space and amfacts: 

". . . F]ach of the six houses in the Grand HaU represents many dinerent groups of people 

who, although neighbours to one another in a large temtory, are independent, have Merent 

names and, in some cases, speak different l a n m e s "  (Laforef I992:g). 

Consultations and involvement of Northwest Coast Peoples did take not take place 

for al l  of the six houses. The Grand H d  became a traditional exhibition with aboriginal 
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artifacts from the museum collections. The aboriginal groups that were consulted wanted it 

no other way. 

As mentioned before, it is not possible to represent all the abonginal nations of the 

entire West Coast in the Grand Hall but some nations feel ignored. A couple of years ago 

the Nisga'a Nation requested that they also be represented in the Tsimshian House and that 

the name of the house be changed to the No& Coast House to represent both nations. At 

the opening of the Nisga'a exhibit, the former executive director acknowledged the North 

Coast House but the name has not been officidy changed yet A Nisga'a totem pole 

stands in front ofthe Tsimshian House. It now rernains to be seen how many more nations 

wiU request representation. 

It is djf€icult to see, as mentioned in the Grand Hall Guide, where the 

'contemporaxy evolution of cultures' is displayed with the exception of various vide0 

monitors in each house showing that these cultures are still alive today. For example, the 

Haïda and the Coast Salish people are sfill expert weavers and are continuhg this tradition. 

I was told that the use of technology was one way to display these cultures in a 

contemporary context as well as personal demonstration and interpretation. The amfacts 

fkom the collection date fiom approxhately 1880 to 1960 and other measures had to be 

used to display contemporary times: museurns were not interested in Firçt Nations 

contempomy objects. 

Objects are acqirired because they are good exarnples of ''Noahwest Coast baskets". .... The classification 

precedes the action of coiiection, actually stnichning it and determinhg what can and cannot be considered A 

good example of how thk deternuies what we may 6uid in a museum is the reluctance, and in mariy cases 

ouüight refusal, of many museum nnators and directors to coUect the contemporary material d û m e  of First 

Nations.. .such as skidoo clothing or even pow-wow costumes are not collected because they cannot fit into the 

classification systems as known (McLougiin 1994:36,37). 



As far as the Grand Hall is concemed, in my opinion, the traditional past eclipses 

the contemporary life of Nofiwest Coast Peoples today. 1 realize that this is what the 

visitors want to see and that the past is what curators are more cornfortable with but it only 

gives half an image of who the Northwest Coast Peoples are. To use McLoughlui words 

'The exhibition dennitely overrides the contemporary expressions of First Nation tradition 

and culture" (19945). 

A few years ago, attempts were made to have cultural interpeters fiom the West 

Coast in the Grand Hall. There was a West Coast youth groq that did inteipretation during 

the summer that the museum opened Unfortunately, this project was discontinued due to 

lack of bding.  Also one Tsimshian sculptor and a Haïda weaver demonstrated theU art 

work in the summer of 1997. The main issue regarding aboriginal cultural interpretation is 

that CMC employees working with the public must speak the two official languages. It is 

difflcult to fbd French speaking Nisga'a, Tsimshian, Hiüda etc. For the time being, the 

Northwest Coast cultures are interpreted mostly by non aboriguial guides. After eleven 

years, the Grand Hall has neither a nativ~ Northwest Coast presence nor a voice. 

Another ununial factor is the display of the totem polesL2 in the Hall. We are told 

that totem poles (in that time period) were erected in fjront of the houses facing the sea If 

the Hall is an authentic representation of a West Coast village, some totem poles then are 

actuaily in the 'sea'. The curator 1 spoke to agreed that not all the poles were in an 

appropnate space. 1 did not pursue the subject M e r  as I felt that this was a very sensitive 

issue. Upper management had made the decision that displayhg these totem poles was 

more important than placing them in their proper context The curator eventually withdrew 

' 2 ~ r d o n  Filewych, arc- anci one of the speaka at an Exhibit Forum held at the G1enbow 
museum in 1997 had this to say aboui totem poles "Seeing the poles in their natlrral habitat, as they had been intended to 
age - naîmUy, jpve me a whole different feeling for how they shouid be used in museutus. 1 began to realize some of 
the difficuities of being tnie to a culture, as well as king tnie to the arfikts you are exhiiiting" (1997:29) 
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fiom the project There were many more contradictions in the planning of the Grand Hall 

but the above demonstrates that the transition to a 'people oriented museu.'  was taking 

place and impressing the visitor was slowly taking precedence over education. 

The Grand Hall is used not only as an exhibition space but also for entertainment on 

a regular basis. The boycotthg of The Spirit Sings in 1988 did not have an impact on the 

Grand Hall but it had an impact on the First Peoples Hall. The original plan was thrown 

out and replaced by a new one. Extensive consultations took place with abonginal 

comrnunities representing many nations fiom across Canada, They participated in the 

planning of the Hall e v q  step of the way. These extensive consultations were not in the 

original plan and this explains the lengthy delay of the opening of the Hall. It is now due to 

open in 200 1. 

The First Peoph  Hall 

We have hed here for thousands of years. 

Our stories remhd us of who we are and where we corne finm. 

Our mernories are strong. 

These are what we beiieve. 

What makes us aboriginal? Why is land so i m p o m  to who we are? 

Corne hear our stones in the First PeopIes Hall: 

some are fïüed with pride, others with pain, stiii others with hop.  

Discover our h e m ,  our accornpiisbments and our aspirations. 

And see why we continue to be an pm of Canadian society. 

(cited in the Design Concept Report of the First Peoples Hall). 

The exhibition team of the First Peoples Hall is a group of people of diverse 

background, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal, working towards a common goal. In order 
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to capture the cultural dynamics and diversity of the First Peoples Hall, 1 quote in its 

entirety the Design Mission and the 13 General h c i p l e s  as 1 have been told that these 

principles are 'cast in Stone' as far as the team is concemed 

With a clear vision and voice, the permanent exhibition of the Fm Peoples Hall œlebrates the aboriginal 

peoples of Canada h m  their ancient history to theu contemporary contnbuîions, 

The design challenge is to express this vision and voice holisticaliy - amnting aboriginal diversity, while 

reflecting the iraiversality of the First Peoples' relationship to the land; conhniing steteolypes, while 

enhancing the understanding of aboriginaï people and their cuitrrres by Canadian and intemationai visitors of ail 

ages. 

Various presentaîion media wiii be ut ikai  to create a compelling sequene of moods and experiences ttiat 

conveys the breadth of aboriginal Me. To be relevant for years to come, the design phiiosophy for üiis 

"permanent" exhibition embraces aimai elegmoe, drrrability and flexiiiüty. 

Sound - stories and songs and music - wiii be an important element for drawing visitors into an aboriginal 

world Other communication technologies - projections, videos, inteniet connections, cornputer leaming - will 

be M y  integrated, refiecting the importance of such technologies today for ab0rÏgina.i c o m m e e s  and artists 

to share their messages FYith each other and the world at iarge. 

Throughout, the design will incorporate the textures of the land and the creatMty of contemporary aboriginal 

and their ancestors for generations befare (capied from the Design Concept Report of the First Peoples 

EIall, 1998). 



1.AU Frirst PeopIes of Canada will be represeated in the HaU, including those following i d i l i o n a l  and 

contempomy pathS and living inboth rural andurban emrironments 

2Recomii7ing the vahie of multiple fonns of discourse, we aErm that the knowledge and perspectives of 

AboriginaI Peoples are vital to an un&s&dbg of issues in native history and will be a ~ ~ U E U Y  eIement in 

iniîhîhg and pIanning the form and content of exhibitions and programmes and the messages they represent 

3.The diversity of abonginai hguages, cuItures, ways of Me and views of the world will be a£6rmed and 

œlebrated 

4.We recogmke that the diversity of traditional and mntemporary First Peoples is based on a profound capady 

to adapt to Datural, social, and politicai ewiro~ments and to deveIop innwative ways to respond to chmges in 

these ewironments 

S.We recognize tbat the intapretatioa of First PeopIes aiSby is growing and dynamic, and the design of the 

Hall and its exhibit spaces should provide for flexibiiky of interpretaiion through the decades to corne. 

6iIhe Ùnportance of abonginal Ianguages is recognized as the priraacy vehicle for sansnitting and 

perpetuaîing Fii Peuples dnnal tmditioas. Therefore, aboriginal languages will be used throughout the Hall 

in the interpretation of First Peoples cuitirres, 

7.The Hall will present the history, culture, and current realities of Aboriginal Peoples in the voice(s) of 

Aboriginal Peoples- 

&The Hall wiil present to the public an oppoxtunity to hear and mdexsimd the voice of the First Peoples, 

proclaimuig tbat "We are still here, stiil mniributing, and sf3.i piaying our own distinctive part in the modem 

world, as we aiways have." ui exhiiits, care wiU be taken to explore the relation&@ between the present and 

the past 

9 . n e  Hall will be directed at both abriginai and nonaboriginal audiences. It wiU -1 stemtypes and 

reinforce the value of aboriginal cuIûms and traditions 

10. Artistic (=teatMty in both oadltional and contemporary expression is recognized as an imporiant means of 

interpretiug and commimicating First PeopIes culturestures Forms of artistic expression h m  ail  periods wiU be 

used as a means of presenting First Peoples dtures  throughout the H.. 

11- The wmmon experienoe of Native PeopIes, incluctulg their singuiar relationship to feded, provincial and 

territonai governments of Canada, and to aU chadkm, wiil be an important theme. 

12. Portions of the Kali wi l l  be devoted to exhibits dealing with: contemporary H e  and traditions; m e n t  history 

(the pst 500 y-), including the interactions of Fi Peoples with Empeans and with each O&, the 

decimation of Fi Peoples population; aboriginal languags, ancient @re-European) history; ongin and 



creaîion namiives of the Fust PeupIes. In order to present this range of topics, the First Peoples Efall will 

comprise a mix temporaxy exhibit space, and space ailoaed to more enduring exhibits 

13. Iii developing the exhiibits, we are working with ideas. While we recogh and treasure the skill, 

laiowledge, and aesthetic quality represemed in the objecîs in the collections, in exhibits the role of objects wiil 

be to illustrate ideas. The shape of the collection will not detennine, or limif the chamter of exhibits (mpied A 

fimm an impub2ished working document) 

An interestmg point conceming the fiiture First Peoples Hall is that there are 

approximately 45,000 aboriginal amfacts in the CMC collection, the majority of whic4 as 

rnentioned before, were manufactured or collected between 1880 and 1960. There are 

many issues of a social and political nature with the First Peoples Hall that are not 

necessarily represented in these collections, for example, residential school experiences and 

the genesis of the land claim process. Their thïrteenth principle explains the team's 

approach: 

In developing the &bits, we are working with ideas W e  we recognize and breasirre the ski& knowledge, 

and aesîhetic quality represented in the objects in the mllections, in &'bits the roIe of objects will be to 

ihsûaîe ideas. The shape of the collection wiil not detemine, or limif the character of exhibits (copied h m  

unpubiished working document). 

One amfacf however, a canoe paddle that was given to Prime Minister Sir W W d  

Laurier by the Nisga7a at the end of the nuleteenth or early twentieth centmy seems to be 

causing concern The inscription on the paddle is actuaily the cause of the debate. Nabody 

knows why this artifact was not requested by the Nisga'a in their land claim agreement 

The inscription reads: 

To the Right Honourable Sir WZkd Laurier, GC, NG, PC., President of the Pr&y Councii, Dominion of 

Canada The Chi& and people of the Nass Wiga'al old tirne, Beiia Coola and Babine Indian Tenitones, 

unite with our white brethren to give you a giad welcome to this Northem Counûy. We look upon you as our 

Chieftain We believe you and your colieagues in Councii to have the power of government upon the justice 
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and ami@ of which our destinies as a race must iargeiy depend We ibank the Govemment for it's 

guardianshp in the pst and for the assurances of it's interest and protection as new conditions niark our 

advance toward higher -on and honomable cieizlenship. W e  hereby pledge our z d  for in- 

competency, obedienœ to the law and Ioyaliy to the state (Image notes - object catalogue number VII-C- 

2030). 

Permission fiom the Nisga'a People fiom the Nass Valley, BC must be obtained in 

order to display this object Nobody understands why such an inscription was written on 

the paddle but in Chief Joseph Gosnell's speech, (Amenda # 3) thei. population had 

dwindled fkom 30,000 to 800 people in that time period SV W S d  Laurier was Prime 

Minister fiom 1896-191 1. This short time period may have been a t h e  of hope for the 

Nisga'a because, before and after this time penod, accordhg to Chief Gosnell, the Nisga'a 

experienced extreme difficulties with the govemment It will be interesting to see whether 

this paddle wiU be dîsplayed or not 1 inteipret this inscription as a desperate cry to Save a 

nation and a culture. 

The opening of the First Peoples Hall in 200 1 is an attempt to demonstrate who we 

really are and what we have to contribute to society which is dennitely more than souvenirs 

for the tourists. It remains to be seen whether the First Peoples Hail wiU be successfil in 

convincing visitors that our cultures are s t i l l  alive and worth knowing. According to Ames, 

visitors are st i l l  mainly interested in how old an object is. ". . .[v]isitors were inevitably 

disappointed to leam something isn't old and cannot trace a lineage back to before their 

own ancestors arrïved here. It makes it almost impossible.. .to convince diem that Native 

peoples and cultures "are still a r o d ' .  They [visitors] resist this kind of message" 

(McLoughlin in Ames, 1994: 25 1 .) 

To conclude, today, in contrast to the cabinet of curiosity of the Renaissance, only a 

small fiaction of an 'authentic' collection is exhibited It is the storage space in museums 



that is now overfl~wing~ Dirring the classical age, authenticity was not important and 

replicas and copies were used to f o m  complete series. The modem age made a distinction 

between the red and the copy and authenticity then became a crucial factor in exhibiting- 

In this new age reproduction of missing artifacts reappears and 'viaual' technology is an 

added featine. The impossible task of irying to complete an authentic collection of a culture 

is nnally accepted and the curators lose their powemil unique positions. 

And finallyy in presenting a s w  of both exhibitions, it is qu$e clear that 

aboriginal exhibitions will never be the same again. A 'nrpture' with the colonial past is 

taking place within First Nations as well and it also involves all the aforementioned 

transformations that are taking place in society as a whole. 

In the next chapter, we wiU look at the contempomy museum with its unpredictable 

future as a r e d t  of land claims and repairiation of artifacts, a legal condition included in 

the agreements First Nations are signing with the govemment of Canada. 1 would Say that 

the ethnologists are the most informed ones on th& new situation as they are representing 

the museum in the negotiation process. We will also examine the transformation occunhg 

in museums caused by globalkation, technology, multicdturalism, human rights and the 

crisis the social sciences are experïencing. Museums reflect the disruptive society we live 

in today. 

in a postmodern and cuIturally pluralistic society it is harder to perceive culme as a coherent whole. Instead, iî 

is more llke a jigsaw p e e  whose parts are reananged into vanant pictures, eadi suiring the eye of the 

particular beholder, and to which new parts are constmüy being added as the composition of society alters. 

Thaî culture is in constant process of recreation uitimaîely defeats attempts to 'museiimi7e' it (MàcDonald & 

Aldord, 1995: 15). 



CHAPTER III - DISCONTINUITIES AND TRANSFORMATION 

Foucadt has ar&zed the modem institirtions ofconfhemecrt - tbe asylum, the ch ic  and the prison - and their 

respective discursnre formations - madness, ïliness and criminality. There is another such iostitirtion of 

conlinernent ripe for a d y s k  in Foucault's terms -the muçeum - - . (~nmp:1985:45)'~ 

Because museums are one of the instruments used to shape new knowledge, they 

are vey much influenced by what happas in society as a whole. They experience 

upheavals and have to adjust to major reorganizations. Consequently, mmuseums have 

dways had to modifY the way they work mainly because their mission is so closely 

intertwined with the social, the economic, and the political aspect of a society. 

In this moment in history, museums have been projected into a fast-pace 

'revolution' that has not been accepted by everyone. For some, museums remain an 

intereshg learning environment as well as an appropiate and crucial one. Others see it 

diffèrently. Huges de Varine in Vague, une cmthologie de la nouvelle muséologie 

maintains that museums will disappear with the age (pre-industrial), the world (European), 

and the social class (bourgoisie cultivée) that created them, With tourism taking over the 

institution as it is doing with eveiything else, he says that the community does not feel at 

ease in a museum that has appropnated the things which were the basis of its traditions. 

Consequently, these objects have lost their vitality and signincance and retain only the 

appearance that must appeal to the foreign visitor - pitoresque and exotique. He maintains 

that museum professionals are not always conscious of what is happening. Often their 

l3 Qimp's esay On the Museum 'sRuim is on Postmodemist art applyhg Foucauit's concepts of discontünity 
and nrpture to the ait work of Robert Rauschenberg "If Rauschengerg's fiaîbed pictures are experienced as effecting 
such a nrpture or discontinuity with the modemist past, as 1 believe they do-. .then perhaps we are Weed experiencing 
one of those transformations in the epistemologicai field tbat Foucault desçnbes' (1985:45). 
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University studies have separated them fiom their own cultures. 

V i  en marge cie la sociéfi, dans un ghetto physique et moral, privés des contads humains et 

interdisciplimires cpi sont aisés dans d'autres instituîions, victimes de la dbffiection et de L'indiEérence qui 

s'attache au musée en raison même de l'ïautiiité de œIui4, iIs ne pewent généralement évoluer aussi vite que 

le monde où ils vivent, ni s'adapter aux besoins réels de la corn- quïis servent (1992 52-53). 

When powerful events, such as the French Revoluhon or the present impact of 

technology, force society to change its way of thinking a new knowledge emerges and 

museums acquire a new role. This new role requll-es adjustments that cause 'ruptures7 and 

eventually leads to a Wonna t ion  of knowledge. Hooper-Greenhi11 in her book The 

EducationaZ Rule of Museum sees museums playing an important role in the post-modern 

world ''if they are able to move successfully fiom their modemist roots, . . .this is the area 

where museum educators can make a substantial contribution." She stresses the 

importance of the learning theory of c o ~ c t i v i s m  whereby 'lcnowledge is constnicted by 

the leamer in interaction with the social environment." (1999:68). 

Narion Building and Museum 

The transition period fkom one epistemic age to another is W c u l t  and 

unpredictable as mentioned previously. Conseqyently, disciplines dealing with cultures are 

often seriousIy threatened. Some disciplines may eventually disappear and yet new ones 

are being created One example is given in Martin Segger7s article 'The DubroMik 

Museology Program - Building for Global Understanding": 'War and its social 

consequences give rise to a new academic field of study, victimolology, which itself has 

become an industry" (1999:35) As a result, the challenges for museums become diverse, 

numerous and are now global. 



The people who work in mriseums have coiiectively stniggled over the proper nefinition and role of thW 

institutions. Their smggle bas b e n ,  in part, to difEerentiate museums h m  other near relatives - the other 

storehouses of collective memory. The resultbg definitions bave often centered on thüigs - on objects and 

their permisslible uses. 1 believe the debate has missed the essentiai meanhg (the SOI& if you wiii) of the 

-on thai is the museurn (Heumann Gurian, 1999 :164,165) 

An intemational symposium held in Dubrovnik in 1998 discussed and examined 

the global role of cul- institutions in preserving and interpreting cultural heritage as well 

as preventing amed conflict Segger believes that museums could play a signincant role in 

assisting the community-healing process where the aftermath of war is concemed 

Heumann Gurian adds that groups such as the Serbs and the Croats, for example, 

destmyed each other's historic sites and museums rather than mrlitary targets in the hope of 

breaking each other 's spirits. (1999,163). Segger writes that Sir Bernard Fielden coined the 

phrase '%ulhual war" to explain these tragedies. "'Thereafter, to the victor [whoever wins 

the war] go not only the spoils but the power to adjust the message, the meanings and 

history itself." (1999:35) 

Whether museums are prepared or willing to play such a role is another matter. 

Here in Canada, museums have now been drawn into the political process of First Nations 

through thei. participation in the negotiations of their land clairns. One example is The 

Nisga'a Final Agreement which was aven royal =sent in Ottawa on April 13, 2000 with 

the final passage of Bill C-9 by the Senate. 

The Nkga 'a Final Agreement 

The Nisga'a are the original inhabitants14 and owners of the Nass River Valley area 

14 III his speech, N~ga'a Chief Joseph Gosneii says the Niiga'a population was appn,ximateiy 30,000 but 
was devastated by Empean diseases of dp04 measles and fevers (like most other First Nations) and dwindled to 
800. The population today is 5,800. @ppendlac # 3) 



of no&-westem British Columbia. They have never entered into a treaty with the 

government because, mtil thïs year, British Columbia has always refused to r e c o w  

aboriginal title. 

Despite major setbacks, they have never lost hope diat they would one day regain 

control of their land They have fïnally succeeded: ''This histonc and controversial%487- 

miUion Nisga'a land claim and self govemment provides 5,800 Nisga'a cinZens, of whom 

roughly 4,000 live in the Nass Valley, with about 2,000 square kilometers of land.. .and 

broad self-government powers." (Peter O'Neil, 2000:2) Attached as Appendîx # 3 is 

Chief Gosnell's historic speech to the British Columbia Legislature in Febniary 1998. His 

words could apply to a l l  First Nations in Canada. The ratification of the Nisga'a Treaty in 

Ottawa took place on April 13,2000. Their fight for justice had lasted over a century. "The 

royal assent of our treaty signines the end of the colonial era for the Nisga'a people. It's a 

great and historic day for all Canadians, and this achievement is a beacon of hope for 

colonized people in ou. own country and throughout the world" (Chief Joseph Gosnell, 

Appendà # 3). 

For First Nations and museums, this agreement s i m e s  the 'rupture' with the 

colonial past and introduces a new role for both First Nations and museums with aboriginal 

artifacts. The impact has not been fdly grasped by the museum community, with the 

exception of the disciplines of anthropology. Some ethnologists have already assumed 

their new role. They know that the consequences will have a significant impact on 

museums as well as on their own professions. Andrea Laforet in Narratives of the Treaty 

Table explains what dominates the discussion at a l l  treaty tables with First Nations. 

As the players of the past are dehed by this narrative, the treaty negotiators of the present becorne, for the 

spaœ of the meeting, theu symbolic heirs It is o k n  extreniely painfid for Fi Nations represatatives to 

make plain at a treaty table the familial oosts of poverty and systemic discrimination, or to munt  their 

experiences at residential schools, and it is also hard for museum representatives, who have o k n  seen 
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tbemsehr~ as working to add to the worid's knowiedge and to oppose racisn and the perpetuation of 

stereotypes, to nnd a piaœ in the schenia which they can recxignïze as representing Uieù mod,  intellectuai or 

social condition, or would want to inhabit (1999~5)- 

The reason that 1 took the Nisga'a treaty as an example is that this is the fïrst nation 

to include a repatriation clause in their comprehensive land claim agreement and that forced 

CMC to join the negotiation table. 

The Canadian Museum of CMLization joined the federal govemment discussions of the treaty laie in 1993, and 

was repreSented direçtly at the negotiation tabIe beginning eariy in 1995. As Director of the Ethnology 

Division, and the museum's representaîive in negotiations, 1 have been invohted with th& treaîy since 1993- 

These negothfions became a meeting place for Western aad Niiga'a ideas about the relaîionship of objects to 

history, historiogxaphy and the o r m o n  of knowledge in society moret, 1999258). 

This may be the fïrst comprehensive land claim agreement to include a list of 

d a c t s  to be returned to the Nisga'a However, it is not the only one. Other nations all 

over Canada have followed suit 

There are over nfty Fi Nations negotiiuing comprehensive cb ims in British Columbia alone, with many 

more expected over the next few years. Comprehensnle clairns are being negotiated in Newfoundland, Quebec 

and Ontario. Mary aboriginai groups in parts of Canada which are under treaty will be negotiating self- 

govemment agreements. AU of these claims now include the repatriation of objects fiam museurus.. . .within 

Canada as weil as h m  museums abroad (Laforec 1997:5,6). 

Consequently, museums that have large aboriginal collections such as the one at the 

CMC will be involved in these negotiations for many years to corne. As mentioned earlier, 

ethnologists are now representing museums at these negotiations but how long will they 

play that role? It is becoming a vev  dïfEcult role to play as many nations, especially 

nations that are closely connected through intermamage or exchange of objects in a 



potlatch ceremony such as the Nisga'a and the Tsimshian, for example, are claiming the 

same artifacts. Sometimes only the ethnologists lmow where the artifact orïginally came 

fiom. Some aboriginal nations already have control over c& collections. Musemns are 

not always satisfied with the outcorne. Also, the multiculturalism of First Nations is 

becoming more evident everyday and representation of aboriginal cultures in museums is 

becoming very complicated 

Multiculfuralism and Museums 

"Museums are one of society's principal agencies for deking culture, largely 

through their detennination of which elements of the p s t  are of value, mernorable, and 

worth of preservation" (MacDonald and Alsford, 1995:15). For the h t  t h e ,  this unique 

role is being challenged. Indeed, a l l  these changes brought about by new nations, 

including multiculturalism and human rights, mentioned earkr, are forcing museums to 

redefhe their approach to culture. 

..,mhe very concept of "ouf', in speaking of Canada and "its" culanal property, has been increasingly 

probletnatic by a long protecteü policy of multiculnnalism which has nirrtured a vision of nations within 

nation.. . ..And whde the very essence of the relationsàip between these two words [national distiactiveness] is 

cwrenîiy king qyestioned in Canada, museums continue to maintain the "crediiiïty" of an overarching 

national i d e  (McLoughZia, 1994:138). 

It is becoming almost an impossible task for rnuseums to represent d these cultures 

when everyone has a right to an opinion - fieedom of speech. MacDonald and Alsford add 

that "[i]ndigenous, ethnic, and women's groups are paying increasing attention to how 

museums represent culture, and are acquiring d c i e n t  infiuence to oblige museums to 

address theK concems" (1995: 15). 



The consequence is that curators have corne to the realization that they can no 

longer be the sole interpeters of cultures. Despite consultations with ethnic or aboriginal 

groups, controversies aise and have to be dealt with. Museuns are not well equipped to 

deal with these complicated issues and most try to avoid controversies at aJl costs. They 

also do not want to be offensive as was the case with the exhibition Inro The Heart of 

Afnca. The exhibition was curated by Jeanne Cannizzo. 

Nef1 mission was to show the ongins of the ROM'S [Royal Ontario Museum] AiÏican coiieztion within the 

context of white Canactian imperialist histoly. It riras fk t  an exhibition of nineteenthcentmy Canadiaas in 

M i c a  and Canadian aîtitudes towards Afiicans. ,. What may have been for some a passing comment on the 

cpestioaable adventures of an earlier generaîion became for others a painfùl reminder of a history of 

oppression (Ames, 1992 :157) 

The Mo-Canadians protested and accused Jeanne Cannizzo, of racism and asked 

h t  "'the exhibition text be changed or the exhibition be closed" (Ames, 1992: 157). The 

ROM did not comply to these requests. The consequences were very serious. The 

projected North Amencan tour was cancelled. CMC also refused to present this exhibition 

Jeanne Cannizzo resigned as cwator at the museum as well as professor at the University of 

Toronto where protesters were disrupting her class. 

The th& ofculnnal or ethnic copyright or culûnai trespassing is also whaî Afio-Canadians in Toronto accused 

the Royal Ontano Museum of commitîing in its 1989 exhibition., .This exhibition, curaid by anthropoiogist 

Jeanne Cam- (1989) is an example of good intentions gone wmng or king misconslrued (Ames: 

1992:157). 

Another example is a First Nation exhibition n e  Spirit Sings: Arristic Traditions of 

Cayulh's First PeopZes at the Glenbow Museum in Calgary. This exhibition wanted to 

show the nchness, diversity, and adaptability of Indigenous Peoples but the Lubicon Lake 

First Nation boycotted the exhibition during the olympic games of 1988 to obtain support 



for their nfs-year dispute with the govemment over land claims. Please see foomote # 2 

on page 7) ''While the focus within the museum was directed toward this pasf the 

dissenthg voices heard outside it were clearly located in the present" (McLouglin, 

1994:lO). To add to the dilemma the exhibition was sponsored by Sheli Oïl which was 

dtilling on land claimed by the Lubicon. Moreover, dey found it offensive that "it showed 

300 year old çhifP' and not the contemporary problems of First Nations (Ames 1992: 161). 

The display, at the same tirne, of objects created by the now extinct Beothuk Nation did not 

help matters. The Lubicon, like many other nations in Canada, were themselves on the 

brink of extinction. "90 % of the reserve population was receiving welfâre payments. 

Alcohol, tuberculosis and suicide had become the new indicators of the Lubicon 

'%orldview'"' (McLouglin 1994: 10). 

Although the boycott attracted a lot of attention it did not solve the land claim 

problem. The attention shifted to the Glenbow museum and it was faced with a number of 

challenges which had wider implications, including its right to: 

1. borrow or exhibit Native artifacts wiîhouî their permission, even thou@ those xtifkts are legaiiy owned by 

other museums; 

2. use money h m  corporation iwohed in public dispines (the exhibit was sponsorai by SheU CM, which was 

drilling on land claimeci by the Lubicun); 

3. ignore contemporary political issues, such as Iand ciaims, even when presenting an exhibition of the history 

of indigenous peoples; 

4. employ non-Natives to curate an exhibition about Native cultures; 

5. daim neirtrality in public disputes (Am-. 1992 : 161-162). 

For the reasons mentioned above, Ames is of the opinion that "non-Natives, 

including curators and other scholars, cannot themselves adequately represent the Mews of 

others, and should no longer tcy" (19925). Cultural issues are vexy sensitive for ethnic and 
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other minority groups. The access to information, a nght for everyone now, and easily 

accessible through technology, has made museums a target for dissatisfied groups. The 

outcome of the Lubicon boycott made museums aware that they had to involve aboriginal 

groups in the process of exhibiting and it also resulted in the publication of The Tmk Force 

Repon on Mweums and First Peodes, produced jointly by the Assembly of First Nations 

which represent 'Status Indians' in Canada and The Canadia. Museum Association. This 

repori wiIl be discussed in the next chapter. 

The discipline of anthropology in museums and its raison d'être are being 

challenged and it remains to be seen what the outcorne wiU be. 

The eminent Canactian ethnologisî Març-AdéM Tremblây said recedy (1983332) that anthropology is 

undergohg a crisis that is threatening the verry foundations of the cfiscipiine. Its traditional objectives, 

methodologies, and hiings are di king  d e d  into question.., (Ames, 1992:36). 

It would be inaccurate to Say that museums and its anthropologists are the only 

source of the problems experienced by First Nations in the past centuries. Other political 

factors played a major rote in tiying to eliminate Abonginal Peoples as distinct peoples. 

Assimilation policies by the govemment of Canada and The Indm Act have indeed been 

veiy damaging as well. Many governments have tried to merge Abonginal Peoples in the 

Euro-Canadian society. 

[niis] twk a fom of dishonoured treaties; th& of Aborigimi suppression of Abonginal cultures, 

abduction of Abmiginai children [residaitial schools), impoverisbment and disempowermelit of Aboriginal 

peoples (Royal Commission on Abonginal Peoples, 1991:4-5). 



The Royl  Commission on Aboriginal Peoples was established in 1991 to h d  

solutions to growing discontent among First Nations on a variety of issues: political, health, 

econornic, cultural etc. 

We began our work at a dii3ïcuit tirne- It was a t h e  of anger anci u p h e d  The counûy7s leadas were arguing 

abouî the place of Aboriginal people in the comthtion F i  Nations were blockading road and rail lines in 

Ontario and British Columbia Innu fnmilies were encamped in protest of rnilitary installations in Labrador- A 

year eariier, armed confiici between Aboriginal and non-Aborigbi forces at Kanesatake (Oka) had tarnished 

Canada's reputaîion abroad - and in the minnc of m;inv citi7ais ( Royal &&on on Aboriginal Peoples, 

1991Jx). 

The Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples did not have the 

impact expected It was qyickly rejected by the govemment and has been ignored ever 

since. It still remains an important document for First Nations. Because of technology, the 

report has not be shelved entirely. It is available on the internet for everybody to see 

nationally and intemationally. 

Globufization, Technology and Museums 

With the appearance of technology on the international scene, society as a whole is 

being afEected by this transformation Consequently, museums have indeed had to adapt 

quickly to the information age and its ramifications. Adapbng to the new technology has 

dso been very chdenging for many employees. Not all museums are as highly equipped 

technologically as the CMC. For malier museums (with limited budgets) keeping up with 

the latest software is costly and confüsing. 

Information technology has b e n  grasped by Nordic Society [the author &ers h m  to Sweden] as quite 

necessary, buî to me, responsibIe for a muçeum with a siaiic budget it is an mnomic threat in the same 

marner as electronic devices. We need them but we cannot afEord them 1 see electmnics and its associaîed 

gadgetry as a symbol ofgiobalization and one I cannot resist (Hermanssoq 1999:3 15). 
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Hooper-Greenhill concludes her case studies witû the disciplinaty museums of the 

modem age. She does, however, bnefly mention what she calls 'the intelligent museum' of 

today : 

. . . [n]ew museums in Japan [this applies to CMC as welu are king built to allow channels of information to be 

insiaiied. These cables and optical fibres carry uiforniation on aii aspects of the work of the museun, includùig 

documentation on the coliections, demographic and other informaiion on the visitors, and data wnceming the 

Secun@ and intanal emrironment of the museums (1992:201). 

Museums are not alone in the telecornmunication race. Indigenous People have 

been quick to use this method of communication to get to know and understand one 

another. Indigenous People all over the world can empathize with one another because 

they have similar problems. They also have the same goal of preseMng their cultures thaf 

for many, are on the brink of extinction. The mastering of the technology is extremely 

important to their fùtuxe development 

Here at CMC, one of the largest and most technologically innovative museurns in 

the world, there is no doubt that technology is now playing a major role, not only in giving 

additional information to cornplement an exhibition for visitors but also in allowing people 

fiom al l  over the world to see exhibitions from their own home - the emergence of the 

Whial museum. Le Musée de la Nouvelle France exists only on the museum web site. 

One can do a virtual tour of the Canada Hall at CMC, through QuickTime VR 

Civilizatonca is a new multimedia centre for the museum visitors who can consult CMC 

onlùie resources such as the Web Site, the Library and Archives database (GESICA) and 

the amfacts database (KE EMU). 



Ames sees the situation of museums today as "museums in the age of 

deconstnicti~n.~ (1992:151). He is nght when he claims that CMC is redenning the 

authenticity of the visitor experience for the authenticity of the 'real' object The question 

of authenticity is according to Ames a very signincant one. Museums, he clahus, have 

always been proud "on being the last refuge for the 'real thing', the authentic object', 

however, George MacDonald [foxmer executive director of the CMC] maintains that 

museumç 'Yfa to portray the real cultures fiom which those real objects derive" 

(1992: 159). 

Museums should give more &&niion to presenting real experienœ with tfie aSSiStilIlce of people k m  those 

cultures king represented-.. The ainfieniicity of tbe experience, rather than the arrthexüicity of the objecf 

becornes the object, and the use of replicas, siamMons, performances and electmnic media urtectwined with 

real abjects-.. help reaeate, reconsbuct, or rerepresent near-autheritic experiences (MacDonald, 1988). The 

'real m g '  is the experienœ of the visitor, not the object or iîs interpretation by a crrrator (Ames, 1992:159). 

There is a lot of controversy in the museum comrnunity with ttiis new way of 

thinking and one reason is I' [the] implied shift of powa and status away fiom curator, 

registrar, and conservator towards those more directly involved in public programming, 

performance, promotion, marketing, other public services and revenue generation" (Ames 

1992: 159). 

CMC has been strongly criticized for their innovative ideas and for "substituting 

Disneyland-style pyrotechnies for educational substance and for presenting, not ardfacts, 

but contemporary reconstructions smelling like a lumberyard - 'Disneyland on the 

Ottawa'. . ." (Ames 158). MacDonald and Aldord in their book, A Museum for the Globai 

mage:  The Canadiun Musezm of Cn>ilzzmion defend the museum a g a .  its many 

criticisms. They argue that curators are not capable in $Mng the entire picture of a culture 

fkom artifacts alone: 



North Amaican curators are 98 percent white EhAmerican whose knowledge of North or South American 

Indian, AfXcan, Japanese or Chinese culture is ddinikly second-haad Most curators, even in anthropology, 

spend at m m  a few years in the cultinal milieu of their 'speciality.' In fâct, they have the cuiûuai credibüîty 

and ofkn linguistic cornpetence of a four-yeardd diild h m  that culture ...They have never b e n  culMal 

and will never have the credlbility of the ' r d  thing'(19û7:213-14). 

Despite the controversy, CMC rem& one of the most popular museum in Canada 

with approximately 1.2 million visitors a =car. l5 The museum must be doing somethuig 

ri& The exhibition The Mystenës of Egypt which opened in 1998, was a huge success 

and attracted 78% of the visitors which was estimated at 1.4 million that year. The 

exhibition consisted mostly of reproductions, very few artifacts, a great deal of innovative 

technology with a vimial tour into King Tutmkhamun's tomb and an Imax film on Egypt 

This new way of presenting an exhibition made the experience exciting, educational and 

complete which is not always possible when one mounts an exhibition with artifacts alone. 

The exhibition is presently travelling through the States and is maintirining its success 

according to the following press release. 

The Public Museum of Grand Rapids, located in Grand Rapids, Michigan, hosted the 

touring exhibition Mysteries of Egypt fiom November 22, 1999 to March 26,2000. Mr. 

Timothy J, Chester, Grand Rapids Museum Director, States that this travelling exhibition 

was one of the most successfid temporary exhibitions ever hosted by the Museum. A total 

of 106,737 visitors took in the show between its November 22? 1999 opening and its final 

day. The highest single-day attendance was 3,072. These numbers break all of the 

Museum's previous records for exhibition attendance- 

Grand Rapids Museum visitors were particularly interested in seeing treasures included in 

the exhibition Mysteries of Egypt, especially the h o u s  3,000-year-old mummy of 



Nakhte-Bastet-Iru. The forensic reconstruction of her fise, coordinated by anthropologists 

at Michigan State Universiq and organized by the Grand Rapids Museum, drew 

international attention, wiih average by the Associated Press, BBC, CNN, CBS, the 

Austraiian Broadcashg Corporation, Agence France-Presse (AFP), Weekiy Reader, 

Corbis Sygma, and Gamma French News Service. The Public Museum of Grand Rapids 

web site (www.grmuseum.org), which covered the progress of the reconstruction, received 

373,329 visits d u ~ g  this perid'6 

In addition to the above exhibition, the mumire of replicas and authentic objects are 

found throughout the museum. In the Grand HalI the totem poles are authentic and the 

houses are replicas. This is also the case in the Canada Hall where there is a mixture of 

authentic objects and reproductions. Canada Hall is also the most visited exhibition in the 

museum. Both Halls have ongoing technological devices to give more information on the 

exhibitions. Theatre performances and shows are integrated in exhibitions and visitors are 

more involved They are allowed to touch and feel because some objects are not in a 

display case. The possibility of handling is very new at the museum and it is very popular. 

The controversr, for many, lies in the fact that "[w]e are asked to believe and yet not 

believe: to marvei at the magic and illusion that recreates reality'' (McLoughlin, 1994: 155). 

Within The WaUs of nie  Canadian Museum of CïviCzation 

In thïs section, we wiU look more closely at what is happening within the Canadian 

Museum of Civilization. It is no longer sufficient to collect objects, there must be a 

comection to society; a shift fiom collection to communication. Hooper-Greenha in her 

book Mmeums und their Visiors says that rnuseums have to change their focus fiom a 

collecting institution to a people oriented one. 

'' The above press release aplpared in the CMC employees' news bulletin BIoeps & BIips. 



The t h s î  of the shift is clear - museums are cbanging h m  king static storehouses for artefacts into active 

leaming emïmnments for people. -. This move towards visitors is understood as the oniy way forward for the 

fhture..Xor too long, museums have defended the dues  of schoIarship, research a d  coiiection at the expense 

of visitors (1994:l). 

Well, museums are doing just that and the visitor is getting eve~yone's undivided 

attention. One can even go as far as to Say that the values of the visitors are being defended 

at the expense of scholarship, research and collection. 1 am aware that Hooper-GreenhiIl's 

quote is said in an educational context and it is relevant However, it is not primarily a 

question of educational value but more one of money that forces museumç to tum their 

attention to the visitor - the visitor as a consumer. Shirley Thomson, former Executive 

Director of the National Gallery of Canada connmis this statement 

Vi to r  w b e r s ,  whether reai or virtual, are the key to mmeum survival and this is not an exaggeration 

Vitor  nwnbers, and the attendant fees paid by visitors, are important performance indicators; they "stand foi' 

the success of a museum in meeting its goals and mandate and they provide essential incorne (1998:2!X?). 

The Museum for al1 People 

CMC is a perfiect example of how much priority is given to the visitor. The visitor 

is no longer a visitor but a client and is often referred to as such. Museums now have one 

goal in mind and that is to get as many clients into their institutions as is possible. Because 

of decreasing govemment hding, museums m u t  now become revenue-generating 

institutions. The number of visitors is a crucial factor for the* survival and this has given 

the visitor a certain power: 'Now the 'client' demands active nghts and expects good 

service. A 'client' has a contract for the delivev of goods or senices, and is in a negotiated 

situation where he or she has an equal position of powef (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992: 21 1). 



These new clients are treated very well at CMC and made welcome by a large 

nimiber of hosts and hostesses or guides trained to be there especially for them. Strangely 

enough this group of employees now report to the same director as the security guards - 

The Roperty ~ a n a ~ e m e n f  Security andclient Services Division. Rior to thaf they were 

part of the Exhibition and Rograms Branch. The clients are also being studied vexy 

closely with extensive visitor surveys and changes are made according to their 

recommendations. Their demands are ongoing. "In the past, knowledge of the object was 

the most important knowledge required to make an exhibition; now, knowledge about the 

audience is equally important" (Hooper-GreenhiU, 1992:208,2 10). 

The Imax theatre and the Grand Hall were built to lure the clients into the building 

with the hope that they might develop an interest in visiting the rest of the museun But has 

CMC succeeded in attracting visitors fiom ail strata of society as was their goal in building 

a museum for ail people? Statistics at CMC are not too clear on this question. The 

museum is undoubtedly a s u c c e s s ~  tourist attraction. The high season is from May to 

September and CMC is part of holiday packages. Tourism is supposedly the fastest 

growing indusûy in the world. With 1.2 million visitors a year, the museum is definitely 

reachuig many people and 1 would assume not only the ccelite'7. 1 could not fïnd out if 

lower-income earners (less than $25,000 a year) are fieqyent visitors to the museum. It is 

probably out of their range since a museum visit is an expensive venture. The following 

te* is a press release annomcing the latest inaease in admission fees. 

Hull, Quebec, April 26, 2000 - The Canadian Museum of Cnrilization (CMC) today announced new 

admission fa. As of July 2, the Museum will offer W-priœ admission aü &y Sunday, every Sunday. This 

will replace free Sunday momings, which wiü end after June 25, 2000. The Museum will also have fiee 

admission every T'&y h m  4:ûû p.m to 9:ûû p.m 

The following is a breakdown of the cost of a visit to the museum: 



The above costs do not include the Imax theatre, the most popular attraction, which 

is $8.00 for an adult and $6.50/$5.50 depending on the age of a child There are the usual 

additional expenses of food, souvenirs and parking. l7 

Visitors are no longer viewers wallang through an exhibition are+ they have 

become the focus of attentioa Live interpretaiïons take place in the exhibition areas 

bringing the visitor into a role-play experience of what it was like to live in a certain epoch. 

Special film festivals and performances take place in the theatre and special events are 

organized related to specific exhibitions. Spectacular blockbuster exhibitions like 

Mysteries of Egvpt, which was researched and mounted in only nine months, are the latest 

style of exhibiting. It's the total expenence. 

17 The above press release and costs for Museum visits are taken M m  the CMC employees' news bulletin 
Bleeps & Blips. 



In my view, and Kooper-Greenhill's (1992) as w e l  visitors have now become an 

'exhibit, in themselves. They can be observed through security caneras placed throughout 

the museum and c m  be observed in the new spaces that have been created for them such as 

Les Muses, a restaurant for the aftluent; a fast-food cdeteria for the less aflluent; boutiques 

med with souvenirs inciuding postersy art pieces (authentic and reproduction) clothuig and 

jewehy; mini-boutiques within the exhibition space itself - objects are not ody to look at 

but are for sale as we4 with First Nations souvenirs high up on the list; and lounge areas in 

many parts of the museum. Another important addition to the general museum is the 

Canadian Childrenys Museum that is extremely popular and attracts a larger nimiber of 

families, 

Visitors are now target audiences and this new concept has emerged to introduce 

marketing techniques to museums that did not exkt in the past, at least not to such an 

extent 

Marketing managers, deve1opment officers, and fimd--raisers are ail now to be found working in museu~fls In 

the 1950s, 1960s and 1970% education offiœrs and designers were employed in addition to curators. These 

professionais irnproved the experienœ of the musewn for those who happeneci to visit. In the 1990s, however, 

audiences are actively recruïted through the techniques of the saiesman and the acIvertising executive. The 

technologies of mas nmketing and mass comminiication have begun to be adapted to the museums 

ewironrnent and as the technologies become iocorpomted, signifïcanî changes can be observed. (Hooper- 

GreenhiIl, 1992: 21 1,214). 

nie Saff 

At CMC, the Development Branch was added a few years ago and is responsible for 

fùndraising. ûthers, to name just a few, such as Public AEairs Branch and Client Senices 

have been given more power. They aU have as mission to attract new clients. The target 



audience, of course, is the people that never go to museums, the toirrists and the regional 

Msitors who are important for the off-season time period 

These new employees are young and dynamic and enjoy the challenges of raising 

fiuids and promoting a new field - the museum. They corne fkom the private sector and 

money is a top priority on their agenda - not necessarily education. They are becoming 

powemil because the museum is becoming more dependent on them. These divisions are 

all under the control of what Paûicia Pitcher in her book Artisfs, Cr-fismen and 

Technomats (1995) calls the Technocrats. 

There is an eerie resemblance between what she writes and what CMC is 

experiencing. Pitcher, who witnessed the collapse of a large successful corporation, began 

an eight-year study of meen chief executive officers of that corporation to f h d  out the 

reasons behind this collapse. In her study she gives examples of three types of leaders in 

organi;rntiom: the Artisf the Crâftsman and the Technocrat. She describes the Artist as 

ccimaginative, intuitive, funny, inspiring, exciting and emotionally volatile. He's a 

visionary" (1995:4). The Craftsman is "dedicated, tnistworthy, honesf stable, realistic and 

wisey' (1995:4). She describes the Technocrat as cccerebd, s a  uncompromising, intense, 

de t eded ,  hardheaded, meticdous, often bfiant"(1995:4). The Technocrat has no 

understanding of either the Artist nor the CraRmian. "The Technocrat will rarely be 

described as intuitive. What counts for him are the ''facts," the ccrules," the "right way to 

do things'"' (1995:21). Worbg hard is a rule for the Techocrat who usually surrounds 

himself with other technocrats. Pitcher uses the tenn Technocrat because the technocrat 

only sees "the technical side of an issue [and it] takes precedence over the social and the 

human consequences" (1 995 :2). 



Pitcher maintains that not all people in position of power are leaders. Many 

acquired these positions through various series of circumstmces: "Some may have 

inherited the position. Some have stolen it  Some may have been compromise candidates." 

(1995:24) She M e r  maintains that: 

[if] the nght information is coiiected and the maipis is done ri& q o n e  can sit in the executive suite no 

mstter wiiat his character or temperarneat.. A's also a great tool for management consuliants hired to develop a 

strategy for an organbdon operathg in a section ofwhich they have no Grstband knowledge and it's essenihi 

for perïpatetic mamgerir; who fiit h m  one section to another, for it gives them a way to acqyke some 

superficial undersbnding of each new section But 1 have never met a seasoned manager who needed if used it 

or valued it (1995:9,10). 

CMC has been controlled mainly by Technocrats for a few years and some have 

corne into thei. positions in the manner desmibed by Pitcher. But the museum dennitely 

has people that belong in each of Pitcher's three categones of leaders. In accordance with 

Pitcher, 1 would Say that what keeps this institution on its feet are the Craftsmeq a f d y  

large group who are not dways in a position of leadership but should be. Nevertheless, 

they "represent d e  fûture capacities of the organization''. (199557). They are '%one* 

dedicated, loyal and straightfo~ward'~ (1995:88). But these are not qualities appreciated by 

the Technocrats. The Craftsrnen at CMC are ofkn under s d y  and are &dly the main 

target when downsizing takes place. When Pitcher's organization coilapsed, this is what 

'her' Craftsmen had to Say about the failure. 

Now the whole group is like an idhidual with a fkntai lobotomy. No memory. They've sacked -one who 

knows anything about the business.. .New people bmught on board con6nualiy bave to leam the business h m  

scratch.. .They think whiz-kids cm nm anything ... The Craftsnan believes you mn't nm something unless 

you have expenence" (19%: 125,126) 



The CMC Lïbrary7 Archives and Documentation Services has a s m d  but devoted 

staff  who is working diligently ûyïng to keep records as efficiently as possible. Before 

1989 the Director of the division told me that the archives were extremely well 

documented The growth of information is substantial and too large for any organization to 

control unless rnanpower is increased In a research report Titanic 2020 fiom CENS4 

released in December 1999 researcher Dr. Rich Lysakowski notes that "wiwithin ten years, 

the total nirmber of electronic records produced on the planet could be doubling e v q  sixty 

minutes7' (1999: 1). 

Ka- May in a recent article entitied "Poor Records Threaten Our National 

Memoxy " writes that Canada's national archivist is havuig serious concerns regarding the 

"integity and accessibility of the records govemments are leaving today to explain Canada 

to fuhue generations." She feels that it may rob Canadians of their past and this, 1 would 

add, applies to CMC as well. 

Withoirt reliable records, firme Canadians wïii be unable to mnstruct the pas or understand such historicai 

events and issues as the APEC anci Somalia inqyhies, the Westxay Mine dismer, residential schools to F i  

Nation Iand chimn, , .Archrvists - .  are also wrestling with how to pernianentiy preserve information ?hat is storeci 

on amputers and software with Me spans of only several years (2000, Al-A2). 

It is not difficult to find people in the Artist category at the CMC; there are many. 

Unfortunately, few are leaders with power and they are certainly not in a position to show 

their creativity. Michael Ames quotes Dr. Marie-Françoise Guédon, a former curator at 

the Canadian Museum of Civilization, in an article entitled "A Case of Mistaken Identity". 

She deplored the fact that she was obliged to assume so many roles for which she felt she 

had not be trained "...the impossibility of being at once a fU-time resecucher, a full-time 

administrator, a fiill-time ciirator, and a fùil-time exhibit specialist" (1992132). The 

following is Pitcher's Artists7 explanation for the collapse of thek organkation: "[tloo 



much time and energy had been devoted to structures, to reorgankations, to systems, to 

short-term profits, and too little t h e  devoted to development of new products and new 

markets" (1995 : 124). 

Finally, we come to the Technocrat group who is presently in control of this 

institution. The purpose of a museum is beyond their interest or their comprehension They 

are not fkom the cultural field and they certainly have no vision Answering directly to the 

state, thei. role is to ensure that the museum is a good financial investment on the short 

term as mentioned by Pitcher. A few years ago the Children's   ou tique'^ was pnvatized 

and hailed as a good decision The museurn would make money by rentuig the space and 

would not have to pay any salaries for employees. Clearly that was not so. The bouticpe as 

a private enterprise did not make any profit and is now back in the hands of the museum- 

Pitcher asks herseIf why were 'her' Technocrats so powerfid? This is her explanation and 

it applies to 'ours' as well. 

One, they're brilliant They really are. Miads like steel traps. They come into board meetings with their fie-  

part plans and strategîes and projections, with their slogans, their grandiloquence and their recipes, and it's 

preüy impressÎve stirBE It's intimidaîing to ordinary mortals By hi@-jacking the Ianguage of vision, by 

imitaihg if they seem brilliant Apart k m  their technicd ski11 and ingenuity, their virtuosity, these grands 

parleurs.-. have something else: they 'IV strategr6 about humm relationships (19%: 127). 

Pitcher's Technocrats focused only on profit The following is a craRsmanYs view 

of that issue: %eyYll never get it because profit cornes fiom the vision and the people, and 

'* Childrenfs Boutique 

You cm take home the fim and exchmui of The Great Adventaam! Stop at î& C h i i M s  i30dqur: and discover a masmeaove of 

fabulws pmduds h m  Canada and a r m d  the wald M j u s t  outsi& the Children's Musam, the Childreri's Boutique is fïAi of garnes, toys, book, 

and a i i  kmds of c o l d  and ùnaginative k that will appeai to the discerning tastes of todays kids It's a place youU fiad mudess wmderfiil gifi 

ideas, para&& to deLi@ children of aii ag~s  - as weii as the caild in aii ofus! @ttp~/www.civi l izat ion.calcmdcmcenglcm~~ 



they won't invest on people ... Even if they had a vision, how would they get it done? 

There's no managerial continuity" (1995:121). Pitcher Wntes that walking into that 

institution was like walking into a morgue. (Ironically that is what the museum appears to 

be. On August 15% 2000, 150 Haida ancestral human remains lefi the museum for the 

Charlotte Islands). There was an "atmosphere of tensiony' and eveqbody was working to 

d e ,  M d  to take risks and "[did] nothing that couid later be constnied as a mistake." 

They were constantly looking for other jobs and those who were not fired left of their own 

accord - "a haemorrhage of expenencey7 (1995126) In the past few years, many 

employees of CMC have been fïred, pensioned-off or have Left volmtarily. As 1 write, an 

aboriginal curator and chairman of the First Peoples Hall, an 'Artist', has resigned d e r  

eighteen years for another position in the United States. 

Although Pitcher agrees that all three groups of leaders are fùndamental to an 

organization, she maintains that when top magement is entirely in the han& of 

Technocrats, they ruin the organizatioa However, she maintains that the Technocrats 

cannot be entire1y blamed, employees must also assume a certain responsibiiity for 

allowing them to acquire so much power. One has to l e m  to recognize and minimïze their 

numbers and make sure that they are positioned in their proper place. (1995:149). She 

concludes on a positive note. 

[w]e have to get back to a sense of proportion and to the principles of Crafsmanship. Our worid has b e n  build 

by the slow accumulation of howledge and ski& punctuated penodically by genuinely new and ... rare - 
insights. If you believe Darwin, nâture is but a gigantic system of triai and error, ofcraftsnanship (1995: 184). 

Museum as Enteriahment Faciïity 

Museums no longer have the large iïnancial govemment subsidies that they once 

had and they must now become revenue-generating institutions. However, museums are 



simply not revenue-generating institutions, no matter how hard they tzy to be. 

Conseqently, museuns have turned to corporate sponsoring for th& survivat therefore 

putting these enterprises in a position of control. One exhibition at CMC entitled Les 

paradis du Monde was selected and entirely sponsored by a private enterfise. And one can 

expect more requests in the fbture- 

Fundraising is a f&ly new endeavour in the cultural field and museums have to 

leam the niles a@ pitfklls of sponsorship. Not all corporate sponsoring is acceptable, as we 

have seen earIier with SheU Oil's sponsorship of the exhibition The Spirit Sings at the 

Glenbow Museum. Tobacco fïrms are now being rejected as sponsors not only for sports 

but for cultural events as well. They are being replaced by high tech companies and 

international corporations Like KEA which are acceptable to museums. Other problems 

c m  occur, as exempmed by Alexei Yashin's one million dollar pledge to the National Art 

Centre in Ottawa that had to be returned because "several ethical issues surfaced in the 

Yashin situationy7 (Clarke, 1999:34). The leaming process WU be a difficult one where 

corporate sponsorships are concemed. The corporations have the money and the power 

and they will easily hun down a request if there are too many 'ethical issues'. Moreover, 

some corporations are creating their own museums. A new culture has exploded on the 

world scene that might complicate things even M e r  - pop culture. 

Perbps ironidy, the cultural proselytism is undaîakai not by the bearers of hi& cuitme (Mth which group 

traditional museums are intimately linked) but those of pop cuiture (Huey, 1990) such as television, films and 

rock music : images and sounds that txamcend ianguage bamers and commirnicate at emotional levels, It is no 

coincidence thai the western world is seeing growing numbers of museums (or quasi-museums) dedicated to 

stars of the entertainment indusûy, to the nim and mass media industries, and to commercial products such as 

Coça Cola ( MacDondd and Alsford: l9!X:l6). 

In their stmggle to obtain fun& from the private sector, corporate and other fund 

raising entertainment events are also becoming very important to museums. They now 
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have access to space which preMously was for exhi'bitions ody. At CMC, a permanent 

M i s  at their disposal - Client S e ~ c e s .  The Grand Hall, an exhi'bition area, is used for 

evay fiindon imaginable. People love to dine and dance in this space surrounded by 

totem poles and replicas of Northwest Coast houses. 

The Gmnd Hd is also used for national and international political events hosted by 

the Prime Minister7s ûEce  and other governent officiais. Political events are very much 

appreciated by the museum because of the ensuing publicity. However, the message it 

sends to the world is that the Grand Hall, a F i .  Nation symbol of the past, dernonstrates 

that First Nations are part of Canadian histoy and unity and this is certainly not the case. It 

is d.Ecult for me to understand why First Nations7 symbols and art works are always used 

to express Canadian identity. Diana Nerniroe Curator of the exhibition LaM! Spint Power 

at the National Gallery of  ana&" emphasizes this point by quothg Marius Barbeau, a 

renowned ethnologist: "[a] commendable feature of this abonguial art for us is that it is 

tculy Canadian in its inspiration It h spnmg up whollyfiorn the soi2 and the sea witbin 

our national boundaries" (Nemiroe 1992:23). Canada Hall is never used for such 

occasions, although fiom the foLlowing description, it would seem very appropriate. 

Under a domed ceilkg 17 m high (56 ft), a panorama of Canadian hisbry unfolds in a space more than 3,000 

square meters (32,293sq. R) in area Lifesize settings of bddings and eWir0nrnent.s fbrn  the history of 

Canada are reconstructed, firmished with appropriate artifacts, and often anïmkü by actors." (Canadian 

Museum of Chdimion, (2000)[Web Page] Ac@ June 30, 2000, available at ~J/www.civilizationca/ 

crnclcmceng/cam, l e n ~  html) 

l9 The National Gallery of Canada bas been sùongiy criticized for mt recogishg oaOive art and it is only sinœ 
1983 that they have changed their policy of exclusion 
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1 was told that Canada Hall was neither built to accommodate large nimibers of 

visitors nor as an entertainment facility- The Grand Hall was designed specifically for that 

pupose. 

In conclusion, the emergence of a global culture as a result of industriali7;ition, 

democrahtion, immigration, tourism, mass production and consumerism, international 

corporations, telecommMication and technology are the tramformaton factors that are 

catapulting us into thïs new age. Where muSeimis are concemeci, technology not only 

reproduces vimial images to replace authentic objects but completes an exhibition as we 

have seen in Mysteries of Egypt. 

With reference to the criticisms on CMC managemenf one should keep in mind that 

our bureaucratie system makes us ail 'technocrats' in many ways. Institutions such as the 

govemment, universities, hospitals, the military etc. are also facing the same bureaucratie 

process. It strongly supports Max Weber's worst fears on bureaucracy that the 'cfiture 

would be an 'ciron cage" rather than a Garden of Eden" (Coser: 1977:232) 

In the next chapter we will examine the impact that the above has had on First 

Nations, their new role in museums, the emergence of the cultural centres in the 

comrnunities and the role of the fùture generation. 



CEKAPTER IV - REVITAL][ZATION OF ABORIGlNAL CULTURES 

FIRST NATIONS RECLAIMING THEIlR CULTURES 

In the midst of this very chaotic museum world, aboriginal cultures are also gohg 

uhrough a transfomation process. First Nations are taking control of their cultures and a 

younger generation is appearing on the museum scene. In this chapter we will examine the 

hnpetus that produced this transformation and the subsequent impact on both F h t  Nations 

and museums. 

me Tark Force Report on Museum and Fust Peoples 

The boycotting of the exhibition The Spirit Sings at the Glenbow Museum was 

perhaps not successfid in resolving the land claim problem with the federal govemment but 

it was nonetheless the catalyst that changed the relationship between First Nations and 

museums forever. After this event, a group of 150 participants composed of First Nations 

and museum representatives met and agreed to establish a task force. The Task Force on 

Museum and First Peoples was a CO-sponsored project by the Assembly of First Nations 

(AFN) (which represents Status Indians of Canada) and the Canadian Museum Association 

(CMA). At that tirne, other orgaajzatiom such as the Inuit Tapinsat which represents the 

Inuit People as weU as the Metis Association were not part of the task force. 

The major findings of the national consultations by the Task Force are stated in the 

Tmk Force Report on Mweums and Firsts Peoples as the following: 

The importance of cultural objects in museum collections. 

The importance of objects is recognized ..,The primasr concern of First Peoples is with the importance of 

cultumi collections to their own particuiar communïües. Nonetheles,. . . these coliections, and the institutions 



that care for them, serve a wider fimction and can contribute to greater public education and awaraiess of the 

signiscant cultuni contributions m& by Fm Peoples., . (1994:4). 

Increased iwohrement of Fim Peoples in intapreeation 

"Interpretation" as discussed * .  . 
in the reports and submissions includes aii fkds of museum administratroa 

research, pubtic program and exhtiition planning.. ,This approach shodd replace the stereotyped exhii'itions 

that depict Frrst Peoples as dying primitive and inferior culnrres, or as culîures isolated h m  Canada's history, 

in ''pnA&ory" galleries.. . (1994:4). 

Imprwed Access to Museum Coiiections. 

"CoUeciions" include not o d y  human remains and adfàcts but also information asoc&ed with these 

materiais : research ma.&, photographs, works of a and any other informaiion related to First PeopIes culture 

and hisbry held in cultural instinrtion,. . [Alccess to fünding sources, policy development and implementation 

acîiviîies, as weil as training and anployment in museuns and other culûrrai institutions.. . (l994:4,5). 

There was a consensus in favou. of the r e m  of human remaim and i l l e m  obtained objects dong with.. . 
other buriai materials and other sacred objects to appropriate Fm Peoples.. - (19945). 

Training 

The need for training for both Fi Peoples and non-Aboriginal museum personnel is mitical. - . (19945). 

Support for Cuihrral Instittdions 

The importance of supporthg the efforts of Fïrst Peoples to manage and conserve theü own cuhmd fâdities in 

their own communities.. . (19945). 

The Task Force codtatioas revealed an urgent need for additionai fundhg for projects involving First 

Peoples in existing Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal museMiS. F&g is also reqtiired to assist First Peoples in 

estabkhhg îheu own museums. (1994:6) 



It was aagreed [thai] First Peoples need govenimentai assistance in gainhg aecess to a d o r  repatnating dhnai 

objects held in colim*oas outside of Canada (19945) 

This document was Wfitten in 1992 and importaut changes have occurred in some 

areas because of its recommendations. However, increased involvement of Aboriginal 

Peoples in interpretation of their cultures has not taken place, at least not at the CMC which 

is a national museum with one of the largest aboriginal collection in the world Training of 

museum employees on 'cultures and values of First Nations' is also not on the agenda. 

Consultations with concemed communities have become very expensive, as in the 

case with The Fîrst Peoples Hall. The consultation cornmittee has dwindled down in the 

past five years, fkom approximately 35 aboriginal members fiom all over Canada to eight 

members and they meet only two or three times a year. Repatriation is now part of land 

claims, which was not the case when the report was ~ntten.~O The Aboriginal Training 

hogramme in Museum Practices (ATPMP) was developed at the museum in 1993 for 

aboriginal cultural workers in cornmunities as well as for students, and it has been 

successfblly implemented. The Programme has experienced major budget cuts and now 

sponsors five intems instead of ten. In 1993, there were many aboriginal training 

programmes in museums, universites and colleges across the country. Because of lack of 

fiuiding as weii as the ~ c d t i e s  associated with training aboriginal intems, most . 

programmes no longer exist However, in the p s t  year, many museums are trying to 

" Sec the Nsga7a Fuial Agreement in the previous cbapter. 



revive their training programmes and are requesting more h d s  fiom the governent 

(More information on the ATPMP in Appendix # 4.) 

Earlier, 1 mentioned that Foucault took the magic and the supernatural seriously. 

This is crucial to the understanding First Nations' cultures. Claude Lévi-Strauss in his book 

The Srnage M i d  (1962) and Lucien Lévy Bruhl Now Natives Bink (1966) go through 

great Iengths to try and understand traditional logic. 

Ruth Bunzel wrote the introduction of How Narives Think which was published in 

France in 1910. She writes that the book aroused both interest and controversy. Lévy- 

Bmhl rejected the rational and individualistic way of thinking in the anthropology of the 

d e e n t h  cenhuy stating that it stressed the intellectual rather than the emotional aspects 

of primitive mentality. Lévy-Bruhl also dealt with social facts in terms of individual 

psychology. What caused the most controversy was his response to the question of whether 

the mental process of primitive people was comparable to the white man's mental process: 

"the psychic responses which seem so strange to us are not the products of faulty 

perceptions of reality or lack of ability to think rationally; they were the results of a 

dBerent kuid of thinking which he characterizes as pre-logical or mystical" (Bunzel in 

Lévy-Bruhl, 1966:xi)). 

It was the ternis 'pre-logic or 'mystical' that caused the most controversy and he 

evenhially abandoned the term 'pre-logic' and clarined that his use of the term 'mystical' 

was not necessarily in a restricted sense of religious experience.@unzel in Léy-Bnu 

1966:xv). Since Lévy-Bnihl did not see indigenous howledge as scientifk, he identined it 

as pre-logical. "Mais la mentalité prélogique n'a pas ce souci prédominant d'une valeur 

objective vé~iiiable'~ (Lévy-Bruhl, 19 12, 13 8). 
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Claude Lévi Strauss, on the odier hand expresses a Mirent view to UV~-B& in 

that he maintains that primitive thought could be scientific because the order of the universe 

is a common property to al i  thought 

... le fondamenial & la science est que la nature elle-même est o ~ ~ o M & .  . .Dans sa partie théonque, la 

science se réduit à une mise en ordre ... (Simpson, p.5)- Or, cette exigence d'ordre est à la baçe de la pensée que 

nous appelons -tive, mais sedement pour aidant qu'elle est à la base de toute pensée : car c'est sous l'angle 

des propriétés commmes que nous accédons plus facilement aux formes de pensée qui nous semblent irès 

é t r a n g h  (1%2:16-17). 

At the present time there is a need to go back to unexplored knowledge. Science 

(also under smtiny and criticism) is now turning towards indigenous elders all over the 

world to find solutions both in the medicd and the environmental field in order to Save the 

planet fkom total destructiofl- The reMval of interest in indigrmous knowledge expressed by 

non-aboriginal peoples is not necessarily to understand the lcnowledge of First Nations as 

such. 'There is a public nostalgia, in various New Age movements, not simply for what 

escaped destruction, but for somethuig that can now srne us. " (McLoughlùi, lgW28). The 

consumer society has perhaps lost its relationship to nature and to its spirituality but many 

Indigenous People have maintained it 

For the fïrst time sinœ the g m t  philosophical d&ates about the "nature of human nature" drning the socalled 

Age of Enlightenmenî, there has been a rediscovery of the relevance of indigenous peoples and traditionai 

cultures for the making (or re-making) of the modem world. Interestingiy, to pst-modem or post-industrial 

era, in ûying to corne to grips with the social and enviromartal crisis of both mntemporary capitalisn and 

s o c h k q  is £Ming new ideas and values in the traditional ways of king and thinEang of the world's 

remaining indigenous peaples (Davis, 1991: 42)- 

Similarly, anthropologists in the study of various cultures have often misunderstood 

indigenous knowledge because they detached it fiom its proper conte* 



nt is no longer ndlicient to be sensitive to the seüing and situation in which an object is wiiected or a story is 

h d  We have alsa to UrideIstand its continuing life. And to do that we need to develop ways of retainng the 

setting. - .. northem Canada] some eiders O& accounts of theu life experiences by incorporating d e n t  

Danatjves to expiain anteroporary events in their own lives.,.Many of the exphnatory stories they teli were 

remrded almost a cenhtry ago by ethnographes who thought thqr were recordhg a dhppxhg foMore 

(Swanton 1909 ;Te& 1917)- Hearing such stories in 1990 h m  lMng narrators, suggests convincingly that 

these are not so much the 'same stories' as ongoing ideas, continualiy reirrvested with new meaning 

(C]niikshanlS 1992 :7,8) 

Int@enous Knowledge and Museum 

Museums are organized around knowledge through their study and research; their 

distribution of knowledge through teaching, publications and exhibitions; ttieir curatoxial 

work and activities. This m e r  evolution of knowledge has once again had its impact on 

museums. The different changes that museums have experienced dating back to the 

Renaissance tells us that discontinuities and upheavals in museums are not an musual 

phenornenon. However, museums have not alwayç been successful in anticipating them. 

One change that was perhaps clearly not anticipated is that a time would corne when 

Aboriginal Peoples wodd want to speak for themselves and introduce a kmwledge that 

may not conforni to that established by museum professionals. 

Museums may have had as mission to educate the population but they have not 

succeeded very well where Aboriginal Peoples are concemed Despite the fact that 

discipluies in museums al i  over the world have had to refocus their orientation with 

reference to Indigenous Peoples and that '%lassical" ethnology is now somethïng of the 

past, ou.  existence is still portrayed in the traditional context of hundreds of years ago with 

the exception of contemporary aboriginal art exhibitions. Exhibitions at CMC, since the 

Task Force Report, have both a traditional and a contemporary cornponent such as the 

exhibitions Threads of the Land and Legen& of our times. However, I am told that the 
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most popular or interesting part of the exhibitions for the visitor remains the traditional 

components. 

The nifflculty is that Aboriginal Peoples today want to be bown in a contemporary 

conte- CO-exïsting alongside other Canadians, with a sense of pride and dignity- 

However, Aboriginal Peoples have to go back into their past history in order to build their 

friture- 1 would Say that it is not possible for us to have a rupture with our traditional past 

For many of us, it is too important to ignore even if the contempomy has to take 

precedence. 

Curators here at the museum consult with traditional elders because they assume 

that elders are the ody  ones who possess the wisdom and the knowledge. Do curators, 

despite their research and fieldwork with elders, really grasp indigenous knowledge? Lévy- 

Bruhl maintains that it is not possible: 

[wlhether it be the North American IndWns,.-..the Negroes of the French Congo, the Maoris of New Zealand, 

or an oîher "prhitke7' people whatever, a 'civilized king' can never expect to see thiç thoughî foiiowing 

exactly the same course as that of the primitive, nor to find again the path by which the latter bas traveUed..We 

shall never know the inwardness of the native mind. For that wodd mean retracing our steps for many 

centuries, back into the dim p a s  fâr back to the time when we a h  possessed the minci of pimitive man And 

the gates have long closed on that hidden road (196655). 

Curators are aware that cultures are changing but it may be nifficult for them to 

understand that indigenous howledge dong with the cultures they represent is changing as 

well. Elders still remain their main source of information. Mïchael Ames grasps this 

problem well when he maintirins that "museum professionals are not trained to deal with 

cment events. Most are not experts on the present .." (1992:7) 



If curators had had a better understanding of Aboriginai Peoples in a contemporary 

conte- this lack of sensitivity with reference to me Spirit Sings may not have happened. 

Indigenous lmowledge is an impoIta.nt source of information which, 1 sometimes feel, is 

igoored due to Foucault's concept of 'power/knowledge'- clrrators would lose control 

because they cannot shape indigenous knowledge. And this is what is presently happening; 

they are losing this control. 

Deborah Eldridge a Noongah fkom Western Australia explains what aboriginal 

culture is. Her words are very appropnate to exphin aboriginal cultures all over the world. 

The essential a m  of aboriginal cutture is spintualitytuality In oîher words, aboriginal ahne is built mmd spiritual 

beliefk about the land, ancestral country, mmminiity and personai custodian respom'biüties, kinship systems 

and ecology, pceseNation and use of bush food and bush medicine Our cuftural lore and spintual teachings 

through time have been passed on by dreams, through song, dance, M c  and paintings. In essence, this is 

aboriginal lore ( 19%: 21-22). 

Following centuries of exhibiting and interpreting aboriginal cultures by museums 

and their professionals, more and more First Nations are showing concem on how their 

cultures have been appropriated and interpreted enkely by other nations who do not 

possess or perhaps do not understand what indigenous knowledge is. Cash and Hoover 

formulate well the missing link between First Nations and museum professionals. 

They (schahs) have studied than, irrvaded their privacy, and cast theoreticai concepts about their image, their 

past, their firture, and their psyche. Through aii this activity, few thought to aSc the Indians themsehes about 

their pst, and even fewer made any atkmpt to show the bistory of these great people through Uieir own eyes 

(Cash and Hoover, 197 1: ix), 

The above quote may appear to be contcadîctory because it is well known that 

anthropologists have always consulted elders. However, one must keep in mind that 
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anbiropologists did not Wnte for Aboriginal Peoples, whom diey thought would e v e n w y  

be extinct. In another con- Edouard Said in his book Orientaiism maintains the same 

thing: "[nlone of the ûrientalists 1 write about seems ever to have intended an Oriental as a 

readef' (l979:3 3 6). 

Elders as infonnatlts were strictly objects and not subjects. 'chdians, traditionally 

[were] treated by museums only as objects.. ." (Ames, 198657). They were interrogated 

but seldom acknowledged for the information they gave. CWord cab informants and field 

notes "direct writing" and asks the question: '%ho is the real author of field notes?. . .Mmy 

ethnographers have commented on the ways, both nibtle and blatanf in which their 

research was directed or circumscribed by their idormants ...[I. M.] Lewis (1973) even 

c d s  anthropology a fom of ccplagiarism'"y (1988:44,45). Consequently, efforts are being 

made by current ethnographers to adequately recognize the authority of the informant. 

Furthemore, CWord notes that at the end of the nineteenth centuxyy ethnography 

had become the best interpreter of native cultures: cLethnographic writings enacts a specifïc 

strategy of authority.. . [that] has classically involved an unqyestioned claim to appear as the 

purveyor of truth in the text A complex cultural expenence is enunciated by an individual" 

(1 988:25-26). CLifford M e r  maintains that cccultures are ethnographie collectionsy y (1 988: 

230). The elders as inforrnants were not seen as individuals but more as part of and 

representing a whole culture or 'tnith'. This was especially so when it comesponded with or 

c o b e d  the ethnographer's preconceived notion of 'tnithy . 

The ethnographer thus enjoys a special relationship with a cultural origin or "absolute subject" (Michel-Jones 

l978:14) ... who sees the task at hand as locating the d y  rneanings of a text in a singie mherent intention 

By representing the Nuer, the Trobianders, or the Balinese a s  whole subjects.. .the ethnographer bansfom the 

research situaiion's ambiguities and dhersities of meankg into an iritegrated portrait It is important, though, 

to notice what has dropped out of sight. The research process is separated fium the texts it generates and fbm 

the fictive world they are made to caii, The actuality of discursive situations and individuaï iiiter1ocutors is 
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Ironically, many informants 'lied' for various reasons, one being not to disappoint 

the ethnographer: 

Every informant, -11 Griaule assumes, enunchtes a different kirid of imth, and the ethnographer must be 

constant@ alive to its limitations, stmgttis, and w&esses. ..B.& informant, even the most sincere, 

expenences an "instinctive need to dissimulate particulariy delicate points. He wiil ghdy take admutage of 

the slightest chance to escape the subject and dweU on another (L957:58 in CWord, 1988:73). 

Today, attempts are made by museums all over the country to include First Nations 

employees in the development of exhibitions and in the interpretaîion of ttieir cultures. 

AbonginaL curators in museums are defiaitely an improvement but there remains a 

superficiality in thïs new endeavour. Abonginal curators have had to follow the established 

pattern of the institution in producing exhibitions. Their research work is done in the same 

manner as other curators; they have acquired their curatonal knowledge f?om the same 

institution - the university. There are presently not too many Native curators. 

This though is a relatively new phenornenon - both the curators at Secwepemc and at U'Mista [ t n i  

museums] were the fkt Native curators that the museums had himi, large& because the pool of individuals 

trained in the appropriate fields (anthroplogy, museums studies andlor archaeology) is ody now gn>wing- In 

that sense, the voiœ has not entirely abandoned its connection to the hrga museums and academic disciplines 

that support them (McLouglin, 19943 14-3 15). 

Exhibitions about First Nations' cultures in national and provincial museums are 

based on the number and also the nature of artifacts in their collections. There are over nfty 

Fust Nations across Canada spread out in over six hundred communities. In the case of the 

Canadian Museum of Civilization, the museum's largest aboriginal collection is fkom the 
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West Coast. For this reason, the West Coast communities are over-represented while 

others are not represented at all due to lack of artifacts in the collection. You c m  look at the 

present situation fiom a negative angle but also nom a positive one as well. The negative 

angle is that the information is not always accurate. 

[tjhe N~ga'a representatives have complained, justinably, about iriaccuracies and inadequacies in the 

documentation of 0bject.s pmfOVLded to CMCC by coiiectors of Nkga'a and provision for the 

wllaborative updating of coîiecîions documentation is part of the custodial arrangements agreement. Woret, 

1999:12). 

The positive angle is that less well known nations nich as the Attikamek Nation 

who have Little information about their culture in the archives and few artifacts in the 

collection, end up in betîer control of their culture. They speak their language and lmow 

their culture well and the transmission of knowledge fiom one generation to the next has 

followed a natural process: 

. . .[t]he sturdiest abriginai language in Canada is Attikamek. It's a smaii ianguage in terrns of ninnbers; only 

about 4,000 peopIe speak it, ai l  of them in Quebec But 97 per cent of peopIe who Ieanned Aühmek as a 

mother tongue continue to use i t  Moreover, the average age of those who speak Attikamek at home -21.5 

years is the youngest for aii of Canada's indigenous languages. For Haida, by conûast, the average age of 

speakers is aïmost 65 (AbIey, l998:AQ. 

They are the ones who interpret their culture with limited, if any, input fiom anyone 

else. 1 took a SIMU groupZ1 for a visit in the collections one day. There were very few 

artifacts but two objects identifïed as 'imlaiown' Attikamek objects had them laughing. 

When 1 asked what was so funny, one said that the objects were a beaver tooth and a hand- 

21 Many Native gn,ups arrive unamounrPA.and want to see their artifads which is aiways a surprise for ttie 
museum staff and even more so when ntuals, such as smudgix~g, are requested 
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made clothes pi . .  The Attikamek are now developing their own cultural centre and 1 am 

quite confident that they will be very successful in t e h g  their own story. 

First Nations taking control of their own cultures is not happening without 

confusion and contradictions among themselves. At home, we changed the community 

name fiom Pointe Bleue to Mashteuiatsh in 1983. Some elders dl claim today that this is 

not the correct name and that Mashteuiatsh is ten kilometres down tfie road Lânguage is 

another issue for us as well. The fourteen Innu communities in Quebec and Labrador have 

had very little contact with one another, various dialects have developed which makes 

teaching and learning the language ~ c d t  Mashteuiatsh is the only community which 

identifies itself as Iinu and not Inna 

Furthermore, FUst Nations' objects in museums have been preserved but in some 

cases without the howledge of the proper care to keep them 'alive' such as medicine 

bundles, for example. Moreover, at the muse- there is no time to devote to such rituals 

as smudging certain sacred objects three times a day. When a nation becomes aware of this 

existing lmowledge about their culture, it becomes a tremendous responsibility. Some are 

successful in reintegrating it into their culture because it c0nfin.n~ what they aheady know. 

Laforet in Idem and Objects in Repah+ation Negotiations wites that: ". . . [tlhe Nisga'a 

have repeatedly affïrmed and c1ea.y see a continued connection between lineage properties 

now in museums and contemporary ranking lineage members.. ." (1999b: 13). 

M e r s  have not been so successful in reintegratùg some sacred objects into their 

daily lives and they may be interested only in the information. This is the case with some 

medicine bundles fiom certain nations who lmow that these sacred objects are v e ~ ~  

powerful but who no longer possess the rituals, ceremonies, paintings related to the 

medicine bundles to transfer the knowledge to the next generation. Consewenty, they are 



not in a position to properly care for these sacred objects and would rather not have them at 

all, at least, for the time being. One of the challenges for Aboriginal Peoples today is how 

to deal wïth knowledge, such as ethnographie reports, written by another nation that may 

no longer be part of their cultures today. 

Ames sees museums as outdated and *ongly feels those non-native curators and 

scholars should not attempt to represent the views of others. He is veiy nitical of the role 

of museums in that respect ''Museums are cannibalistic in appropriating other peoples' 

material for their own study and interpretation" (Ames, 1992:3) 

I do not entirely agree with Michael Ames that it was happropnate for 

anthropologists/ethnologists to have studied and interpreted other cultures. When one is 

born and lives within a specifk culture, it is not always possible to see what is so special 

about it Many things are taken for granted and behavior is a habit Not everyone in a 

society is interested in interpreting hisher culture. Despite the fact that many ethnologists 

ûied to be as accurate as was possible in the interpretations of the cultures they were 

studying, I feel that it is unacceptable for them to assume that these cultures would not 

survive. Consequently, they would be the 'experts' on aboriginal cultures and many still 

believe so to this vev  day. 

Nevertheless, some did attempt to leam the Ianguage, which is an important element 

of understanding a culture. Under Utlfortunate c i r c~ t ances ,  many Aboriginal Peoples do 

not speak their mother tongue todayS2' Therefore, many First Nations appreciate all the 

" The Indian A d  wentuaiiy made education compulsory for aborigioai children They were sent to r e s i d d  
schools and were forbidden to speak their mother tongue in order to accelerate the a s h i h i o n  pnx;ess. This, 1 wodd 
say, is the suidest part of Canadian history and most Camdhm stiü do not know what a res ided  school is 
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information they can get to b ~ g  pride and self worth back into their communities and 

especially to their youths. 

Many anthropologists studied the Innu (Montagnais) culture. I was often q r i s e d  

at what they noticed and fond  intereshg enough to write about The most touching 

expenence I had at the museum was finding a picture in the archives, taken by Frank G. 

Speck, of my grandmother whom 1 never knew- We look so alike. There is a d o m  side to 

this stocy though. Members of rny famiy told me that she fiowns on the picture because 

she did not want to be photographed. The Innu way of life, at that time, appeared harsh but 

basically simple - it was a challenge to M v e .  Anthropologists &te that the challenge 

to survive was anythuig but simple and there was a great deal of knowledge in the Innu 

mythology and complexities in their spuituaiity related to hunting and the land Hunting is 

still an integral part of the Innu culture today but the life style has changed to a more 

sedentary and modem one in some co~nmunities. 1s the knowledge and spintuality related 

to the hunting the same as that of our ancestors? I would Say to a certain extent, yes, but in 

a contemporary conte- The Innu are acutely aware of the impact of environmental 

disasters in cornparison to the consumer society because many are std in a close 

relationship with the land, with nature a .  the animal world This relationship is still their 

spintualitytY 

Another important shidy by Daniel Clément, former researcher at the CMC, deals 

with the zoological knowledge of the Innu (Montagnais). He compares it to Western 

knowledge and concludes that it could also be scientSc. The following is an abstract of his 

book La zoologie des Montagnais : 

Le savoir de ces autochtones est présenté en cinq parties : l'anatomie, le savoir wmportementai (les sons, les 

sens et la locomotion). L'écologie (l'habitat et I'alimentation; les relations entre les animaux et les phénomènes 

saisonniers), la reproduction et la systématique (l'identikation et la nomenclature; la ciassification). 



Parallèlement, œ savoir autochtone est amparé au savoir scieniiiique afin de mon- qu'il peut également 

prétenrtre au titre de science en autant que œil& soit définie par ses méthodes (ïobsemaîïon, la comparaison 

et la c ~ d o n ) ,  des concepts p r o p  et son fondement épistémologique qui est la logique erctravertie 

(1995:VIr)- 

Ames is nevertheless right when he clairns that museums have to change their 

attitude and understanding of abonginal cultures. The role of First Nation infamants 

giving anthropologists the authonty to represent entire cultures is not acceptable anymore. 

Fami now with increasing calls for the repatnation of artifacts and rebunal of skeleton remains, rnuseums are 

recognizing tbat F i i  Peoples have a legitïmate stake in museum operaiions and in how their histories are 

represented Theses issues are volatile and evolving, and the Iiterahrre is scaüered, voluminous and proiïfïc 

(1992:12). 

Another issue that is having an impact on ethnologists and archaeologists is the fact 

that their fieldwork is not as uncomplicated as it once was. 

The irony of contemporary arithropology: the more widely Indians accept the arrthropological dennition of theu 

former greameq the iess &g they are to accept the antbropoiogists themselves. Anthropologists are taking 

on the second class role among Indians that India.m have always held among Whites. (Ames, 198657) 

Consequently, ethnolopists and archaeologists are not always welcome in aboriginal 

comrnunitiesy as they once were. Abonginal commuaities in North America have "becorne 

increasingly disenchanted with anthropology". The Band Council of the Massett Haïda of 

the Queen Charlotte Islands passed a resolution in 1983 stating that "no M e r  contact be 

made with any of the members of the Massett Band" (Ames, 1986:43-44). 

Museum with large aborig.mil collections, like the CMC, are still extremely 

popular nationally and intemationdly. Nevertheless, as the social contemporary life of 
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Abonginai Peoples becomes more and more visible everyday, museum cultural workers are 

fïndmg it dBicult to deal with these issues in a museum context 

As the piblic presence of Native Caoadians in the national politid, sociaI and economic spheres inaeases, 

there is a shared sense arnongst the staff that their museum's movement dong the specim has isoiaîed the 

collected works, their artists and the readings of the visitor h m  buth historicai and contemporary realities 

(McLoughiïn, l994:254). 

First Nations reclaiming their cultures and demanding control over their artifacts are 

already having an impact on the production of exhibitions. Museums are in the process of 

signing Memoranda of Understanding with First Nations to facilitate this transition and 

reach an agreement suitable to both parties. As it was mentioned before, it also involves 

their land claims. 

The repatnan'on of objects h m  national museums to new t n i  institutions such as the U'Mista Cultural 

Centre and the Kwagiuith Museum seemed to be a sb-lking example of how a dominanî pracb*ce of collection 

and dispiay has been tumed to unauticipated ends. Master nanratNes of cultural -ce and saivage 

couid be replaced by stories of revkd, remembrance, and çtruggie (CLifford, 1991:2l4). 

The stipulation attached to repatriation of artifacts to aboriginal cornmunities is that 

they must have appropnate facilities. In other words, they must have a museum to properly 

store these artifacts. However, more and more communities are rejecting the word museum 

because of what it represents. CWord brings to ou .  attention what happens to the word 

museum in a passage by Chief Hamy Assu at the Kwagiulth Museum's opening ceremony 

of 1979: 

[t]he Spirit of Dancing, &errai to as 'Wada,'' had b e n  impbned in Ottawa for many years and was not 

being released to the Kwagiuith people, The Power of the Spirit was symboiidly thrown h m  ship to shore, 



where it was "caught" and set the catcher dancing. He tumed huried the spirit across the beach and througb the 

museum doors. The spirit had entered the ceremonid house.(italics added)(1991:249). 

One other discipline which h d s  itself at a crossroad is archaeology. Some 

archaeologists have joined forces with ethnology - ethnoarchaeological research - to fiIl a 

gap that Nicholas and Andrews call 'a vacant core'. This vacant core is the lack of 

cornmimication that existed between archaeologists and First Nations. They quote Kelly 

and William (1996: 16) to explain: 

. . . [a]rctiaeologists are now in contact with aboriginai peoples in ways appr0xim;iting d e r  ethnographie 

contexts. It is important to r e a h  that the social and politicai context of these archaeologid-abonginai 

contacts are different h m  the interaction between ethnographes and aboriginal peoples a few decades 

ago.,.Pertiaps the widespread perception tbat the politidly weak must be heard has in a sense led some 

archaeologists to accept First Nations history h m  the First Nations people themsehes - a kind of applied yet 

politidly correct ardhropology (1997:4). 

Despite effort? made, there remains, without doubt, tensions and controversies 

among these disciplines and First Nations, and the tensions are growing. Nicholas and 

Andrews (19942) tell us that some archaeologists are no longer willùig to work in 

situations that deal with native band politics. Others have changed professions entirely. 

One relevant example where the First Peoples Hall is concemed is the ongin of First 

Nations which will have an archaeologicaL and an abonguial perspective. The Iroquois 

creation narrative of Sky Woman is one example. 

Attachai as Appendix #5 is the Canadian ~ 1 0 g i c a i  Amciation's Statemem of Ruiciples for Ethicai 
Conduct Pertaining to Aboriginal Peoples. 



Iroquois Creation S t q  

Sky Wornan floated to earth h m  the heavens. The only existing anbals on earth were ali waterdwehg 

creatures that c r e a .  a dry pIaœ for Sky Woman to land which is now North Amenca Sky Woman gave birth 

to twbq the Good Spirit a d  the Bad Spirit The Good Spirit created the other animais and the rivers and the 

hiils. Everythingthe Good Spirit creaîed the Bad Spirit tned to destroy, ununtil the Good Spirit finslh/ challengeci 

his brother to fight to see who would rule the earth, The Good Spirit won and banished his wicked brother to a 

dark cave under the earth. Sky Woman had died gnring birth to h a  sons, and the Good Spirit fashioned the suu, 

moon and stars h m  her body. AU lMng things nad noririshment h m  the soii, where the rest of her body is 

buneb ~ Y / ~ l i b . r n u o h i o . e d d n a w p a / s k y w o ~ )  2000m-06 

The archaeologists who are part of the exhibition team have their own version - the 

crossing of the Bering Straits. The Imrit Art Quarîerly in te~ewed an aboriginal curator 

and a non-abonginal archaeologisf both CO-chairing the First Peoples Hall, on the subject 

of origin and on how Aboriginal PeopIes know the past The aboriginal curator had this to 

The one we're are most familiar with.. .is archaeulogy.. .This museum [CMq is fUed with archaeoIogists and 

objects that they have found across Canada.. .They are able to map where thse  objects came fmm and what 

Indiam were doing there. ..The most obvious record that we have is in our memones, because Aboriginal 

cuitures are oraL Stones were handed d o m  fmm genefation to generation: stones about life long ago, about 

how the world came to be, about how they saw the world around them, about the plants, the anirds, the birds, 

the f is4 the sky, the sun, moon and stars. That's how they know their world That's how they came to 

understand the environment around than ~Ccaahy? 2000:24). 

The archaeologist had this to Say: 

Do you them as non-Abonginai archaeologists would present them as people who are biologimlly 

part of the human face, aü of whose ancestors came out of E c a  at one time in the distant past .... [Sjome 

people on the cornmittee found this repulsive and degrading and wanted to be represented as people who have 

always been in this counhy and who were put h m  by the Creator to proteet its environme nt.... EvenîuaUy the 

formula that we came up with was the statement "Weii, you've been here since the world of Canada appeared, 

b u s e  before you were here there were two or three miles of ice on top of it and there wam't a 'world' here 

( ' M y ,  22000:20). 



The archaeologist was not impressed with the oral transmission of knowledge: 

. . ,ft pins Abonginai people in a diPncult position, especWy given the current popular Mie€ that o d  tradition 

has some sort of mysîïcai component to it aod that Aboriginal people have an ingrown ability to transmit 

knowledge k m  generaîion to generation unfailin* over vast periods of the, .  .. Tt puts Aboriginal people in 

aa awkward position when you siy "Look, we're talking about something that happeneci 4,000 years ago to 

people that @ht bnve been your ancestors (McCarthy, 22000:2 1). 

Ames quotes a .  artist who felt misunderstood at a raising of a totem pole at the 

University of Bribish Columbia Museum of Anthropology: 

[wlhen you t& about origuis you d e r  to archaeology and the Bering Straits, and "'origin myths", 'legeads" 

and ''preprehistory". We don't know aqthing abut the Bering Straits or about myths and legends We knuw 

who we are and where we corne h m  Our eIders teli us that. Tbey speak in ûuths not in myths (1986:43). 

This is only one example of what museum professionals have to deal with. m e  

they are reluctant to contradict what Aboriginal Peoples say about themselves, they are not 

pleased with the situation Not a l l  Aboriginal Peoples dispute the archaeological theory of 

their origins. However, archaeologists have diflïcuity in accepting First Nations' versions 

as being based on facd4 but some do admit that ".. .were it not for oral tradition, 

remarkably Little could be known abut the past of subarctic peoples because so much of 

their material culture perished" (Cniickshank, 1992:12). Cruickshank M e r  argues that 

""oral history has only one purpose - reconstitution of the past, not collection for its own 

24 An archaeologist, here at CMC, told me that archaeology deais with some verifiable fhcts and interpreîaîïons 
they derive h m  them while native oral ûaciitïon deals with inîerpretations baçed on làds which are not as eady 
verifhble. 



sake, that oral traditions are te- to be heard, not documents to be stored - cultural forms 

that organize perceptions about the past, not 'containers of brute facts"' (1992%)- 

In the following section, we wdl examine the emergence of the cultural centre in 

aboriginal communities where oral tradition is again playing a vital role. 

The problems associated with museum anthropology have become vev  apparent: 

'Thkd-world voices now c d  into question the nght of any Local intellectual tradition to 

constmct a museum of manland." (Clifford, 1988: 145) One can therefore empathize with 

Stanislas Adotevî, former director of L'Institut de recherches appliquées du Dahomey, 

when he speaks about museums in Third World corntries: 

. . . (l]es principes, la présentation, la méthodologie, ia f o d o n  des muséographes, doit être repensé et exprimé 

en tennes de développement à partir de la culture. (pe phs,] il est trés absurde d'ewoyer des firturs 

muséographes africains apprendre dans les musées européens l'ethnographie a£iïcaine (1992 :133,136). 

Reserves are not exactly located in Third World corntries but the social conditions 

are simila. as  weil as the various issues that arise where museums are concemed. In that 

respect Linda Jules fiom the Shuswap Nation, as cited by Moira McLouglùi, has a similar 

opinion to Adotevi on the interpretation of aboriginai cultures. 

[w]e have a feeling that if you are going to sûdy Shuswap culture you shouldn't go to Ottawa to study it, you 

shouldn't go to Victoria to study i t  You should Gome to where the culture sprang up because theu you are abIe 

to experience the ciimate and the environment; you are able to experience the community and you can talk to 

ihe people. We are part of the culture, you h o w  - we &y don't like the idea of studying Native culture in 

isofation h m  Native people (l994:3 05,306). 



AU dtures  m u t  adapt to changes or else they die: "[dlespite enomous damage to 

indigenous cultures and continuing economic and political inequality, xnany tribal groups 

and individuals have f o d  ways to live separate fiom and in negotiation with the modem 

staîe." (Clinorci, 1991:214) Abonginal Peoples are now in control of their cultures, their 

way of He and their identity. They are no longer 'chdians"; they are Nisga'a, Tsimshian, 

Innu, Cree, Mohawk; over six himdred communities in Canada alone with a population 

estimated at approxhnately 1,399,300? They are now strongly voicing what they claim is 

nghthlly theirs. They value the written information about their cultures but they also 

challenge some of its interpretatons. They want to tell their own stories fiom their own 

traditional and contemporary point of view and are educating their children to do Iikewise. 

They have adapted to the changing enviroxmenf especially in recent years. 

Cultural centres are being developed in many native comrnmities all over the 

comtty and are acquiring many fiinctions besides producing exhibitions and interpreting 

their cultures. Many cultural centres are becoming the heart of many communities with 

language, dancing, and craft classes. More importantly, oral tradition is being 

acknowledged in its original setting and with the proper respect The new permanent 

exhibition Pekuakamiulnuatsh of Le Musée 26amérhdîen de Mashteuiatsch, Quebec was 

developed to show the Ilnu identity in its totality and answers three fiindamental questions; 

Where do 1 corne ffom? (the past),Where am I (the present) and Where am 1 going (the 

fùture). (Paul, 2000:37): 

L'exposition révèle ce qye sont les ihmsh en utüism leurs relations au territoire comme fil çonducteur. Les 

objets en témoignent, les aînés l'exprime@ ïa tradition orale lYai3hne et I'histoire écrite le confirme : tous sont 

page 10: ( h t t ~ ~ ~ . i n a c . ~ c . C a / ~ u  M e s t i r n a t e s /  
26 Some abonginal communities stili use the word museum like the one mentioned here which is over twenty- 

f i e  years olci Today, aboriginal comminiities prefer 'culmai centre' instead of museum 



révélateurs de la relation étroite et privilégiée qu'entretierment Ies Ilnuaish avec le territoire depuis des 

miUénaires (Pad, 2000:33). 

The museum included a space especially for the elders and artisans in their 

architectural plan. The elders are always c o d t e d  in most aspects of museum project 

development Some come almost everyday; they do beadwori moccasins, tan leaîher etc. 

The stanlikes having them around and are learning a lot at the same time. They breathe M e  

into the museum. The most signiscant merence between museums and cultural centres 

are that object. are not only evidence of the past, they have a Hie history- The Innu d m  

the Teuaikarz for example, is a sacred object which was traditiody preserved by women 

but fabricated and played by men only. Today, women have also acquired this privilege. 

''The Northwest Coast copper.. .accumulates value during its He'' (Cruickshank, 1992:8) 

Cultural centres are and will be playing a signiscant role not only in the 

preservation of First Nations' cultures but in reconstructing their own social and economic 

developrnent Interpretation of aboriginal cultures in their proper environment will give a 

more accurate interpretation of who First Nations really are than national/provincial 

museums were ever capable of doing. "The establishment of cultural facilities in aboriginal 

commdties throughout Canada is likely to redehe the landscape of the interpretation of 

First Nations culture and history." @&oret: 19975). 

The above quote explains the reason why 1 believe that there is a subtle resistance 

by non-aboriginal museum professionals in accepting First Nations in the museurn 

comunity. Anthropologists are perhaps more conscious, than most muçeum employees, 

of the consequences not only to their professions but to the entire institution as well. 

The inclusion in every treaiy of a clausc to facilitate the access by First Nations of museum coiiectio~ls outside 

the pU1View of federal or provinciai gwernments, and the complementary inîmtion of establishing community 
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archives and culturai centres anks the enîire discussion beyond a goveniment-tu-governent conversation 

abouî sharing the Canadian weaih. it bas implidon for museums, both private and publiç elsewhere in 

and particularw for museums in the United Scates and Europe (Laforet, l999b: 16). 

More and more cultural centres are being developed in communïties across Canada 

and the United States. Not all national and international museums are happy with the 

repatriation of artifacts. Many c l a h  that, without the consemation of many artifacts in 

museuflls, these amfacts would not exist at ail. M e r s  clairn that repatriation of these 

objects back to commutzities would make them mavailable for the sciensc study that is 

presently possible in non-native museums (McLouglin, 199454). These are weak 

arguments as many aboriginal artifacts have been preserved by aboriginal familes for 

generatiom (such as wampum belts) and scientifïc studies in the appropriate environment 

would certauily be more accurate. 

Cultural centres in communïties are also important for the aboriginal youth 

population which is quite large. Furthemore, tbere i s  Uflfortunately, stül a lot of healing to 

be done not only in the communities but in the urban areas as weU. A revived interest in 

their cultures is taking place among the young generation nation wide. They are now keen 

to increase their lmowledge of theîr cultures. They are living in urban settings as weU as in 

communities. Some live in both. How is the younger generation reacting to these 

changes? Judging fiom the intems 1 have had in the Aboriginal Training Programme since 

1993, I would Say extremely well but with their own adjustments to the chmging fimes. 

The traditional pow wow regalia, for example, is now made with modem materials and the 

dances and music are aiso changing but the spirit and the raison d'être of the pow wow is 

still there. cc sorne native communities] people fiom different age groups have different 

interpretations of which objects are 'sacred' and which 'profane', with younger people 



often giving greater latitude to those boundaties than do their elders (Cruicksludq 

1992: 10) 

The next generation has entered the new millennium in many fields: education, 

health, law etc. and is now entering the museum field But, most of all, they have and are 

playing a crucial role in establishg the aboriginal identity, showing cultural differences as 

well as expressing their views on historical issues thirough their sensational traditional and 

contemporary art Gerald McMaster in his dissertation, The New Tnbe- Cntical 

Perspectives md Practices in Aboriginal Contemporq Art examines several works of 

young aboriginal contemporary artists and observes: 

[tlhere is a Qitical @th ofinteIpretation often ignored by critics, curators and scholars me aboriginal artists 

of today are] idea-based artists who are acuteiy sensitive to the ramincations of politicai changes; artists who 

derive inspiration h m  concepts based on new theoretical ideas; artists *ose appmach to their work is 

demaflding, earnest, and ofkn humamus', artists who are philosophers in their quest for subjecuiood based on 

their existence and how they fit in the world; artists whose outiook on life can be descnbed as '7icksterish;" 

artists whose beiiefS are inspirai by tradition, yet who are fired by the passion of a promise of tomomw; artists 

whose opinions are never iacking in meaning artists whose attitudes are informeci by an everexpanding 

interest in the world; artists whose convictioas are founded in the &cacy of their ideas; and whose view of the 

worid is neither tracütion-bound nor modern, but both (1999: 16). 

There is no doubt that it was £kt through their art worldview tbat First Nations 

succeeded in expressing their fieedom of identity as well as their Greedom of culture. 



CONCLUSION 

Tt is clear that the collecting and exhibiting of cultures have now entered a new age 

and that a new lmowledge has emerged dong with it Where museums are concemed, 

during the Renaissance, collecting of artifacts was done by cross-reference and similitude. 

Artifacts were exhibited to give a circular, harmonious view of the world - natuml and 

aaincia.1 curiosities. Knowing was related to God and the supernatural, a symbolic rather 

than causal relation through resemblance and correspondence. (12 apodes and the 12 signs 

of the Zodiac - a correspondence) A new type of collecting emerged, ready-made items 

were bought rather than commissioned and arfifacts became a commodity- 

The classical age rejected the complexities of similitude, and classification of thuigs 

emerged. Collecting became mainly the work of scientinc naturalists and objects were 

classified in categories: food, clothing etc.. Theory and nature became two separate entities 

and comparison replaced resernblance. In a museum, knowledge acquired a two- 

dimensional structure - the curators controlled the displays with visitors as passive 

observers- 

Cataloguing the whole of nature became an impossible task and the modem age 

emerged with totality and experience as its basic hct ion What becomes important during 

the modem age is the relationship between the parts and the functions that they pedonn. 

Knowledge is three-dimensional, defined through its relationship to people. Visitors 

become participants and objects are given meaning. Collecting becomes a fanatic venture 

for the authentic creating massive areas to store these collections. Museums become 

instrumental in the state education system and curators are responsible for the coiiections 

and for educatïng the masses. 



With the end of the modem age, we are in the process of entering a new age and 

society is again going through major transformations with a focus on economic growth 

based on the diffusion of lmowledge through technology and globalization New nation 

states are emergùig some peacefully and others with violence and chaos creating world- 

wide repercussions. Ethnic differentiation withui and among the new nations are 

increasing. Exposure to new cultures, new ideas and values have led to 'discontinuities' 

and 'ruptures' to the traditional cultures. A new t ~ t h  of rnulticdturalism is emerging- 

In the museum community, collecting appears to have reached its limit The storage 

areas are ovedowing and there are v e y  limited space and h d s  for new acquisitions. 

Contray to the Renaissance a very small percentage of d a c t s  are exhibitecl, the majority 

are kept in storage. The visitors have direct access to the archives and the coliections 

through technology and open storage. The visitors cm also browse through Web sites and 

Iook at Mrtual exhibitions fiom their own homes. Curators have now come to the 

reaIization that their attempt to complete collections - the aim of the classical age - is an 

impossible if not an irrational task. Reproduction and technology are now füling in the 

blanks of what is missing in the collections to make an exhibition more comprehensive and 

perhaps more interestkg. This was demonstrated by the huge success of Mysteries of 

Egypt- CMC and other museums are now replacing the authenticity of real objects with 

authenticity of the visitor experience. The new blockbuster concept applies to exhibitions 

as well; they must become profitable. 

In an age where everything has to have a spectacular effect to interest the visitor, 

the buildings housing the exhibitions must also be spectacular. At CMC, some visitors 

come only to have thek picture taken in fiont of the budding. The spectacular Grand Hall 

has become a symbol of all First Nations, eclipsing the 'tmth' that it is not Museum as 



entertainment facilties are slowly taking precedence over their educational miindate. 

Marketing is now part of the museum culture, seen in the development of plans based on 

the concept of tourism 

The five-year scientific research necessary to produce an exhibition has now 

signincaotly been reduced and curators are expected to do work other than pure research - 

something they have not necessarily been trained for. Their academic kmwledge is under 

scrutiny and is no longer the only 'truth'. Consequently, bey have lost their unique 

position of power and mut  leam to work in a very diverse work environment as part of a 

team. Interpreting living cultures is proving to be a veiy difficult task with conflicts arising 

unexpectedly such as those encountered with the exhibitions The Spirit Sings and lnto the 

Heart ofAfnca. 

Tourists have become v q  important museum clients. Museums have no choice 

but to focus on Msitors because what is crucial for their sumival is the number of Msitors 

that they can attract A new dimension has now emerged whereby the visitors not only 

have an opinion on what they expect fiom the museum but also in the representation of 

their cultures. They no longer want their cultures to be interpreted exclusively by curators. 

They want to have input in the process. This is especially pertinent to First Nations who 

want to be active participants in the interpretation of their cultures. 

In such a chaotic situation, muselnns are dennitely struggiuig to maintain what 

once constituted a museum - one with scient& research as its fomdation. In any case, a 

rupture with the past has occuned and a shift into the contemporary is taking place. With 

limited contemporary artifiacts and limited contemporary experience, it remains to be seen 

whether museums will be able to survive this transition. 



At the present the ,  a new relationship is developing beîween First Nations and 

museuns in the specific area of land claims and repatriation. I, like m a .  other First 

Nations' members involved in museums, have corne to the conclusion that the best route to 

take to have control over the ùiterpretation of our cultures is through the repaûiation of 

artifacts with the subsequent development of our own cultural centres. Cultural centres are 

crucial in native communities and they are not only producing exhibitions and interpreting 

their cultures but have acquired many other firnctions such as the important role of oral 

tradition as weU as the teaching of languages, dancing and crafk. They are not only helping 

their people to be proud of their culture and their identity but they are also helping them in 

the healing process. As stated earIier by Linda Jules ~ o m  the Shuswap Nation, one should 

not have to go to Ottawa to s t u d y  Shuswap culture. One should go where the culture 

sprang up. First Nations' cultures are W y  going home. How we will deal with this 

transition is another story. 
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Chief Gosnell's Historic Speech to the British Columbia Legislature 

[ 12/02/98 ] 

Madame Speaker, Honorable Mernbers, ladies and gentlemen. 

Today marks a turning point in the history of British Columbia Today, aboriginal and non- 
aboriginal people are corning together to decide the future of this province- 

1 am talking about the Nsga'a Treaty -- a tnumph for d l  British Columbians -- and a beacon of 
hope for aboriginal people around the world. 

A triurnph, 1 believe, which proves to the world that reasonable people can sit down and settle 
historical wrongs. It proves that a modem society c m  correct the Mstakes of the past. As British 
Columbians, as Canadians, we should ali be very proud. 

A tnumph because, under the Treaty, the Nisga'a people WU join Canada and British Columbia 
as free citizens - full and equal participants in the social, economic and political life of this 
province, of this country. 

, A triumph because, under the Treaty, we will no longer be wards of the state, no longer beggars 
in Our own lands. 

A triumph because, under the Treaty, we wili collectively own about 2,000 square kilometres of 
land, far exceediig the postage-stamp reserves set aside for us by colonial govemments. We wili 
once again govem ourselves by Our own institutions, but within the context of Canadian law. 

It is a triumph because, under the Treaty, we will be allowed to make Our own mistakes, to savor 
Our own victories, to stand on Our own feet once again. 

A triumph because, clause by clause, the Nisga'a Treaîy emphasizes self-reliance, personal 
responsibility and modem education. It also encourages, for the first time, investment in Nisga'a 
lands and resources, and allows us to pursue meaningfùl employment fiom the resources of our 
own territory, for our own people. 

To investors, it provides economic certainty and gives us a fighting chance to establish legitimate 
economic independence -- to prosper in common with Our non-aboriginal neighbors in a new and 
proud Canada. 

A triumph, Madame Speaker and Honorable Members, because the Treaty proves, beyond ail 
doubt, that negotiations - not lawsuits, not blockades, not violence - are the most effective, most 
honorable way to resolve aboriginal issues in this countv. 130 
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A tnumph that signais the end of the Indian Act - the end of more than a century of humiliation, 
degradation and despair. 

In 1887, my ancestors made an epic journey fkom the Nass River here to Victoria's inner harbor. 

Determined to settle the Land Question, they were met by a Premier who barred them from the 
Legislature. 

He was blunt. Premier Smithe rejected all Our aspirations to settle the Land Question. Then he 
made this pronouncement, and I quote: "When the white man first came among you, you were 
little better than wild beasts of the field? 

Wdd beasts of the field! Little wonder then, that this brutal racism was soon translated into 
narrow policies which plunged British Columbia into a century of darkness for the Nisga'a and 
other aboriginal people- 

Like many colonists of the day, Premier Smithe did not know, or care to know, that the msga'a 
is an old nation, as oId as any in Europe. 

From time immemorial, Our &al literature, passed down from generation to generation, records 
the story of the way the Nisga'a people were placed on earth, entrusted with the care and 
protection of our land. 

Through the ages, we lived a settled life in villages dong the Nass River. We lived in large, 
cedar-planked houses, fronted with totem poles depicting the great heraidry and the f a d y  crests 
of our nobility. We thrïved fi-om the bounty of the sea, the river, the forest and the mountains. 

We govemed ourselves according to Ayuukhi Nisga'a, the code of Our own strict and ancient 
laws of property ownership, succession, and civil order. 

Our first encounters with Europeans were fiiendly. We welcomed these strange visitors, visitors 
who never leR. 

The Europeans also valued their encounters with us. They thought we were fair and tough 
entrepreneurs, and no doubt today, negotiators. In 1832, traders fiom the Hudson Bay Company 
found us living, in their words, in "two story wooden houses the equal of any in Europe." For a 
tirne, we continued to prosper. 

But there were dark days to corne. 

Between the Iate 1700s and the mid-1800s, the Nisga'a people, Wte so many other coastal nations 
of the t h e ,  were devastated by European diseases, such as smallpox, measles and fevers. Our 
population, once 30,000, dwindled to about 800 people. Today, 1 am pleased to report, Our 
population is growing again. Today, we number 5,500 people. 

We took to heart the promises of King George III, set out in the Royal Proclamation of 1763, 
that our lands would not be taken without Our permission, and that treaty-making was the way 13 1 
the Nisga'a would become part of this new nation. 
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We continued to follow our ayuukh, Our code of laws. We vowed to obey the white man's laws, 
too, and we expected hirn to obey his own law - and to respect ours. 

But the Europeans would not obey their own laws, and continued to trespass on our lands. The 
King's governments continued to take Our lands frorn us, until we were told that ail of our lands 
had come to belong to the Crown, and even the tùiy bits of land that enclosed Our villages were 
not ours, but belonged to the government. 

Still, we kept faith that the mle of law would prevail one day, that justice would be done. That 
one day, the Land Question wouId be settled fairly and honorably- 

In 19 13, the Nisga'a Land Cornmittee drafted a Petition to London. The Petition contained a 
declaration of our traditional land ownership and govemance and it contained the cntical 
afknation that, in the new British colony, Our land ownership would be respected. In part the 
Petition said quote: 

"We are not opposed to the coming of the white people into our temtory, provided this be 
canied out justly and in accordance with the British principles embodied in the Royal 
Proclamation. Iftherefore as we expect the aboriginal rights which we claim should be 
established by the decision ofHis Majesty's Privy Council, we would be prepared to take a 
moderate and reasonable position. Ln that event, while claiming the right to decide for ourselves, 
the terms upon which we would deal with our territory, we would be d i n g  that al1 rnatters 
outstanding between the province and ourselves should be finally adjusted by some equitable 
method to be agreed upon which should include representation of the Indian Tribes upon any 
Commission which might then be appointed. 

The above statement was unanirnously adopted at a meeting of the Nisga'a Nation or Tribe of 
Indians held at the village of Kincolith on the 22nd day of January, 1913 ." 

Sadly, this was not to be the case. 

Also in 19 13, Duncan Campbell Scott became deputy superintendent of Indian Atfairs. His 
narrow vision of assimilation domlnated federal aboriginal policy for years and years to come and 
was later codified as the Indian Act. 

Mr. Scott said, "1 want to get rid of the Indian problem. "Our objective is to continue until there 
is not a single Indian in Canada that has not been absorbed into the body politic and there is no 
Indian question. " 

One of this man's earliest efforts was to undermine the influence of the Nisga'a Petition to 
London and to deflect attention away fiom political action. 

But these men, Smithe and Scott failed; and are now deservedly only dusty footnotes in history. 

Still, the situation of the Nisga'a worsened. In 1927, Canada passed a law to prevent us from 
pursuhg Our land claims, fiom hiring lawyers to plead Our case. 

At the sarne time, Our central institution of tribal government, the potlatch systern (y~~.~kw),  was 132 
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outlawed by an Act of ladiament. It was against the law for us to give presents to one another 
during Our ceremonies, which Our laws instmcted us to do. It was even made illegal for us to 
sing,. to dance. 

But SM, we never gave up. And then haily, under the leadership of President Emeritus Frank 
Calder, the Nisga'a Land Cornmittee was rebom as the Nisga'a Tribal Council in 1955. In 1968, 
we took our Land Question to the B.C. Supreme Court. We lost but appealed to the Supreme 
Court of Canada, where in 1973 - in what is now known as the Calder Case - the judges d e d  
that aboriginal title existed prior to Confederation. This initiated the modem day process of land 
claims negotiations. 

The govenunent of Canada agreed it was best to negotiate modem-day treaties. Canada agreed it 
was t h e  to build a new relationship, based on trust, respect, and the mle of law. 

In tirne, as you well know Madame Speaker, the Province of British Columbia came to the 
negotiating table as well. For the past twenty-five years, in good faith, the Nisga'a struggled to 
negotiate this Treaty and finally, it was initialed in August in Our village of New Aiyansh. 

How the world has changed. Two days ago and one hundred and eleven years after Smithe's 
rejection, 1 walked up the steps of this Legislature as the sound of Nkga'a dnimmuig and singing 
filled the rotunda. To the Nisga'a people, it was a joyous sound, the sound of freedom. 

What does c'fkeedom'y mean? I looked it up in the dictionary. It rneans "the state or condition of 
being &ee, the condition of not being under another's control; the power to do, Say, or think as 
one pleases." 

Our people have enjoyed the hospitality and warmth of this Legislature, this capital city, its sights 
and its people - in churches, schoolsy mds, streets and public places. Our people have been 
embraced, welcomed and congratulated by the people of British Columbia, Madame Speaker. 

People sometirnes wonder why we have struggled so long to sign a Treaty? 

Why, we are asked, did Our elders and elected officiais dedicate their lives to a resolution of the 
Land Question? What is it about a Treaty? 

To us, a Treaty is a sacred instrument. It represents an understanding between distinct cultures 
and shows respect for each other's way of Me. We know we are here for a long Ume together. A 
Treaty stands as a symbol of high idealism in a divided world. That is why we have fought so 
long, and so hard. 

I have been asked, has it been worth it? Yes, a resounding yes. But, believe me, it has been a long 
and hard-fought battle. Sorne may have heard us Say that a generation of Nisga'a men and women 
has grown old at the negotiating table. SadIy, it is very, very true. 

Let me share some personal history. When I began this process 1 was a young man. When 1 first 
becarne involved in Our Tribal Councily 1 was 25 years old. Now 1 am 63. Today, rny haïr is grey. 
The terms of six Prime Ministers chart the years 1 have grown old at the negotiating table: 

The Right Honorable Pierre Trudeau, 133 
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Joe Clark, 

John Turner, 

Brian Mulroney, 

Kim Campbell, and 

Jean Chretien. 

And five British Columbia Premiers: 

Bill Bennett, 

William Vander Zalm, 

Rita JO hnson, 

Mike Harcourt, and 

Glen Clark. 

1 will spare you the list of deputy ministers, senior bureaucrats and other officiais we have met 
across the table d u ~ g  the past quarter century. Their names would paper the walls of this 
Chamber. At least twice, Itd bet- 

* We are not naïve. We know that some people do not want this Treaty. We know there are 
naysayers, some sitting here today. We know there are some who say Canada and SC. are 
"giving" us too much. And a few who want to re-open negotiations in order to "give" us less. 

Others -- stiil upholding the values of Smithe and Scott - are practising a wilbl ignorance. This 
colonial attitude is fanning the fl ames of fear and ignorance in this province and re-igniting a 
poisonous attitude so familiar to abonginai people. 

But these are desperate tactics - doomed to fail. By playing politics with the aspirations of 
aboriginal people these naysayers are blighting the promise of the Nisga'a Treaty -- not only for 
us, but for non-aboriginal people as well. 

Because, Madame Speaker, this is about people. We are not numbers. In this Legislative debate, 
you will be dealing with the Lives of our people; with the futures of our individual people. This is 
about the legitimate aspirations of people no longer w i h g  to step aside or be marginabed. 

We intend to be free and equal citizens, Madame Speaker. Witness the flags that have been 
waved in this Chamber over the past two days -- by the Nisga'a people of British Columbia, the 
Nisgata people of Canada, 

Now, on the eve of the 50th anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights, this Legislature 134 
embarks on a great debate about aboriginal rights. The Nisga'a people welcome that debate -- 
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one of the most important in the modem history of British Columbia. 

And we have every confidence that elected members of this Legislature will look beyond narrow 
politics to correct a shamefùl and historic wrong. 1 ask every honorable member to search their 
hearts deeply and to allow the light of our message to guide their decision. 

We have worked for justice for more than a century. Now, it is time to rat@ the N~sga'a Treaty, 
for abonguial and non-aboriginal people to corne together and write a new chapter in the history 
of our Nation, our province, Our country and indeed, the world. 

The world is Our witness. 

Be strong. Be steadfast. Be true. 



DESCRIPTION 

The Canadian Museum of Civilization Corporation (CMCC) in accordance with its 
mandate, and in response to the recommendations contained in the 1992 Task Force 
Report on Museums and First Peoples (which the CMCC initiated and participated in,) 
established the Aboriginal Training Programme in Museum Practices (ATPMP) in 
September 1993. The goal of the Programme is to offer Aboriginal participants 
professional and technical training in museum practices while providing the opportunity 
to work in bath officia1 languages. 

The ATPMP provides opportunities to learn about diiferent aspects of museum practices; 
to work on special projects under the supervision of professionals; to share experiences 
with other intems; and to maintain and develop relationships with the CMCC and the 
intern's community, museum or cultural centres. 

The programme includes a practicum and m internship. Both are aimed a t  Aboriginal 
individuals either enrolled in university programmes, or those with experience in 
community museums or cultural centres but without university, college education or 
other formal training. The Canadian Museum of Civilization Corporation and the 
Saskatchewan Indian Federated College have signed an agreement for developing co- 
operative projects to foster the cultures of Aboriginal peoples. 

t 

The programme will commence with an  orientation period of four to six weeks in which 
each division will give a series of conferences. 

PRACTICUM 

The practicum is a general introduction to museum practices. Interns will spend three to 
four weeks in various divisions of the Museum working on a specifk assignment or smali 
project, either alone or in a team, under close supervision. 136 
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The intemship is designed to allow interns to work towards specific academic a n d o r  
professional goals within the Museum's professional and multidisciplinary environment. 
The content and structure of the inteniship will be determined by the intem and the 
programme supervisor, 

Students currently attending university who are accepted as intems in the Aboriginal 
Training Programme in Museum Practices are encouraged to enrol a t  the Saskatchewan 
Indian Federated College; their training at the Museum can be credited towards a 
CoUege programme. 

ELIGIBILITY 

Practicum: Candidates should have Grade 12 education o r  equivalent. Those with less 
than Grade 12 education will be considered on the basis of demonstrable experience in 
cultural interpretation or preservation, o r  related skills. 

. Intemship: Students who have completed either al1 or part of a post-secondary 
programme in the fields of museoiogy, arts o r  social sciences. 

EVALUATION 

The evaluation of the programme will be based on the successful completion of al1 the 
assignments and projects and on the professionaI responsibility and initiative of the 
intern. A report will be made by the designated division supervisors concerned. A yearly 
evaiuation to bring forth recommendations and assess the current eff~cacity of the 
programme in general will take place in April of every year. 

http://www.civilization.ca/cmc/a~atproeng. html 
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

The Museum provides training and facilities for the Programme, Participants are 
encouraged to seek sources of financial support to cover travel and living expenses. The 
Programme can make recommendations as to possible sources. Financial assistance wiIl 
be available for intems who a re  unable to find such funding. The programme will begin 
in September and end in April (dates to be announced in the brochure). Intems wili be 
required to work 7.5 hours per day, 5 days a week on a full-time basis for a period of 
eight months and will be paid on a bi-weekly basis. There will be a two-week break over 
the Christmas holidays. 

SELECTION PROCESS 

Applications will be reviewed by the programme's Steering Cornmittee. Eligible 
applicants will be invited to participate in the programme. 

If you wish to participate in this programme, please submit the following documents: 

r A résumé with permanent and current addresses, telephone numbers, academic 
background and employment history. 

A persona1 statement indicating how the the practicum or  internship relates to your 
experience, academic goals, and/or professional development. 

Two letters of reference attesting to your previous experience and career goals in a 
museum or cultural heritage field. The letter should be from an  Aboriginal community or  
organization, or an individual who occupies a position of responsibility. 

APPLICATION DEADLINE 

DOCUMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY March 15th of each year. Please forward them to: 

Coordinator, Aboriginal Training Programme in Museum Practices 
Canadian Museum of Civilization 
LOO Laurier Street 
P.0, Box 3100, Station B 
Hull, Quebec 
J8X 4H2 
Tel: (819) 776-8270 
Fax: (819) 776-8300 

Upon acceptance into the Programme, the intern wili sign a formal agreement dBS 
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Statement of Principles for Ethical Conduct 
Pertaining to Aboriginal Peoples 

en fiançais 

Pream ble 

The objectives of the Canadian Archaeological Association include the promotion, 
protection and conservation of the archaeological heritage of  Canada, and the 
dissemination of archaeological knowledge. Canadian archaeologists conduct their 
activities according to the principles of scholarly practice and recognize the interests 
of groups affected by their research. Whereas the heritage of Fust Nations Peoples 
constitutes the greater part of the Canadian archaeological record, this document 
presents a Statement of Principles that guides members of the Association in their 
relationships with Aboriginal peoples. 

Principles 

Members of the CAA/AAC agree to abide by the following principles: 

1 Consultation: 

1. To recognize the cultural and spintual links between Aboriginal peoples and 
the archaeological record. 

2. To acknowledge that Aboriginal people have a fbndamental interest in the 
protection and management of the archaeofogical record, its interpretation and 
presentation. 

3. To recognize and respect the role of Aboriginal communities in matters 
relating to their heritage. 

4. To negotiate and respect protocols, developed in consultation with 
Aborigind cornmunities, relating to the conduct of archaeological activities 
deaiiig with Abonginal culture. 

II Aboriginal Invoivement: 

1. To encourage partnerships with Aboriginal cornmunities in archaeological 
research, management and education, based on respect and mutual sharing of 
knowledge and expertise. 

2. To support fonnal training programs in archaeology for Abonginai people. 
140 
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3. To support the recmitment of Aboriginal people as professional 
archaeologists. 

DI Sacred Sites and Places: 

1. To recognize and respect the spirituai bond that exists between Aboriginal 
peoples and special places and features on the landscape. 

2. To acknowtedge the cultural significance of human remains and associated 
objects to Aboriginal peoples. 

3. To respect protocols govemïng the investigation, removal, curation and re- 
burial of human remains and associated objects- 

IV Communication and Interpretation: 

1. To respect the cultural significance of orai history and traditional knowledge 
in the interpretation and presentation of the archaeologicai record of Aboriginal 
peoples. 

2. To communicate the results of archaeological investigations to Aboriginal 
comrnunities in a timely and accessible manner. 

Back to the CAA homepage 




